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Welcome

Welcome to the joint meeting of the Society for Mathematical Psychology, the InternationalConference on Cognitive Modeling, and the European Mathematical Psychology Group. I amsure we are all thrilled to be able to meet in person and are excited for the new ideas andcollaborations that will be generated from this meeting.
This year, we have even more opportunity than usual to meet our colleagues and expand ourawareness of novel approaches in mathematical psychology and cognitive modeling: Thanksto the contributions of all three participating groups, we have the highest number of talksubmissions and the highest projected attendance of any meeting in our history! Our programincludes presentations representing the full range of topics in mathematical psychology andcognitive modeling, multiple opportunities to develop skills through workshops, and symposiaon many of the most pressing topics in our fields, including one honoring a central figurein our society and Senior Fellow Award winner, the late A.A.J. (Tony) Marley. Additionally,we will have plenary talks from Professor Mateja Jamnik on building trustworthy AI, fromProfessor Birte Forstmann on using joint brain and behavior modeling to investigate decisionprocesses in deep brain networks, and from Estes Early Career Award winner, Dr. Adam Osth,on examining the relationship between novel features and the distinction between separableand integral stimulus properties in episodic memory.
Looking forward to further opportunities to come together, I hope you will join us for theMath-Psych symposium at Psychonomics this November in San Francisco and another VirtualMathPsych/ICCM meeting next year in June. As we confirm details, we will continue to dis-tribute information on ourwebsite, mathpsych.org, ourmailing list (see https://mathpsych.
org/page/mailing-lists to subscribe) and on social media (@socmathpsych). Details ofthe 2024 Annual Meeting will be announced at the business meeting this year.
Finally, thank you to the outstanding team behind the conference this year, led by DoraMatzke, Catherine Sibert, Marieke Van Vugt, and Michael Nunez with extensive and invaluablesupport from our Secretary/Treasurer, Leslie Blaha.
Enjoy the conference!
Regards,
Joe HouptPresident of the Society for Mathematical Psychology µψ

mathpsych.org
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About MathPsych / ICCM / EMPG 2023

MathPsych

The Society for Mathematical Psychology promotes the advancement and communi-cation of research inmathematical psychology and related disciplines. Mathematicalpsychology is broadly defined to include work of a theoretical character that usesmathematical methods, formal logic, or computer simulation. The official journalsof the society are the Journal of Mathematical Psychology and Computational Brain
& Behavior.
ICCM

The International Conference on Cognitive Modeling (ICCM) is the premier confer-ence for research on computational models and computation-based theories ofhuman behavior. ICCM is a forum for presenting, discussing, and evaluating thecomplete spectrum of cognitive modeling approaches, including connectionism,symbolic modeling, dynamical systems, Bayesian modeling, and cognitive architec-tures. ICCM includes basic and applied research, across a wide variety of domains,ranging from low-level perception and attention to higher-level problem-solvingand learning.
EMPG

The European Mathematical Psychology Group (EMPG) is an informal association ofscientists in mathematical psychology. The group was founded in 1971 in Paris. Ithas not been formally organized as a society, although has been described as the“European branch” of the Society for Mathematical Psychology. It holds a meetingeach year in a European city.
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Code of conduct

The Society for Mathematical Psychology (SMP) is committed to the higheststandards of diversity, equity, inclusion, and the free expression of ideas.We seek to provide an environment in which diverse participants may learn,network, and enjoy the company of colleagues. We recognize a shared re-sponsibility to create and sustain that environment for the benefit of all. ThisCode of Conduct sets forth our commitment to providing a harassment-freeand inclusive environment at SMP sponsored events (including all scientificmeetings) as well as for all individuals engaged in SMP related business. Allforms of harassment are prohibited. Specific prohibited behaviors includebut are not limited to the following:
• Harassment or intimidation based on gender, gender identity, gen-der expression, age, sexual orientation, disability, appearance, bodysize, race, ethnicity, political orientation and views, religion (or lackthereof), or other group status• Unwelcome behavior as well as verbal or written comments (includingonline comments) related to the above categories that create a hostilemeeting environment (e.g., sexist or racist jokes)• Sexual harassment or intimidation, including unwelcome sexual at-tention• Unwelcome physical contact• Harassing photography or recording• Stalking or following (physical or virtual)• Sustained disruption or threatening of conference presenters• Cyberbullying (i.e., the use of computers, cell phones or other devicesto send or post emails, text messages or images intended to harassanother person) and social media abuse• Advocating for, or encouraging, any of the above behavior• This code of conduct is not intended to limit the terms of open and re-spectful scientific inquiry or discussion. Critical examination, debate,and robust disagreement regarding beliefs and viewpoints, germaneto the topic of discussion and presented respectfully do not, in them-selves, constitute harassment.

We expect individuals to follow this code of conduct at all SMP scientificmeetings and in all other SMP related business.
Enforcement

Individuals asked to stop any harassing behavior are expected to complyimmediately. If an individual engages in harassing behavior, the SMP execu-tive board retains the right to take any actions to keep SMP a welcoming
10



environment for all individuals. These actions include simply warning theoffender, expulsion from a scientific meeting with no refund of registrationor other attendance-related costs, expulsion from the society, and/or ban-ishment from all future SMP meetings. Appeals for any of these actions willbe handled by the executive board.
Reporting

If you are being harassed, notice that someone else is being harassed, orhave any other concerns, please report it to us immediately. We value yourinvolvement in SMP, and will make every effort to ensure that you feel safeand welcome in our society.
You can make a report by emailing info@mathpsych.org. This email is di-rectly monitored by the secretary/treasurer and the president. Any reportsmade by email will be accessible by the executive board. You may also makea report in person to any member of the executive board.

11
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Wi-Fi at the Conference Location

As a guest, you have the following options for using the wireless network atthe University of Amsterdam (UvA).

1. Eduroam wireless network for guest users from other educationalinstitutes. Log in using the account of your own institute.2. UvA Open Wi-Fi network. This network does not require registrationor passwords.
UvA wireless users must observe the ICT Code of ConductUsers who do not obey the ICT Code of Conduct risk being refused accessto the UvA-net. Using the UvA-net to distribute copyrighted materials isprohibited. If you are using BitTorrent to download material, switch off yourBitTorrent programme before logging on to the UvAweb.
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Lunch venues around campus

Around the campus you can find several options to enjoy a lovely lunch. Do like thestudents do: grab a quick lunch at the supermarket and sit down near the canal. Orget your lunch at a nearby café or a restaurant.
For your convenience, you can find an interactive list of places where to get food inthe MathPsych / ICCM / EMPG 2023 Google map. Scan the following QR code toaccess the map:

Otherwise, below is a list of the recommended venues.
1. Food Court at UvA e5-10

ï Multiple cuisines including Vietnamese, Syrian/Lebanese kebab, Dutchbroodjes (sandwiches) and pizza
% Campus restaurant in building H
Ï enjoytoday.amsterdam/food-uva2. Albert Heijn e5-10
ï Supermarket, also offers lunch deals for fresh sandwiches, salads, sushi,etc. Unfortunately it is sometimes difficult to pay at this locationwithouta Dutch bank card.

% Sarphatistraat 141
Ï ah.nl3. The Breakfast Club e10-15
ï Sandwiches, pancakes, breakfast

% Roetersstraat 10 A
Ï thebreakfastclub.nl4. CREA Café e5-10
ï Sandwiches, soup, snacks

% Nieuwe Achtergracht 170
Ï creacafe.nl5. Bagels & Beans e5-10
ï Bagels, coffee

% Roetersstraat 2 A
14
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Ï bagelsbeans.nl6. Bar Lampicka e15-20
ï Sandwiches, burgers, and fries

% Sarphatistraat 23
Ï barlempicka.com7. Cantina Caliente e10-15
ï Latin American cuisine

% Roetersstraat 192
Ï cantinacaliente.nl8. Hotel Arena e15-20
ï Mediterranean cuisine

% ’s-Gravesandestraat 55
Ï hotelarena.nl9. De Pizzabakkers e10-15
ï Pizza

% Plantage Kerklaan 2
Ï depizzabakkers.nl10. Pizzeria “Palorma” e15-20
ï Pizza

% Plantage Kerklaan 28
Ï restaurantguru.com/Palorma-Amsterdam11. Pizzeria Steakhouse La Roma e10-15
ï Pizza

% Plantage Kerklaan 32HS
Ï restaurantguru.com/La-Roma-Amsterdam12. Cantarell Weesperplein B.V. e5-10
ï Fast food

% Weesperplein 13-15
Ï cantarell.nl13. Café Noir e5-10
ï Sandwiches, salads

% Weesperplein 19-21
Ï cafenoiramsterdam.nl14. Lebkov & Sons Roeterseiland e5-10
ï Sandwiches and coffee bar

% Roetersstraat 15
Ï lebkov.nl15. Coffee & Bites e10-15
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ï Burgers and fries
% Plantage Middenlaan 44-HS
Ï coffeeandbites.amsterdam16. Box Sociaal e15-20
ï Fusion, brunch

% Plantage Middenlaan 30A
Ï boxsociaal.com17. De Plantage e5-10
ï French cuisine

% Plantage Kerklaan 36
Ï caferestaurantdeplantage.nl18. New Happy Corner e10-15
ï Chinese cuisine

% Plantage Middenlaan 30
Ï restauranthappycorner.nl19. Café Koosje e5-10
ï European cuisine

% Plantage Middenlaan 37
Ï koosjeamsterdam.nl20. Cafe Eik en Linde e5-10
ï European cuisine

% Plantage Middenlaan 22A
Ï eikenlinde.nl21. Ponte Magro e10-15
ï Italian cuisine

% Nieuwe Kerkstraat 4
Ï ponte-magro.nl22. Backhuys Amsterdam e5-10
ï Sandwiches

% Sarphatistraat 61
Ï bakhuys-amsterdam.nl23. Café de Magere Brug e10-15
ï European cuisine

% Amstel 81
Ï demagerebrug.nl24. Jen’s Bing Cafe e5-10
ï Taiwanese food and boba

% Roetersstraat 4HS
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Ï jensbing.nl25. Sagra Food &Wine e5-10
ï Italian to-go deli

% Plantage Kerklaan 24HS
Ï deplantage.amsterdam/en/single-company/sagra-food-wine-226. Zirve e5-15
ï Turkish fast food; Dürüm, kebab, kapsalon, etc.

% Plantage Middenlaan 32
Ï zirve.sitedish.shop
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Room Designation

The five conference rooms are named after renowned Dutch methodologists, psy-chologists, and cognitive scientists. Wewould like to highlight their accomplishmentshere.
Adriaan Dingeman de Groot (1914-2006), Dutch psychologist, renowned for hiscontributions to cognitive psychology, conducted groundbreaking research on ex-pertise and problem solving. He was professor at the University of Amsterdam,where he founded the Psychological Methods Unit. De Groot’s work on chess ex-perts’ thought processes revolutionized our understanding of cognitive abilities anddecision making.
Franciscus Cornelis Donders (1818-1889), a renowned Dutch psychologist and physi-cian, made significant contributions to the field of cognitive psychology. He pio-neered the measurement of cognitive functions, particularly response time, usinghis innovative "subtractive method." Donders’ work laid the foundation for moderncognitive psychology and remains influential in the field today.
Géza Révész (1878-1955) was a Hungarian-Dutch psychologist known for his workin educational, differential psychology, and music cognition. He focused on under-standing individual differences in intelligence and learning processes, emphasizingthe importance of multiple dimensions of intelligence. His research contributed topersonalized education and innovative teaching methods. Révész’s work continuesto influence the field of psychology and education. He also contributed to the fieldby co-founding the journal Acta Psychologica in 1935 together with David Katz.
Gideon Jan (Don) Mellenbergh (1938-2021) is a Dutch psychologist known for hissignificant contributions in the fields of psychometrics and quantitative psychol-ogy. Mellenbergh was professor at the University of Amsterdam and chair of thePsychological Methods Unit. His research in educational psychology, psychologicalassessment, and measurement theory, resulted in the development of advancedstatistical models and refined measurement instruments. Mellenbergh’s work hashad an important impact on research design, data analysis, and the overall progressof psychological methods.
Margueritha (Rita) Vuyk, (1913-1989), the first female psychology professor in theNetherlands, has made significant contributions to psychology. She is known forher work on inductive reasoning in children. Her research at the University ofAmsterdam focused on the interplay between thoughts, emotions, and behaviors,particularly in relation to childhood trauma and adult mental health. Vuyk’s ap-proach helped shift developmental psychology towards a more holistic approach tomental health in children.
18
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Awards

Several awards will be announced during the SMP Business Meeting, 20 July 2023,17:00-18:00, in C1.04 (de Groot)
William K. Estes Early Career Award: The Society for Mathematical Psychologypresents an annual award for exceptional published research in the field of mathe-matical psychology by an early career investigator. Previously known as the “NewInvestigator Award,” it was renamed after William K. Estes in 2009, recognizing hiscontributions to our Society and the field of mathematical psychology generally.
R. Duncan Luce Outstanding Paper Award: The Society for Mathematical Psychol-ogy presents an annual award for the most outstanding paper published in the
Journal of Mathematical Psychology in the preceding three years. The award isnamed after R. Duncan Luce, recognizing his founding role in the field of mathemat-ical psychology, and in our Society and the journal. The R. Duncan Luce OutstandingPaper Award is sponsored by Elsevier Inc.
Computational Brain & BehaviorOutstanding Paper Award: The Society forMath-ematical Psychology presents an annual award for the most outstanding paperpublished in Computational Brain & Behavior in the preceding three years. The
Computational Brain & Behavior Outstanding Paper Award is sponsored by Springer.
Society for Mathematical Psychology Senior Fellow Award: The Society for Math-ematical Psychology presents an annual award honoring the lifetime contributions ofa Societymember. Winners are announced at the annual meeting of the Society, andparticipate in a “Conversation with the Senior Fellow” in the following annual meet-ing. Contributions can be in the any of the following areas: (1) Contributions in themathematical modeling of psychological phenomena; (2) Mentorship of students,faculty, and others, with a particular focus on advancing the field of mathematicalpsychology; and (3) Service that has advanced the field of mathematical psychology.
Allen Newell Award for the Best Student-Led Paper: The International Conferenceon Cognitive Modeling will announce the 2023 Allen Newell Award for the BestStudent-Led Paper, given annually to the most outstanding ICCM paper with a stu-dent as lead or sole author.
Best Poster Award: All attendees are invited to vote for the Best Poster Awardduring the Poster Session, 19 July, 17:00-20:00. The winner is announced at theSMP Business Meeting on 20 July.
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WoMP Travel & Networking Award: Presenting one’s research at professionalmeetings such as the Annual Meeting of the Society for Mathematical Psychologyis an important way for individuals to become known in the professional commu-nity and to develop collaborative relationships with other professionals in the field.Given the relatively short time frame of the tenure period, it is essential that indi-viduals begin to appear at professional meetings early in their careers. Therefore,the purpose of this award is to provide funds for graduate students and postdocs toparticipate in and network at the 2023 Professional Development Symposium andMathPsych / ICCM / EMPG 2023 Conference, University of Amsterdam, July 18-21,2023.
The Women of Mathematical Psychology will announce the recipients of the 2023WoMP Travel and Networking awards during the WoMP Professional DevelopmentSymposium on 18 July 2023, 14:00-17:30, in M1.03 (Vuyk), and they will be recog-nized again at the SMP Business Meeting.
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Keynotes

Date Session

July 19 KN ICCM Keynote: Prof. Mateja Jamnik in C1.04 (deGroot; Nieuwe Achtergracht 166)
July 20 KN Early Career Award Lecture: Dr. Adam Osth in C1.04(de Groot; Nieuwe Achtergracht 166)
July 21 KN MathPsych Keynote: Prof. Birte Forstmann in C1.04(de Groot; Nieuwe Achtergracht 166)
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Workshops and social events

SE: Social event, WS: Workshop

Workshops (July 18 Morning)

Room Session
Mellen-
bergh |
M1.01

09:00–12:30
WS Workshop highlighting recent ACT-R work andtrends

Donders |
M1.02

09:00–12:30
WS Principled Amortized Bayesian Inference withDeep Learning

Vuyk |
M1.03

09:00–12:30
WS Using reinforcement learning models indecision neuroscience: A tutorial withhierarchical Bayesian approaches with Stan

Révész |
M0.02

09:00–12:30
WS Hands-on tutorial on e-values, safe tests andanytime-valid confidence intervals for efficientstatistical inference

Workshops (July 18 Afternoon)

Room Session
Mellen-
bergh |
M1.01

14:00–17:30
WS Workshop highlighting recent ACT-R work andtrends

Donders |
M1.02

14:00–17:30
WS PsychoModels - A Database for Formal Models

Vuyk |
M1.03

14:00–17:30
WS Women of Mathematical PsychologyProfessional Development Symposium

Révész |
M0.02
14:00–17:30

WS Detecting single-trial cognitive events in EEGusing hidden semi-Markov pattern analysis andthe HMP python package
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Social events

Date Session
July 18

12:30–14:00 SE Woman of MathPsych Lunch in Overloop ofBuilding M
July 18

17:30–20:00 SE Opening Reception at CREA café
July 19

17:00–20:00 SE Poster session in De Brug
July 20
18:30–19:30 SE Canal cruise from Amstel to Banquet
July 20
19:30–22:00 SE Banquet at IJKantine
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MathPsych/ICCM/EMPG Talk Schedule | July 19

CT: Contributed Talk, KN: Keynote, SY: Symposium

Révész 09:00–11:00 | Symposium: DeterministicM0.02 and Probabilistic Models of Choice
09:00–09:20 SY Cavagnaro, Daniel Identifying context effect sweet spots:There’s an app for that!
09:20–09:40 SY Doignon, Jean-Paul Random ordering models and flowpolytopes
09:40–10:00 SY Adaryukov, James

If You Only Saw What I Saw: ModelingHeterogeneous Experiences and theDescription-Experience Gap
10:00–10:20 SY Regenwetter, Mike (Ir)rationality of Moral Judgment
10:20–10:40 SY Suck, Reinhard Linear extensions of a partial order andNaP preferences
10:40–11:00 SY Marc, Jekel

Improving Research Replicability withan Easy-to-Use App for Creating andEvaluating Deterministic andProbabilistic Models of Binary Choice
Mellenbergh 09:00–11:00 | Symposium: Scientific InferenceM1.01 & Statistical Inference

09:00–09:20 SY Shiffrin, Richard M.
The Chasm between Scientific andStatistical Inference Demonstrated byLord’s Paradox

09:20–09:35 SY Morey, Richard There is no such thing as "statisticalinference"
09:35–09:50 SY Wagenmakers,

Eric-Jan The Pros and Cons of Preregistration
09:50–10:05 SY Matzke, Dora

Cure the cause, not the symptoms:Pre-registration will not remediate theperverse academic incentive system
10:05–10:20 SY van Ravenzwaaij,

Don
On the Utility of Hypothesis Testingand the Principle of Parsimony

10:20–11:00 SY Plenary Session: Scientific andStatistical Inference Discussion
Donders 09:00–10:40 | Eye MovementsM1.02
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09:00–09:20 CT Ting, Chih-Chung
Domain-specific overall value effectson choice behaviors andeye-movements

09:20–09:40 CT Visser, Ingmar A model-based approach to parsingeye-movement data
09:40–10:00 CT Rieskamp, Jorg

Improving Decision Making Models byConsidering Attention Processes: TheGaze-Weighted Advantage RaceDiffusion Model
10:00–10:20 CT Turner, Brandon Consequences of mature cognitivecontrol systems
10:00–10:40 CT Gluth, Sebastian A theory of information search inmulti-attribute decisions

Vuyk 09:00–11:00 | Similarity & PerceptionM1.03
09:00–09:20 CT Heathcote, Andrew Chronometric Psychophysics
09:20–09:40 CT Heller, Juergen

A common representation of perceivedintensity and the near-miss tocross-modal commutativity
09:40–10:00 CT Bennett, Murray

A Bradley-Terry-Luce model-basedanalysis of human perception andcomputer vision in identifyingmelanoma lesions
10:20–10:40 CT Aho, Kaarina

Systems alignment in concept learning:evidence from children’s earlyconcepts and beyond
10:40–11:00 CT Gillespie, Nathan

Relating perception and memory for anovel set of reconfigurable auditorystimuli: a noisy exemplar approach
de Groot 09:00–11:00 | Symposium: Deep LearningC1.04 for Cognitive Modeling

09:00–09:20 SY Ghaderi-Kangavari,
Amin

Integrative neurocognitive approachesto understanding cognition throughsimultaneous analysis of EEG andbehavioral data on single trials
09:20–09:40 SY Elsemüller, Lasse

Comparing Bayesian hierarchicalmodels: A deep learning method withcognitive applications
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09:40–10:00 SY Liss, Julia

Time to jump: Exploring thedistribution of noise in evidenceaccumulation as a function of timepressure
10:00–10:20 SY Schumacher, Lukas

Neural superstatistics for bayesianestimation of dynamic cognitivemodels
10:20–10:40 SY Schnuerch, Martin

Fading memory, waning attention:Modeling output interference with adynamic diffusion model
10:40–11:00 SY Radev, Stefan Compressing Bayesian Inference withInformation Maximization

Révész 11:20–12:40 | Quantum & Context EffectsM0.02
11:20–11:40 CT Borghetti, Lorraine Evaluating the Generalizability ofDiverse Models of Interference Effects
11:40–12:00 CT Dzhafarov, Ehtibar N. Contextuality and hidden variablemodels
12:00–12:20 CT Cai, Xiaohong Where are the context effects?
12:20–12:40 CT Trueblood, Jennifer Contextual Sensitivity in NaturalisticMulti-alternative Choice

Mellenbergh 11:20–12:40 | Reinforcement LearningM1.01
11:20–11:40 CT Miletić, Steven Performance of the volatile Kalmanfilter in the reversal learning paradigm
11:40–12:00 CT Lee, Sang Ho

Measuring impulsivity using areal-time driving task and inversereinforcement learning
12:00–12:20 CT Bavard, Sophie

It’s not all about choices: the influenceof response times on inferring otherpeople’s social preferences
12:20–12:40 CT Speekenbrink,

Maarten
"One step beyond...": Computationalprinciples in social interaction

Donders 11:20–12:40 | Cognitive ControlM1.02
11:20–11:40 CT Jahansa, Paria Modeling response inhibition in thestop signal task: the copula approach
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11:40–12:00 CT Weigard, Alexander
Cognitive process modeling of contextindependence violations in the ABCDStudy stop-signal task

12:00–12:20 CT Bompas, Aline Stop-Signal Reaction Time LargelyReflects Sensory and Motor Delays
12:20–12:40 CT Smith, Parker

The neutral condition in conflict tasks:the implications of neutral conditionRT behavior on modeling
Vuyk 11:20–12:40 | Statistics: Order ConstraintsM1.03
11:20–11:40 CT Line, Emily Order constrained modeling andinference in psychology and law
11:40–12:00 CT Lin, Tzu-Yao

Incorporating the Luce-Krantzthreshold model into the culturalconsensus theory for ordinalcategorical data: A simulation study
12:00–12:20 CT García-Lapresta, José

Luis
Scoring functions in the setting ofordered qualitative scales

12:20–12:40 CT Chen, Meichai
Order-constrained Inference: ANuanced Approach to HypothesisTesting

de Groot 11:20–12:40 | Symposium: Complex SystemsC1.04 Analysis in Mental Health Research

11:20–11:40 SY Evers, Kyra

Anticipating or merely characterizingchange: How well do early warningsignals work in more complex andchaotic regimes?
11:40–12:00 SY Waldorp, Lourens Early Warning Signals inpsychopathology
12:00–12:20 SY Haslbeck, Jonas

Improving Treatments for PanicDisorder using ComputationalModeling
12:20–12:40 SY Hasselman, Fred

The geometry of synchronisation:Quantifying the coupling direction ofphysiological signals within andbetween individuals using inter-systemrecurrence networks.
Mellenbergh 15:20–17:00 | Risky ChoiceM1.01
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15:20–15:40 CT Olschewski,
Sebastian

Optimal Allocation of Time in RiskyChoices under Opportunity Costs

15:40–16:00 CT Lasagna, Carly

Mathematical modeling of risk-takingin bipolar disorder: Evidence ofreduced behavioral consistency, withaltered loss aversion specific to thosewith history of substance use disorder
16:00–16:20 CT Pachur, Thorsten The multiple attentional roots ofprobability weighting in risky choice
16:20–16:40 CT Lob, Aaron

Modelling the influence of situationaluncertainty on risk taking in everydaylife
16:40–17:00 CT Danwitz, Ludwig Observational learning of ExplorationExploitation Strategies in Bandit Tasks

Donders 15:20–17:00 | Bayesian AnalysisM1.02
15:20–15:40 CT Behrens, Thea

Connecting process models toresponse times through Bayesianhierarchical regression analysis
15:40–16:00 CT Lages, Martin

A Hierarchical Signal Detection Modelwith Unequal Variance for BinaryResponses
16:00–16:20 CT Snijder, Jean-Paul

An Examination of HierarchicalBayesian Dynamic Structural EquationModels in Stan
16:20–16:40 CT Brandtzæg, Ørjan

Røkkum
Nothing and the seven priors.Re-analysis of data on Bayesian priors.

16:40–17:00 CT Stevenson, Niek Bayesian hierarchical modelling forbetween-subject analysis
Vuyk 15:20–17:00 | ICCM: Logic & LearningM1.03
15:20–16:00 CT Lommerzheim,

Marcel
Cognitive modeling of categorylearning and reversal learning

15:40–16:00 CT Sense, Florian Comparing Model Variants AcrossExperimental and Naturalistic Data Sets
16:00–16:20 CT Droop, Stephanie

Extending counterfactual reasoningmodels to capture unconstrainedsocial explanations
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16:20–16:40 CT Sense, Florian
Modeling Change Points andPerformance Variability in Large-ScaleNaturalistic Data

16:40–17:00 CT Brand, Daniel
Uncovering iconic patterns ofsyllogistic reasoning: A clusteringanalysis

de Groot 15:20–17:00 | Evidence-Accumulation Models:C1.04 Caution and Prior Probability
15:20–15:40 CT Cerracchio, Ettore A diffusion model analysis of priorprobability and spatial attention
15:40–16:00 CT Kucharsky, Simon

Hidden Markov Models of EvidenceAccumulation in Speeded DecisionTasks
16:00–16:20 CT Voss, Andreas

Explaining Fast Errors in PerceptualDecision Making: Starting PointVariability or Jumping to Conclusion?
16:20–16:40 CT Lerche, Veronika

The influence of catch trials onresponse caution – a diffusion modelanalysis
16:40–17:00 CT Baker, Sophie-Anne

Helen
The speed-accuracy tradeoff forembodied decision making
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MathPsych/ICCM/EMPG Talk Schedule | July 20

Révész 09:00–10:20 | Symposium: Computational ModelsM0.02 in Affective Science

09:00–09:20 SY Vanhasbroeck, Niels The Affective Ising Model: A nonlinearmodel of affect dynamics
09:20–09:40 SY Voodla, Alan

AffectDDM – a computationalperspective to affect generation inperceptual decisions
09:40–10:00 SY Yu, Kenny

Multiple pathways to widespread fears:Disentangling idiosyncratic feargeneralization mechanisms usingcomputational modeling
10:00–10:20 SY Zhang, Lei Multiple facets of social influence ingoal-directed learning
Mellenbergh 09:00–10:40 | Symposium: Bayesian AdvancesM1.01 in Modeling Individual Differences

09:00–09:20 SY Aust, Frederik Informative and efficient Bayesianhypothesis tests for lesion studies
09:20–09:40 SY Sarafoglou,

Alexandra
A framework to study individualdifferences in meaning representations

10:20–10:40 SY Mehrvarz, Mahbod

Bayesian hierarchical modelapproaches for disattenuatingcorrelation in studies of individualdifferences
09:40–10:00 SY Donzallaz, Michelle

Comparing and exploring modelingsolutions to the reliability paradox inconflict tasks
10:00–10:20 SY Hoogeveen, Suzanne

Bayesian modeling approaches forindividual differences in socialcognition
Donders 09:00–10:40 | Symposium: Mental ArchitectureM1.02 Model Identifiability Approaches

09:00–09:20 SY Fific, Mario

Modular Serial-Parallel Network(MSPN): A Unified Model forHierarchical Cognitive and PerceptualProcesses
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09:20–09:40 SY Yang, Cheng-Ta

Effects of Automation Accuracy andTask Difficulty on Decision-MakingEfficiency: Insights from SystemsFactorial Technology
09:40–10:00 SY Townsend, James T.

The Change of speed of retrieval ofitems from long-term memory: Controlby the parallel hazard functions in aparallel system
10:00–10:20 SY Houpt, Joe

Selective influence and coactivity inaccumulator models examinedthrough the Grice representation
10:20–10:40 SY Chen, Ying-Yu Investigating the integration of twosources of visual information

Vuyk 09:00–10:40 | AssessmentM1.03
09:00–09:20 CT Adaryukov, James

Worth the Weight: Integration ofVerbal and Numeric Information inGraduate Admissions
09:40–10:00 CT Epifania, Ottavia

matriKS: An R package for rule-basedautomatic generation of Raven-likematrices
10:00–10:20 CT Taatgen, Niels Identifying cognitive skills in studentdata with an application in education
10:20–10:40 CT Noel, Yvonnick A Beta Asymmetric Unfolding Modelfor Continuous Bounded Responses
de Groot 09:00–10:40 | ICCM: Neuroscience IC1.04

09:00–09:20 CT Verwijmeren,
Stephan

A neural network simulation ofevent-related potentials in response tosyntactic violations in second-languagelearning
09:20–09:40 CT Simone, Kathryn

Improving Reinforcement Learningwith Biologically Motivated ContinuousState Representations
09:40–10:00 CT Stewart, Terry

Novelty Detection, Insect Olfaction,Mismatch Negativity, and theRepresentation of Probability in theBrain
10:00–10:20 CT Adolfi, Federico

Resource demands of animplementationist approach tocognition
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10:20–10:40 CT Furlong, Michael
Single neuron distribution modellingfor anomaly detection and evidenceintegration

Révész 11:00–12:00 | ICCM: Attention & CognitionM0.02
11:00–11:20 CT Conway-Smith,

Brendan
Metacognitive threshold: Acomputational account

11:20–11:40 CT Seitz, Florian
Relative attention across featurespredicts that common featuresincrease geometric similarity

11:40–12:00 CT Nicenboim, Bruno
The CoFI Reader: A Continuous Flow ofInformation approach to modelingreading

Mellenbergh 11:00–12:40 | Evidence-Accumulation Models:M1.01 Methods

11:00–11:20 CT Chávez De la Peña,
Adriana Felisa

A Bayesian hierarchicalimplementation of the circular driftdiffusion model
11:20–11:40 CT Hartmann, Raphael

Partial derivatives and an adaptiverejection sampler for the Wienerdiffusion model
11:40–12:00 CT Kuhne, Caroline

Hierarchical Bayesian Estimation forCognitive Models using ParticleMetropolis within Gibbs (PMwG): Atutorial
12:00–12:20 CT Wang, Jiashun

Exploring the neurally plausibleassumptions of the Ising DecisionMaking model
12:20–12:40 CT Holmes, Bill

PyBEAM: A Bayesian approach toparameter inference for a wide class ofbinary evidence accumulation models.
Donders 11:00–12:40 | Probability & Randomness JudgementM1.02
11:00–11:20 CT Castillo, Lucas Modelling speeded random generationas sampling for inference
11:20–11:40 CT Spicer, Jake How do people predict a random walk?Lessons for models of human cognition
11:40–12:00 CT Sanborn, Adam Investigating the symmetry of humanprobability judgment biases
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12:00–12:20 CT Fischer, Olivia Measuring polarization of riskperceptions
12:20–12:40 CT Fang, Jun

Get’cha Head in the Game: TestingContext Effects for Naturalistic Stimuliin Basketball
Vuyk 11:00–12:20 | Social CognitionM1.03

11:00–11:20 CT Tucker, Gabe

A runnable neural network model ofthe structure and dynamics of humanpersonality embedded in a virtualenvironment
11:20–11:40 CT Wakai, Taisei Cognitive Modeling of Attitude ChangeProcess Through Persuasion
11:40–12:00 CT Montgomery, Lauren The wisdom of the crowd when peoplechoose what they rank
12:00–12:20 CT van der Maas, Han Cascading transitions in psych-socialsystems
de Groot 11:00–12:40 | Symposium: The Emerging FieldC1.04 of Bayesian Graphical Modeling in Psychology

11:00–11:20 SY Marsman, Maarten Bayesian graphical modeling innetwork psychometrics
11:20–11:40 SY Haslbeck, Jonas Evaluation of Network Models forOrdinal Data
11:40–12:00 SY Keetelaar, Sara An overview of parameter estimationmethods in the Ising model
12:00–12:20 SY van den Berg, Don Hierarchical Gaussian graphical modelsand group level networks

12:20–12:40 SY Huth, Karoline

Three approaches for conditionalindependence testing: An introductionand application withinpsychopathology research
Mellenbergh 15:20–17:00 | Thinking & ReasoningM1.01
15:20–15:40 CT Lee, Michael Optimal and human performancebuying airline tickets
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15:40–16:00 CT Hancock, Thomas

An integrated choice and latentvariable decision field theory modellinking preferential choice responsesand thinking patterns.
16:00–16:20 CT Katsikopoulos,

Konstantinos
A Simple Model for Mixing Intuitionand Analysis

16:20–16:40 CT Maksimenko,
Vladimir

Informing ethical decisions ofautonomous vehicles throughvideo-based choice experiments andbrain recordings.
16:40–17:00 CT Cruz, Nicole What do people mean by “If there isnot beer then there is wine”?
Donders 15:20–16:20 | ICCM: Cognitive ArchitecturesM1.02

15:20–15:40 CT Mekik, Can (John) An integrative model of humanresponse processes in Raven’s Matrices
15:40–16:00 CT Akrum, Ivana

From knowledge graph to cognitivemodel: a method for identifying taskskills
16:00–16:20 CT Curley, Taylor

Using neural networks to create fastand reusable approximate likelihoodfunctions for ACT-R
Vuyk 15:20–17:00 | Bias, Beliefs, & ErrorsM1.03

15:20–15:40 CT Tehranchi, Farnaz Cognitive Models for Human ErrorGeneration and Detection
15:40–16:00 CT Epping, Gunnar

Improving machine learning modelcalibration using probabilistic labelsobtained via wisdom of the crowd
16:00–16:20 CT Banisch, Sven Measuring processing biases inbalanced argument experiments
16:20–16:40 CT Tan, Nicole The Causal Effect of Anxiety onJumping-to-Conclusion Bias
16:40–17:00 CT Groß, Julia

Towards Theory Integration:Connecting Hindsight Bias and SeedingEffects
de Groot 15:20–17:00 | Knowledge SpacesC1.04
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15:20–15:40 CT Anselmi, Pasquale
Procedures for constructing minimal,yet maximally informative tests for skillassessment

15:40–16:00 CT Noventa, Stefano
Toward a unified perspective onassessment models, a perspective onKST, CDA, and IRT

16:00–16:20 CT Brancaccio, Andrea
Modeling symmetries in humanproblem solving and problem spacehomomorphisms

16:20–16:40 CT Spoto, Andrea
On the identifiability of thePolytomous Local IndependenceModel (PoLIM)

16:40–17:00 CT Stefanutti, Luca The dimension of a knowledge space
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MathPsych/ICCM/EMPG Talk Schedule | July 21

Révész 09:00–10:20 | Dyad and Agent ModellingM0.02
09:00–09:20 CT Herchenhahn, Lena Narcissism and the social context: Anagent-based modeling approach
09:20–09:40 CT Yasar, Alperen Mental model evolution in socialnetworks
09:40–10:00 CT Westermann, Stefan A formal model of affiliativeinterpersonality
Mellenbergh 09:00–10:40 | ICCM: ACT-RM1.01
09:00–09:20 CT Blaha, Leslie A Cognitive Model of a TemporalBinding Task
09:20–09:40 CT Nagashima, Kazuma

ACT-R Modeling of Rapid MotorLearning Based on SchemaConstruction
09:40–10:00 CT Hough, Alexander An initial cognitive model of a radardetection task
10:00–10:20 CT Roessling, Grace Improving Visuomotor Control of aCognitive Architecture
10:20–10:40 CT Wu, Siyu

Long Road Ahead: Lessons Learnedfrom the (soon to be) Longest RunningCognitive Model
Donders 09:00–10:40 | Evidence-Accumulation Models:M1.02 Applications I

09:00–09:20 CT Singmann, Henrik

Neither measurement error norspeed-accuracy trade-offs explain thedifficulty of establishing attentionalcontrol as a psychometric construct:Evidence from a latent-variableanalysis using diffusion modeling
09:20–09:40 CT Hasan, Eeshan

The Role of Salience-Driven Attentionon Multialternative MultiattributeChoice
09:40–10:00 CT Baker, Sophie-Anne

Helen
Degenerate boundaries formultiple-alternative decisions
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10:00–10:20 CT Brede, Max Frustration of the achievement motive:Insights from a diffusion model analysis
10:20–10:40 CT Ratcliff, Roger A Spatially Continuous Diffusion Modelof Visual Working Memory

Vuyk 09:00–10:40 | Neuroscience IIM1.03
09:20–09:40 CT Geuzebroek, Anna

The impact of warning cues ondetection decisions in continuousmonitoring situations

09:40–10:00 CT Ging-Jehli, Nadja

Dissecting time-varying decisiondynamics in the basal ganglia: how theweighing of distinct sensoryinformation contributes to taskdifficulty and perceptual conflict
10:00–10:20 CT Balakrishnan, Jerry

Bayesian Decoding As A Testing andDevelopment Link Between Behavioraland Neurological Models
10:20–10:40 CT Kahana, Mike The Penn Electrophysiology ofEncoding and Retrieval Study
de Groot 09:00–12:40 | Symposium In Honor of AAJ MarleyC1.04

09:00–09:20 SY Plenary Session: Tributes to AAJ Marley
09:20–09:40 SY Doignon, Jean-Paul On the best-worst choice model ofMarley and Louviere
09:40–10:00 SY Amani Rad, Jamal

The role of reinforcement learning inshaping the decision policy inmethamphetamine use disorders
10:00–10:20 SY Kilani, Karim

Best, worst, and best & worst choiceprobabilities for logit and reverse logitmodels

10:20–10:40 SY Hancock, Thomas

An integrated choice and responsetime decision field theory model: newinsights on choice response times inmulti-attribute, multi-alternativechoice.
11:00–11:20 SY Sokratous,

Konstantina

Machine Learning approaches toestimating and comparing models ofintertemporal choice
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11:20–11:40 SY Collewet, Marion Preference estimation from pointallocation experiments
11:40–12:00 SY Gronau, Quentin

Do Discrete Choice Experiments andRating Scales Elicit the SamePreference Judgments?
12:00–12:20 SY Li, Xinwei

The role of decoy effects in nudgingpreferences for electric vehicles: Anovel approach to fuse preferencedata with and without eye-tracking
12:20–12:40 SY Diederich, Adele

Cube model: Predictions and accountfor best-worst choice situations withthree choice alternatives
Révész 11:00–12:20 | Statistics & Individual DifferencesM0.02

11:00–11:20 CT Ly, Alexander Safe anytime live and leading interimmeta-analysis
11:20–11:40 CT Bartoš, Frantisek

Robust Bayesian Meta-Regression:Publication bias adjusted moderatoranalysis
11:40–12:00 CT Perquin, Marlou

Temporal structure in sensorimotorvariability is a reliable trait, but isunrelated to attentional statemeasures
12:00–12:20 CT Dome, Lenard

g-distance: A new framework forcomparison of model and humanheterogeneity
Mellenbergh 11:00–12:40 | Symposium: InvestigatingM1.01 Within-Trial Timing of Cognitive Processes with EEG

11:00–11:20 SY Van Maanen,
Leendert

Detecting multiple sequentialdecisions within a single trial using EEG

11:20–11:40 SY Nunez, Michael D.

When does evidence accumulationbegin after a visual stimulus? Evidencefrom neurocognitive modeling of EEGand behavior
11:40–12:00 SY Krause, Joshua Untangling frequency and word typeeffects on lexical decision processes
12:00–12:20 SY Schubert, Anna-Lena

Linking stages of conflict-processingacross behavioral andelectrophysiological data
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12:20–12:40 SY Verguts, Tom
Modulations of theta frequency forcognitive control in behavior and inEEG

Donders 11:00–12:40 | ConfidenceM1.02
11:00–11:20 CT Bontje, Floor Are you sure? Modelling LocalConfidence of a Driver
11:20–11:40 CT Hellmann, Sebastian Magnitude-sensitive sequentialsampling models of confidence
11:40–12:00 CT Msheik, Ramla

Evidence accumulation explains theduration of perceptual experience andits associated confidence
12:00–12:20 CT West, Rebecca

Computational models of decisionconfidence for uni- andmulti-dimensional perceptualdecisions
12:20–12:40 CT Rausch, Manuel

Measures of metacognitive efficiencyacross cognitive models of decisionconfidence
Vuyk 11:00–12:20 | ICCM: Decision MakingM1.03

11:00–11:20 CT Tehranchi, Farnaz
A pipeline for analyzingdecision-making processes in a binarychoice task

11:20–11:40 CT Heinrich, Nils

A Straightforward Implementation ofSensorimotor Abstraction in aTwo-Layer Architecture for DynamicDecision-Making
11:40–12:00 CT Borghetti, Lorraine

Comparing Classical and QuantumProbability Accounts of theInterference Effect in Decision Making
12:00–12:20 CT Bensilum, Mark

Quantifying performance in magnitudecomparison tasks using a drift-diffusionmodel
Mellenbergh 15:20–17:00 | CategorizationM1.01
15:20–15:40 CT Zhang, Qiong Towards a Generalized Bayesian Modelof Category Effects
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15:40–16:00 CT Seitz, Florian

Time pressure affects responseprecision but not psychologicalsimilarity in inferences from multiplefeatures
16:00–16:20 CT Villarreal, J. Manuel Coupled Hidden Markov models forCategorization

16:20–16:40 CT Schlegelmilch, René

Towards unifying category learning,probability learning and risky gamblingusing the CAL framework of rule andattention learning
16:40–17:00 CT Seitz, Florian

Human category inference is mostlyindependent of the distribution offeatures within categories
Donders 15:20–17:00 | Evidence-Accumulation Models:M1.02 Applications II

15:20–15:40 CT Stuchlý, Erik
To simulate or not: the mechanisticunderpinnings of predicting thedecisions of other people

15:40–16:00 CT March, Jennifer

Do not make decisions on an emptystomach: the impact of hunger stateon attention and dietary choiceprocesses
16:00–16:20 CT Buckell, John

A discrete mixture decision field theorymodel for capturing preference anddecision process heterogeneity inhealth choices.
16:20–16:40 CT Oberbauer, Barbara

Understanding the dynamics of serialdietary decisions through the lens ofsequential sampling modeling
16:40–17:00 CT Van Vugt, Marieke

Drift diffusion model-informed EEGand dynamical systems to uncover themechanisms of depressive thinkingand decision making
Vuyk 15:20–17:00 | Statistical MethodsM1.03

15:20–15:40 CT Ariens, Sigert One does not simply correct for serialdependence
15:40–16:00 CT Steinhilber, Meike Sequential ANOVA: An EfficientAlternative to Fixed Sample Designs
16:00–16:20 CT Li, Yiqi

Assessing goodness-of-fit of thequeueing model of visual search toaccuracy data
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16:20–16:40 CT Nett, Tillmann Towards a formal approach for(negative) Delta-Plots
16:40–17:00 CT Ludwig, Casimir Navigating cognitive parameter space

de Groot 15:20–17:00 |MemoryC1.04
15:20–15:40 CT Dunn, John Measurement of memory

15:40–16:00 CT Meyer-Grant,
Constantin

ROC Asymmetry and the Target-ProbeInvariance Assumption in RecognitionMemory
16:00–16:20 CT Cornell, Charlotte Improving Memory Search throughModel-Based Cue Selection

16:20–16:40 CT Pala, Deniz

Retrieving dynamically and effectivelyfrom memory (D-REM): A recognitionmemory model with dynamic decisionmaking mechanism
16:40–17:00 CT Sommer, Joseph Order-Constrained Models of Memory
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Administrative meetings

IO: Invitation only, MO: Members only

Board meetings

Board meetings are by invitation only.

Date Board meetings
July 19

12:40–14:00 IO JMP Board Meeting in C1.06
July 20

12:40–14:00 IO SMP Board Meeting in C1.06
July 21

12:40–14:00 IO CBB board meeting in C1.06

Business meetings

All conference attendees are invited to attend the Society business meetings. Allmembers are strongly encouraged to attend.

Date Business meetings
July 19

12:40–14:00 MO ICCM Business Meeting in M1.02
July 20
17:00 MO SMP Business Meeting in C1.04 (de Groot)
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Workshop abstracts

Workshop highlighting recent ACT-R work and trends

The 30th Annual ACT-R Workshop will take place on Tuesday July18, 2023 as part of theMathPsych/ICCM conference. Virtual attendance is available atthis zoom link: https://cmu.zoom.us/j/95023169045?pwd=
bWNwUFJuNmJDMjU2VnZhR3M3Yk9tdz09Recordings of the workshop will be made available.Times listed are Amsterdam local timeContact cl@cmu.edu with comments and inquiries.

Lebiere, Christian
Department of
Psychology, Carnegie
Mellon University,
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
USA

Session:
Workshop Highlighting
Recent ACT-R Work and
Trends

Principled Amortized Bayesian Inference with Deep Learning

This workshop will provide an introduction to deep learning meth-ods and architectures for efficient Bayesian inferencewith complexmodels. It will include a self-contained theoretical part and a prac-tical part, focusing on the topics of posterior estimation, modelcomparison, likelihood estimation, and model misspecification. Inthe theoretical part, participants will learn about neural densityestimation with normalizing flows, simulation-based optimization,embedding networks, sequential and amortized inference, as wellas the rationale of principled Bayesian workflows. In the practicalpart, participants will apply existing software packages for neuralBayesian inference (e.g., BayesFlow, SBI) to build their own amor-tized Bayesian workflows. Participants are highly encouraged to"bring" their own models and ideas to the workshop.

Radev, Stefan
Heidelberg University

Session:
Workshop: Principled
Amortized Bayesian
Inference with Deep
Learning
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Using reinforcement learning models in decision neuroscience: A
tutorial with hierarchical Bayesian approaches with Stan

Recent years have witnessed a dramatic increase in the use ofreinforcement learning (RL) models in decision neuroscience andaffective neuroscience. This approach, in combination with neu-roimaging techniques such as functionalmagnetic resonance imag-ing, enables quantitative investigations into latent mechanisticprocesses underlying social decision-making. Additionally, thereis a growing popularity of hierarchical Bayesian approaches forperforming model estimation, which provides the granularity ofpopulation-level regulation meanwhile retains individual differ-ences. However, cognitive and social neuroscientists do not nec-essarily have formal training in computational modeling, whichinvolves multiple steps that require programming as well as quan-titative skills. To bridge this gap, this tutorial will first present acomprehensive framework for the examination of (social) decision-making with the simple Rescorla-Wagner RL model. I will thenprovide a principled interpretation of the functional role of thelearning rate parameter. I will also discuss potential misconcep-tions of RL models and provide an applicable workflow for ap-plying RL models. Finally, I will showcase a few studies that ap-plied RL modeling frameworks in decision neuroscience, includingan emerging field of Computational Psychiatry. In the practicalsession, I will focus on a newly developed probabilistic program-ming language Stan (mc-stan.org), and an associated R packagehBayesDM (github.com/CCS-Lab/hBayesDM) to perform hierarchi-cal Bayesian analyses of a simple RL task. In sum, this tutorial aimsto provide simple and scalable explanations and practical guide-lines for employing RL models in order to assist both beginnersand advanced users in better implementing and interpreting theirmodel-based analyses.

Zhang, Lei
University of
Birmingham

Session:
Workshop:
Reinforcement learning
models in decision
neuroscience
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Hands-on tutorial on e-values, safe tests and anytime-valid confidence
intervals for efficient statistical inference

Recently developed safe tests based on e-values, and anytime-valid confidence intervals form a suite of statistical methods thatsimplify and optimise the design, conduct, and inferential processfor both single-lab experiments and large-scale multi-lab (replica-tion) studies.Safe tests combine the interpretability of Bayes factors (i.e. mea-suring evidence for and against a null hypothesis) with frequentistpower and type I error guarantees. These guarantees are main-tained even if the safe test is conducted after each observationand used to determine whether the experiment should be (prema-turely) stopped or continued. Similarly, unlike 95% (Bayesian) cred-ible intervals and 95% (frequentist) confidence intervals, a 95%anytime-valid confidence interval will, with at least 95% chance,cover the true effect size regardless of whether or how data collec-tion is stopped. In this workshop we will provide an introductionto this novel framework of statistical inference, and show how itcan be exploited to yield more generalisable conclusions with lessdata. We will alternate between short theoretical lectures andhands-on practical sessions that focus on designing and makinginference for practical problems with R/RStudio.

Grünwald, Peter
CWI Amsterdam/Leiden
University

de Heide, Rianne
VU Amsterdam

Boehm, Udo
CWI

Turner, Rosanne J
CWI
Amsterdam/University
Medical Center Utrecht

Ly, Alexander
CWI Amsterdam

Session:
Workshop: Hands-on
tutorial on e-values,
safe tests and
anytime-valid
confidence intervals for
efficient statistical
inference
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PsychoModels - A Database for Formal Models

In this workshop, wewill engagewith participants in an effort to cu-rate formal models in psychology. For this purpose, we introducethe PsychoModels database that is currently under developmentas a platform for researchers to find, use, or contribute data gen-erative models. Included models are annotated with informationsuch as the psychological context, the modelling framework used,data used to parameterize the model (if applicable), and descrip-tive overview of the objects and functions inside the model.This workshop aims to test and improve a prototype in a crowd-sourced manner, in order to improve the database and createa community around it. Similar efforts have led to thriving plat-forms in modelling communities in other scientific fields (such asBioModels for systems biology or CoMSES for computational socialscience)— and we believe that a comprehensive and well-indexedplatform for computational models will be a valuable resource forpsychology at large, and mathematical psychology in particular.Firstly, a curated collection ensures that included models areclearly annotated and presented in a similar way, making it easierto skim a model and grasp its content than current repositoriesallow for. Secondly, this similar presentation facilitates a commonlanguage around modelling that makes it easier to communicatewith other researchers. Thirdly, indexing model content allows tointroduce search options across the model database and facilitatemodel review efforts, and the reuse or improvements of mod-els in the database. Lastly, easing access to existing models andsurrounding the database with educational materials will allowresearchers with less experience in formalising their research tolearn from best-practice.During the workshop, participants will first be made familiar withthe current functionality of the database by creating entries oftheir own computational models. Building on this, we aim todiscuss improvements to the platform and solutions to potentialproblems. Finally, wewill develop ideas for the subsequent promo-tion and structural integration into the psychological community.We envision PsychoModels as a comprehensive resource that isexhaustive in its content and intuitive and beneficial a pleasure touse. This workshop aims to a) introduce modellers to the platformin its current state and benefits of such a resource and b) developit with a community focus in mind, to design the usability accord-ing to researchers’ needs.In the end, participants will have contributed to a shared resourcethat can be used to advance research and education in mathemat-ical psychology and beyond. Their contributions will be acknowl-edged on the website of the database and we will invite them forfuture collaboration.
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Talk on responsible supervision (Dr. Tamarinde Haven)

When conducted in a manner that emphasizes rigorous and trans-parent research, supervision can be an important means to social-ize PhD candidates into responsible research practices. Yet how isresponsible supervision understood from different perspectives,and how do you create an atmosphere of psychological safetywhere dilemmas and mistakes can be openly discussed? Dr Havenwill give an overview of the literature on responsible supervision,highlight some case studies, and close with somework-in-progressresults from recent focus groups with PhD candidates and super-visors intended to explore responsible supervision in the contextof responsible research.
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Detecting single-trial cognitive events in EEG using hidden semi-Markov
pattern analysis and the HMP python package

In this workshop, participants will learn how to use hidden semi-Markov pattern analysis (HMP, Anderson, Zhang, Borst, &; Walsh,2016) to detect cognitive stages on a by-trial basis in EEG data.HMP combines hidden semi-Markov models with multivariate pat-tern analysis to quantify the number of cognitive processes withina trial as well as estimate their durations on a single-trial basis. Theworkshop is decomposed into lectures about themethod and tuto-rials. Tutorials will be based on a python implementation with newfunctionalities (see https://github.com/GWeindel/hmp) andwill guide participants through all the possibilities offered by HMP.After this workshop, participants will be familiar with the methodand the code, able to simulate data corresponding to their re-search question, fit HMP models to their data, analyse the result-ing models and draw inferences on experimental and individualdifferences, and leverage their EEG analysis through by-trial es-timates of cognitive events timing. The last lecture will allowparticipants to further think about how they can integrate HMPwith cognitive and statistical models of behaviour.
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Symposium talk abstracts

Identifying context effect sweet spots: There’s an app for that!

Context effects, wherein the introduction of a third option canseemingly alter the preference relation between two other choiceoptions, are pervasive in decision making. While decades of re-search have supported their existence, there has been some dif-ference in claims regarding exactly which occur, and under whichcircumstances. Two specific limitations of previous work may bepreventing a fuller understanding of these behaviors: studies tendto use a few characteristic stimuli to test each effect, and they an-alyze results based on aggregate choice proportions. The formerwas remedied in a recent study by Dumbalska et al. (2020) in PNAS,which used 32 stimuli spanning a two-dimensional attribute space.We address the latter concern here. In particular, we demonstratea novel and powerful way of investigating context effects, withinsubjects, based on relatively simple assumptions about individ-ual choice patterns. The framework translates hypotheses aboutpreference or indifference on each choice problem into proba-bilistic models characterized by inequality constraints on binarychoice probabilities. While ostensibly these models form convexpolytopes in a 32-dimensional space, which would seem compu-tationally unwieldy, it turns out to be computationally efficient tocalculate Bayes factors for their empirical performance by treatingthem as cross-products of line-segments. We offer an easy-to-useand openly available web application allowing other researchersto test, virtually instantaneously, their own sets of hypotheses onthe data from Dumbalska et al. (2020).
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Random ordering models and flow polytopes

Random ordering models (Block and Marschak, 1960) explain var-ious data sets from a common assumption: the answers of thesubject(s) are guided by a latent probability distribution on the setof all orderings of the alternatives (here, ordering means linearordering). For instance, there are such models for binary choice,multiple choice and best/worst choice. Characterizing a probabilis-tic model means describing its set of predictions (see for instanceDoignon, Heller and Stefanutti, 2018). Inmany cases, the predictedpoints of a random ordering model form a convex polytope. Thevertices of the polytope are known (they bijectively correspondto the orderings). The characterization problem is then turnedinto the search of a description of the polytope by a system ofequalities and inequalities.Obtaining an efficient characterization of the binary choice modelis deemed infeasible (if P 6= NP, see Fiorini, 2006; note that the bi-nary choice polytope is known in operations research as the linearordering polytope). To the contrary, a remarkable achievement ofFalmagne (1978) provides an explicit characterization of the multi-ple choicemodel. Falmagne generalizes inequalities formulated byBlock and Marschak (1960), and he then shows by recurrence onthe number of alternatives that the resulting inequalities togetherwith obvious equalities determine the multiple choice polytope(MCP). To derive an enlightening proof of Falmagne’s Theorem,Fiorini (2004) assimilates the MCP with the flow polytope of someacyclic network. We further exploit Fiorini technique, and extendits applicability.Apart from a recognition of the facets by Suck (2002), the geomet-ric structure of the MCP was apparently not much investigated.We describe the adjacency of vertices and the adjacency of facets(Doignon and Saito, 2023). Our description of the edges of theMCP helps understand recent findings in economics papers suchas Chang, Narita and Saito (2022) and Turansick (2022). As a mat-ter of fact, Doignon and Saito describe the two adjacencies in themore general setting of flow polytopes of acyclic networks (theMCP is just a particular case). So, the results apply not only tothe MCP, but also to three polytopes which Davis-Stober, Doignon,Fiorini, Glineur and Regenwetter (2018) introduced as extendedformulations of the weak order polytope, interval order polytopeand semiorder polytope (the prediction ranges of random modelswith other types of orderings, see for instance Marley and Regen-wetter, 2017): in each of the three cases, they rely on a specific,acyclic network. We also show how Fiorini technique helps in theanalysis of further random ordering models, in particular we im-prove the results of Barberá and Pattanaik (1986) on the multiplechoice model with latent weak orders (this is on-going joint workwith Kota Saito).However, there is no reason that any randomorderingmodel couldbe characterized in terms of the flows on an acyclic network. Forinstance, the best/worst choice model apparently requires othertechniques. This is another story, still to be written (for a prologue,see the other presentation by the speaker at this meeting).
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If You Only SawWhat I Saw: Modeling Heterogeneous Experiences and
the Description-Experience Gap

The decision-making literature has explored the idea of aDescription-Experience Gap: that people overweight rare eventswhen those events are described and underweight rare eventswhen they are experienced. Some work establishing this gap hasignored the variability in choices between and within individu-als, limiting the conclusions that can be drawn about preferencedifferences between described vs. experienced gambles. Regen-wetter and Robinson (2017) established how QTest could addressthese limitations, allowing users to implement a set of probabilis-tic choice models to conduct order-constrained hypothesis testson the description-experience gap. However, their initial imple-mentation ignored one key source of heterogeneity: experience.Here, we extend these probabilistic choice models to account forthe heterogeneity of experience. We show how choice modelsthat treat experienced proportions of outcomes as best guessesof their probabilities —i.e., of the objective probabilities that de-termine the likelihoods of experienced outcomes—can be moreparsimonious than models that use those objective probabilitiesdirectly. We use this more extensive set of models to test for thedescription-experience gap and to identify its source.
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(Ir)rationality of Moral Judgment

Chaotic responses to Covid-19, political polarization, pervasivemis-information, and social unrest raise the question whether someor many individuals exercise irrational moral judgment. We pro-vide the first mathematically correct direct test for transitivityof moral preferences. Transitivity, a core rationality criterion, isconceptually, mathematically, and statistically difficult to evaluate.We tested three parsimonious, order-constrained, probabilisticcharacterizations. Among 28 individuals, everyone satisfied theweak utility model, according to which an individual’s choicesare noisy reflections of a single transitive preference. Tighteningthe bounds on error rates in noisy responses yielded a poorlyperforming model. Everyone obeyed the general random utilityhypothesis, according to which individuals’ choices reveal uncer-tain, but transitive, moral preferences. Bayesian model selectionfavored such probabilistic transitive preferences, hence also theequivalent random utility hypothesis. The findings suggest thatthere is some order underlying the apparent chaos: Rather thanpresume widespread disregard for moral principles, policy makersmay build on navigating and reconciling extreme heterogeneitycompounded with individual uncertainty.
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Linear extensions of a partial order and NaP preferences

The conditions of completeness and transitivity and their viola-tions are important in theories of preferential choice. NaP (neces-sary and possible) preferences try to disentangle their interplay.They are related to so called Richter Peleg representations of par-tial orders, where the order is represented by a vector of numericalfunctions instead of a single one. They consist of splitting a qua-siorder (preorder) into two nested relations. Recently, a series ofpapers (e.g. Gialotta &amp; Watson (2018, 2020)) gave general-izations of this concept. It turns out that these results are ratherstraightforward consequences of (generalizations of) Szpilrajn’stheorem on the linear extensions of a partial order. In the presentpaper we investigate the set of linear extensions in order to clar-ify what is behind NaP preferences and their generalizations. Indoing so a natural extension on probabilistic NaP preferences issuggested.
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Improving Research Replicability with an Easy-to-Use App for Creating
and Evaluating Deterministic and Probabilistic Models of Binary Choice

Numerous deterministic and probabilistic choice models are avail-able in academic literature. To promote cumulative science andinclusivity, enhancing the accessibility of these models for re-searchers, including those without formal modelling training, isessential. To this end, I will introduce an R-Shiny app specificallydesigned to assist researchers in translating both deterministicand probabilistic binary choicemodels into a unifiedmathematicalrepresentation. This unified representation is accomplished byderiving a minimal set of equalities and inequalities that embodythe model’s predicted relationship between choice probabilities.This representation enables researchers to evaluate a model’squality based on factors like logical consistency and parsimonybefore conducting lab studies and allocating resources. Moreover,the app offers methods to bridge the gap between deterministicand probabilistic models. It allows researchers to explore variousprobabilistic versions of deterministic models by incorporatingpsychologically meaningful sources of variability in choice proba-bilities. The app further simplifies the research process by auto-matically generating input files for in-depth model comparisons,eliminating the need for programming skills. Researchers can usethese files to calculate Bayes factors and frequentist p-values inmodel comparisons, ensuring a thorough evaluation of competingmodels. Throughout the presentation, I will underscore the signif-icance of providing user-friendly modelling tools in strengtheningthe replicability of research findings in the behavioral, social, andcognitive sciences.
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The Chasm between Scientific and Statistical Inference Demonstrated
by Lord’s Paradox

Lord (1967) published a two page paperwith simple data presentedin a graph. He wished to show the absurdity of using ANCOVA,without good reason, to reach a scientific conclusion. The use of‘paradox’ in the title misled people to think the use of ANCOVAmight have been valid, so Lord (1969) published another two pagepaper to clarify. That did not end the confusion. Statisticiansand causal theorists have been publishing long articles every fewyears since 1969 arguing that Lord was wrong (as would be thevery many scientists who would agree with Lord), and arguing thatANCOVA could be justified for the data Lord presented. This historyillustrates the divide between scientific inference and statisticalinference, closely related to the difference between deduction(statistics) and induction/abduction (science). It is telling that notone of the many publications since 1969 have shown a modelcapable of generating the data shown in Lord’s original paperand also justifying the ANCOVA conclusions. Rather theoreticalarguments have been given that there ought to be one. Scientistsof course build theories; their theories are approximations toreality but attempt to explain in the simplest way consistent withpresent and past data the primary causal mechanisms that areoperating to produce the data. The many statisticians and causaltheorists analyzing Lord’s paradox since 1969 seem to have missedthis point.
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There is no such thing as "statistical inference"

In recent discussions about the replication crisis, statistical loomslarge; claims about the misuse of classical significance testing, laxstatistical evidence standards, non-replication (defined in a varietyof statistical ways), and meta-analysis — statistical inference fromstatistical inferences— all involve statistical inference in someway.This is not surprising, since statistical inference has become oneof the main tools for scientists since Fisher made it popular in theearly 20th century. Arguments over the "right" way of approach-ing statistical inference give it outsized importance. I argue that, infact, we cannot make statistical inferences except in trivial cases,and that all meaningful scientific inferences are non-statistical innature. There is no unique, or obvious, mapping between a statis-tical "inference" and a scientific one; unfortunately, scientists havelargely offloaded responsibility for their scientific inferences ontostatistical theories that were not meant for the job. This point isnot really new (Fisher made it in attacking Neyman and Pearson in1955), and researchers often pay lip service to it when convenient(e.g., quoting Box, 1976: “All models are wrong. . . ”). Statistical in-ference should be regarded as a mechanism for generating usefultoys (Hennig, 2020) to introduce scepticism into scientific infer-ences, and no more. This does not mean inferential statistics aremere descriptive statistics, but the primacy of inferential statisticsin interpretation of scientific data must be questioned (see alsoAmrhein, Trafimow, &amp; Greenland, 2019).
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The Pros and Cons of Preregistration

Preregistration innoculates researchers against the myriad of bi-ases that all humans inevitably succumb to: hindsight bias, confir-mation bias, motivated reasoning, the bias blindspot, and manymore. Without preregistration, researchers are not attended tothe fact that they are cherry-picking among hypotheses or amonglikelihood functions. Without preregistration, the probability thatan ESP researcher reports the absence of ESP is about as low asthe probability that a mathematical psychologist reports that thedata undercut their petmodel and support that of their rival (has itever happened?). As a Ulysses contract, however, preregistrationmay tie the researcher to the mast a little too tightly: when thedata contain unexpected patterns this demands a different anal-ysis than was originally foreseen, and the penalty of classifyingthe new analysis as "exploratory" is overly harsh. There is con-siderable promise in two alternative Ulysses contracts: analysisblinding and the mini-multi-analysts approach. The feasibility ofthese contracts will be discussed.
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Cure the cause, not the symptoms: Pre-registration will not remediate
the perverse academic incentive system

The “crisis of confidence” in psychological research is fueled by con-cerns about the replicability of key results and the widespread useof questionable research practices, such as the selective reportingof significant results. The controversy has drawn widespread pub-lic attention and triggered a broad range of attempts to identifyand remedy the factors that contributed to the crisis. Althoughthe proposed recommendations vary considerably in focus, theyoften aim to restrict researchers’ degrees of freedom and analyticflexibility. In this talk, I argue that psychology’s reform movementcannot succeed in the absence of profound changes in the presentacademic culture and incentive system. As long as academic jour-nals prefer strong claims and clean stories as opposed to themessyreality, and as long as funding agencies and universities make theirdecisions based on performance metrics valuing quantity overquality, researchers are unlikely to resist the temptation to takeshortcuts, exaggerate claims, and aim for high-impact journalsthat place more emphasis on novelty than rigor.
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On the Utility of Hypothesis Testing and the Principle of Parsimony

Recently, the argument has been made that “what is called testingmay have its place in inference [. . . ], but it actually is just one wayof describing one’s belief with respect to the possible values of aparameter. Instead, we recommendestimation of the full posteriordistribution [. . . ].” (Tendeiro &amp; Kiers, 2019). In this talk, I willargue why I believe in many cases statistical testing is a necessaryprecursor to parameter estimation. I will structure my talk alongtwo main arguments: (1) the principle of parsimony; (2) the size ofthe effect depending on the specifics of the experimental set-up.
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Domain-specific overall value effects on choice behaviors and
eye-movements

The impact of value difference on response times (RTs) is wellestablished, but recent research has shown that RTs are lowerwhen the overall value/intensity across all options is higher: choos-ing between two very attractive / high-intensity options leads tofaster decisions than choosing between two less attractive / low-intensity options. Whereas the overall value effect on RT appearsto be robust and generalized across various decision types, little isknown about its effect on choice accuracy and eye movements.The present study investigates the computational mechanismsunderlying the impact of the overall value of available optionson decision-making. We used attentional drift-diffusion model(aDDM) to simulate decision-making under different levels of over-all value, and found that the overall value was predicted to reducechoice accuracy (together with RT) regardless of choice domains.To test these predictions empirically, we conducted a 3 (OV: sumof option values/stimulus intensities) by 3 (VD: the differencebetween values/stimulus intensities) by 2 (choice domain: value-based and perceptual decision) within-subject design eye-trackingexperiment with n = 60 participants. Remarkably, the resultswere partially consistent with themodel predictions but suggesteda high degree of domain-specificity of overall value effects. In par-ticular, we found that accuracy rates were significantly lower ata medium OV level compared to high and low levels in the value-based decision only, while accuracy in perceptual decision wasnot significantly changed by overall value manipulation. With re-spect to eye-tracking, OV similarly affected fixation patterns acrosschoice domains: middle and final fixation durations were signifi-cantly decreased from low to high OV. However, we observed thatOV adjusted the relationship between the final fixation and thechoice in value-based decisions only: the tendency of choosingthe last fixated option (i.e., snack) was increased when OV wasdecreased. Together, our results suggest that overall value is in-volved in the choice process and different cognitive mechanismsare needed to capture domain-specific impacts of overall valueon choice accuracy, final fixation bias and their interactions.
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A model-based approach to parsing eye-movement data

Eye-tracking allows researchers to infer cognitive processes fromeye movements that are classified into distinct events. Parsingthe events is typically done by algorithms. Here we aim at de-veloping an unsupervised, generative model that can be fitted toeye-movement data using maximum likelihood estimation. Thisapproach allows hypothesis testing about fitted models, next tobeing a method for classification. We developed gazeHMM, analgorithm that uses a hiddenMarkov model as a generative model,has few critical parameters to be set by users, and does not requirehuman coded data as input. The algorithm classifies gaze data intofixations, saccades, and optionally postsaccadic oscillations andsmooth pursuits. We evaluated gazeHMM’s performance in a simu-lation study, showing that it successfully recovered hiddenMarkovmodel parameters and hidden states. Parameters were less wellrecovered when we included a smooth pursuit state and/or addedeven small noise to simulated data. We applied generative modelswith different numbers of events to benchmark data. Comparingthem indicated that hiddenMarkovmodels withmore events thanexpected had most likely generated the data. We also applied thefull algorithm to benchmark data and assessed its similarity tohuman coding and other algorithms. For static stimuli, gazeHMMshowed high similarity and outperformed other algorithms in thisregard. For dynamic stimuli, gazeHMM tended to rapidly switchbetween fixations and smooth pursuits but still displayed highersimilarity than most other algorithms. Concluding that gazeHMMcan be used in practice, we recommend parsing smooth pursuitsonly for exploratory purposes. Future hidden Markov model al-gorithms could use covariates to better capture eye movementprocesses and explicitly model event durations to classify smoothpursuits more accurately.
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Improving Decision Making Models by Considering Attention Processes:
The Gaze-Weighted Advantage Race Diffusion Model

Considering the type of information that people pay attentionto when making decisions and how long their attention lasts canimprove the predictions of decision-making models. Previous re-search has demonstrated that options receiving themost attentionduring the decision-making process are typically the ones that arechosen. Additionally, more valuable options tend to receive moreattention than inferior options. However, the interaction betweenthese two effects is not yet fully understood. There are two possi-ble ways in which attention and subjective value could interact:attending to an option could amplify its subjective value in a mul-tiplicative way, or attention could increase its choice probability inan additive way. Although some studies suggest a multiplicativeinteraction between attention and value (Smith & Krajbich, 2019),others provide evidence for an additive interaction (Cavanagh etal., 2014). The attentional drift-diffusion model (aDDM) success-fully explained the effect of attention by assuming a multiplicativeinteraction between attention and value (Krajbich et al., 2010). Themodel posits that when individuals pay attention to an option, theaccumulation process for that option is amplified. More recently,the gaze-weighted linear accumulator model (GLAM) followingaDDM has been suggested, which assumes independent accu-mulators for each option and uses the gaze percentage for eachoption instead of fixation duration (Thomas et al., 2019). Modelsthat assume a multiplicative interaction between attention andvalue have the advantage that they can predict magnitude effectsin decision making, where options with higher subjective valuesare chosen faster than those with lower values. The present studyintroduces the Gaze-weighted Advantage Race Diffusion (GARD)model, which simultaneously assumes both additive and multi-plicative interactions between attention and value. We rigorouslytested this new model on three existing datasets on human foodchoice by Krajbich et al. (2010), Smith and Krajbich (2018), andChen and Krajbich (2016). Our results show that the GARD modeloutperforms existing models that assume only a multiplicativeinteraction between attention and value, indicating that it pro-vides a more accurate description of people’s decision-makingprocesses.
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Consequences of mature cognitive control systems

The choices we make in our everyday lives require us to (1) se-lectively attend to the contents of a stimulus, and (2) connectthose contents to information in memory. When learning, thesetwo mechanisms interact with one another in a dynamic, cycli-cal fashion over time. Here, we explore how these interactionscan produce “learning traps” by comparing profiles of selectiveattention (through eye-tracking data) and choice between twogroups known to have different memory capacities: adults and 4-5year-old children. Although the data confirm that children are lesssusceptible to representation traps, we also show through compu-tational modeling that themechanisms that explain this differenceare poorer workingmemory, and greater interest in learning aboutthe dimensions of information themselves. It seems as thoughby elongating the maturation of selective attention and workingmemory, nature engineered a way for children to explore theworld, helping them to avoid learning traps.
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A theory of information search in multi-attribute decisions

Humans are confronted with a complex world, in which manychoice situations are characterized by a large number of optionsdescribed on multiple attributes. To meet this challenge, theymust find a suitable trade-off between making informed decisionson the one hand and limiting invested resources such as time andeffort on the other hand. We argue that humans achieve thisbalance by searching systematically for relevant information in anefficient and goal-directed, but not strictly optimal manner. Morespecifically, we propose a Bayesian cognitive model of informationsearch in multi-attribute decisions. According to this model, thevalues of different attributes and options are represented as beliefdistributions that are updated by sampling information throughthe allocation of selective attention. A decision is made when thebelief distribution of the currently best option is sufficiently higherthan the distribution of all other options. The core element ofour model is a myopic transition rule, according to which peopleplan one step ahead and allocate attention to an option’s attributethat is most likely to reveal decisive information in favor of theassociated option. As an emergent property of this transition rule,our model predicts that information search is driven by three fac-tors: the weights of attributes, the uncertainty about attributevalues, and the accumulated value of options. Simulations of themodel demonstrate that our theory accounts for a rich body ofempirical findings on attention-choice interactions in both binaryand multi-alternative decisions. For example, the model predictsi) the positive correlation between attention to an option andchoice probability, ii) the attraction search effect, according towhich people are more likely to keep attending to initially promis-ing choice candidates, and iii) the negative correlation of the PayneIndex (which quantifies alternative- vs. attribute-wise search) withthe dispersion of attribute weights. Taken together, our computa-tional theory offers a unifying description of information searchand choice dynamics in multi-attribute decisions and suggests thathumans search in an adaptive and efficient but still not strictlyoptimal way.
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Chronometric Psychophysics

Despite the mapping between objective and subjective magni-tudes being central to psychology’s foundational discipline of psy-chophysics, quantitative characterisations that are stable acrossdifferent individuals and contexts have remained elusive. Weaddress this problem through a theoretical framework definingsubjective magnitudes as the inputs to a dynamic model of per-ceptual two-alternative forced choice. Three observer-specificparameters—their sensitivity to subjective magnitudes, and dif-ferences between magnitudes, and their decision urgency, alongwith the psychophysical function mapping objective to subjec-tive magnitudes—determine the rate at which evidence for eachchoice accrues. Responses and response times are a function ofthe evidence rate, additive stochastic noise, the threshold amountof evidence required to make a choice, and the time for non-decision processes. We develop both non-parametric and para-metric methodologies within this framework to measure the psy-chometric function and apply them to judgements about which oftwo rectangles has a greater area of one of two colours. In almostevery participant over several experiments varying the decisioncontext (sets of stimuli spanning different ranges), both method-ologies converge on an identity mapping between the objectiveproportional area and the subjective input to the decision pro-cess. Further experiments, looking at broader stimulus ranges anddifferent decision tasks explored the limits of this unanimity.
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A common representation of perceived intensity and the near-miss to
cross-modal commutativity

We are able to compare the loudness of a tone to the brightness ofa visual stimulus, and vice versa. Thismay be explained by the long-standing assumption of a common representation of perceived in-tensity that is shared by almost all modalities. Luce, Steingrimsson,and Narens (2010, Psychological Review, 117, 1247-1258) formalizethis idea within a cross-modal version of the theory of global psy-chophysics, which can be empirically tested in a parameter-freeway through the axiom of cross-modal commutativity of succes-sive magnitude productions. The paper provides a theory-basedanalysis of data on this axiom collected by Ellermeier, Kattner, andRaum (2021, Attention, Perception, & Psychophysics, 83 , 2955-2967), which is grounded on a recently suggested extension ofthe global psychophysical approach to cross-modal judgments(Heller, 2021, Psychological Review, 128, 509-524). This theoryassumes that stimuli are judged against respondent-generatedinternal references which are modality-specific and potentiallyrole-dependent (i.e., sensitive to whether they pertain to thestandard or the variable stimulus in the performed cross-modalmagnitude production task). The analysis reveals a massive andsystematic role-dependence of internal references. This leads topredicting small but systematic deviations from cross-modal com-mutativity, which are in line with the observed data. In analogyto a term coined in the context of Weber’s law this phenomenonis referred to as near-miss to cross-modal commutativity. Thepresented theory offers a psychological rationale explaining thisphenomenon, and opens up an innovative approach to studyingcross-modal perception.
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A Bradley-Terry-Luce model-based analysis of human perception and
computer vision in identifying melanoma lesions

Melanoma is a deadly skin cancer, and early detection is critical forimproving survival rates. Dermatologists typically rely on a visualscan to diagnose melanoma by assessing the primary perceptualcharacteristics of a skin lesion. The common ABCDE heuristic, forexample, suggests observers check a lesion for shape (A)symmetry,(B)order irregularity, number of unique (C)olours, and (E)volutionover time. Whilst this heuristic provides a practical guide, it is alimited approach. Firstly, all lesions vary and often contain onlya subset of these features. Secondly, a combination of abnormalfeatures can lead to a diagnosis, making the diagnostic processcomplicated and error-prone. Advanced computer vision algo-rithms (CVA) have emerged as a powerful approach to melanomaidentification. CVAs can evaluate lesion features to generate highlyaccurate and objective assessments. However, despite CVA ad-vancements, they can only be used in conjunction with an expertassessment. Thus, the perceptual expertise of dermatologists re-mains a critical component in the accurate and timely detectionof melanoma. Our project aims to improve the early detectionof melanoma by investigating the perceptual judgments of skinlesion colour and shape made by humans and comparing themwith the feature representations generated by computer visionalgorithms. We recruited non-expert participants online to com-plete a two-alternative forced-choice task using skin lesion imagesfrom the ISIC archive. Participants were instructed to choose theimage that exhibited a greater frequency of unique colours inone condition and greater border regularity in another amongthe two images presented in a trial. We analysed the data usingthe Bradley-Terry-Luce (BTL) model to estimate each lesion im-age’s relative "strengths" along these perceptual dimensions. Wethen compared these estimates to computer vision assessmentsof the same perceptual features. We discuss the methodologicalapproach, preliminary results, and future directions.
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Systems alignment in concept learning: evidence from children’s early
concepts and beyond

The standard view of learning - be it supervised, unsupervised, orsemi-supervised - is event-based (e.g., a caregiver pointing to adog and saying “dog”). However, recent work suggests that peo-ple also engage in a process called systems alignment in learningcontexts.It has been shown that similarity structures align across domains.For example, objects that are spoken about in similar contextsappear in similar visual contexts. This is a potential rich sourceof information that human leaners could exploit. Indeed, recentwork demonstrates that humans make use of alignable signalswhen they are available, both to improve learning efficiency andto perform zero-shot generalisation.Here, we present evidence which suggests that alignment pro-cesses could play a role in early concept acquisition. We find thatchildren’s early concepts form near-optimal sets for inferring newconcepts through systems alignment. By analysing the structuralfeatures of early concept sets, we find that this is facilitated bytheir uniquely dense connectivity. We suggest that this is con-ducive to alignment because short-range semantic relationshipsare particularly stable. Feeding these insights from early conceptacquisition back into a Machine Learning pipeline, we build gen-erative models which leverage these key structural features toconstruct optimal knowledge states. The resultant concept setsdemonstrate an improved capacity for learning new concepts.Further inspired by these findings, we discuss the use of alignment-based priors for cross-modal learning in other Machine Learningsystems, for example in the task of image classification.
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Relating perception and memory for a novel set of reconfigurable
auditory stimuli: a noisy exemplar approach

While many real-life events are complex and temporally extended,most memory research employs discrete, static stimuli. We beginto bridge this gap by developing a set of novel auditory stimuliconstructed by adjusting the distribution of power across upperfrequency bands. Across three studies, participants rated similar-ity between pairs of these sounds and engaged in a recognitionmemory task. We applied non-metric multidimensional scalingto similarity ratings to obtain a three-dimensional psychologicalrepresentation of the stimuli. The first dimension appeared tocorrespond to timbral roughness and the second to timbral bright-ness, while the third did not admit a simple verbal label. Therewere also individual differences in the degree towhich participantsattended to each of these dimensions, potentially as a function ofmusical expertise, as well as encoding strategy, and personalityvariables such as conscientiousness. The representation inferredfrom similarity ratings predicted recognitionmemory performancefor single probe sounds following sequential presentation of twosounds, consistent with similarity-based exemplar models of mem-ory. Recognition false alarms increased with subjective similaritybetween the probe and the first memory item but not the second,suggesting that the most recent sound was represented in a formthat is less susceptible to incidental similarity. We also observeda list homogeneity effect: hits and false alarms decreased withsimilarity between studied sounds. We build on these results todiscuss implications for the development of an integrated theoryof perceptual similarity and recognition memory in the auditorydomain using a novel computational model that extends on ele-ments from the exemplar-based random walk (EBRW; Nosofsky &Palmeri, 1997b) model. Model fits to behavioral data from the sim-ilarity rating and recognition tasks provide preliminary evidencefor this theory.
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Integrative neurocognitive approaches to understanding cognition
through simultaneous analysis of EEG and behavioral data on single
trials

Cognitive neuroscience studies routinely concentrate on calcu-lating the correlation coefficient between trial-averaged Event-Related Potentials (ERPs) and behavioral performance such asresponse time and accuracy. However there are some disadvan-tages in this traditional approach: 1) ignoring the variance of EEGdata across trials, 2) requiring a large number of participants tofind robust inferences, and 3) a lack of formal cognitive modelsto explain cognition. In this work, we used the drift-diffusionmodel to decompose perceptual decision making to underlyinglatent variables to explain behavioral performance. This methodassumes that participants make decisions based on the accumula-tion of evidence during the time until continuously hits one of twoalternative bounds. We introduce new integrative neurocognitivemodels to predict and constrain both behavioral and electroen-cephalographic (EEG) data at the single-trial level concurrently.Our framework shows how N200 latencies and Centro-parietalPositivites (CPPs) can be used for the prediction of visual encod-ing time and drift rate parameters sequentially. Moreover, wequantified what proportion of EEG variance across trials is re-lated to cognition and what proportion is related to measurementnoise. We used a likelihood-free (simulation-based) approach inthe context of deep learning to approximate the distribution oflatent parameters. We showed the robustness of the models tomodel assumptions and contaminant processes as well as appliedparameter recovery assessment to explore how well the mod-els’ parameters are identifiable. We fit models to three differentdatasets including EEG and behavioral data to test their applica-bility and reliability. This framework can conveniently be usedfor multimodal data simultaneously (e.g. single-trial fMRI, EEG,and behavioral data) to study perceptual decision making in thefuture.
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Comparing Bayesian hierarchical models: A deep learning method with
cognitive applications

Bayesian model comparison permits principled evidence assess-ment but is challenging for hierarchical models (HMs) due to theircomplex multi-level structure. In this talk, we present a deeplearning method for comparing HMs via Bayes factors or pos-terior model probabilities. As a simulation-based approach, itsapplication is not limited to HMs with explicitly tractable likeli-hood functions, but also includes implicit likelihoods. Further,the computational cost of our method amortizes over multipleapplications, providing new opportunities for method validation,robustness checks, and simulation studies. We demonstrate theability of our method to accurately discriminate between non-nested HMs of cognition in a benchmark against bridge sampling.In addition, we present a comparison of four partly intractableevidence accumulation models that examines the utility of therecently proposed Lévy flight model of decision-making.
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Neural superstatistics for bayesian estimation of dynamic cognitive
models

Mathematical models of cognition are often memoryless and ig-nore potential fluctuations of their parameters. However, humancognition is inherently dynamic. Thus, we propose to augmentmechanistic cognitive models with a temporal dimension and es-timate the resulting dynamics from a superstatistics perspective.Such a model entails a hierarchy between a low-level observationmodel and a high-level transition model. The observation modeldescribes the local behavior of a system, and the transition modelspecifies how the parameters of the observation model evolveover time.To overcome the estimation challenges resulting from the complex-ity of superstatisticalmodels, we develop and validate a simulation-based deep learning method for Bayesian inference, which canrecover both time-varying and time-invariant parameters. We firstbenchmark our method against two existing frameworks capableof estimating time-varying parameters.We then apply our method to fit a dynamic version of the diffusiondecision model to long time series of human response times data.Our results show that the deep learning approach is very efficientin capturing the temporal dynamics of the model. Furthermore,we show that the erroneous assumption of static or homogeneousparameters will hide important temporal information.
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Fading memory, waning attention: Modeling output interference with a
dynamic diffusion model

A ubiquitous finding in memory research is that over the course ofa recall or recognition test, memory performance declines. Thisphenomenon is referred to as output interference, reflecting thenotion that it results from the interference of information recalledor encountered during test with subsequent retrieval. Indeed,there is a large body of experimental evidence indicating that thedecline inmemory performance is not simply due to a longer study-test gap or increasing fatigue. However, a limitation of previousstudies is that the influence of interference versus attentional pro-cesses is typically inferred from the experimental context ratherthan measured directly. Moreover, performance is usually as-sessed across blocks of trials rather than single trials. Thus, therelative contribution and the exact trajectories of memory pro-cesses and attention in output interference remain unclear. Wepropose to address this open question with a dynamic diffusionmodel: The diffusion model is a popular cognitive model for theanalysis of reaction times in binary decision tasks. In the context ofrecognition memory, it allows researchers to disentangle retrievalprocesses – such as the speed of information uptake as measuredby the drift rate – from attention-related processes – such asthe response criterion as measured by the boundary-separationparameter. By implementing the diffusion model in a recentlyproposed deep-learning based superstatistics framework, we canassess the dynamics of these parameters over the course of thememory test and, thus, directly measure the relative contributionof the associated processes to output interference. Applying thisdynamic approach to empirical data, we show that both drift rateand boundary separation decline over the course of the test. Thus,the finding emphasizes the role of both interference and attentionin the emergence of output interference in recognition memory.Moreover, it highlights the usefulness of the neural superstatisticsframework for dynamic cognitive models.
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Compressing Bayesian Inference with Information Maximization

Amortized deep learning methods are transforming the field ofsimulation-based inference (SBI). However, most amortized meth-ods rely solely on simulated data to refine their global approxi-mations. We investigate a method to jointly compress both simu-lated and actually observed exchangeable sequences with varyingsizes and use the compressed representations for downstreamBayesian tasks. We employ information maximizing variationalautoencoders (VAEs) which we augment with normalizing flowsfor more expressive representation learning. We showcase theability of our method to learn informative embeddings on toyexamples and two real world modeling scenarios.
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Evaluating the Generalizability of Diverse Models of Interference Effects

Uncertainty can lead to violations of both “rational” decision-making (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974) and the laws of classicalprobability (CP; Busemeyer et al., 2011). One type of violation– interference effects – occurs when a marginal decision distribu-tion depends on the presence or absence of a preceding categoryjudgment (Wang & Busemeyer, 2016). Interestingly, recent studieshave shown that interference effects emerge under some pre-ceding categorization conditions but not others, resulting in acritical asymmetry (Busemeyer et al., 2009; Wang & Busemeyer,2016). Models based on the formalism of quantum probability(QP) provide a good accounting of this unusual pattern in the data(Busemeyer et al., 2009;Wang&Busemeyer, 2016). More recently,we have defined models based on CP augmented with ancillarymechanisms that can account for interference effects in the data,in general, but not necessarily the critical asymmetry (anonymous1; anonymous 2). Given these varied resolutions to violations ofCP, an important question warrants further investigation: what isthe generalizability of these models and the efficacy of their mech-anisms under conditions of novel stimulus types and decisions?In the current study, we probe questions about generalizability byusing non-human-stimuli to control for the potential confoundingeffects of pre-existing associations with human faces within thecategorization-decision paradigm used by Wang and Busemeyer(2016). We further assess the influence of bias on interferenceeffects by leveraging a pre-existing bias based on preferences forsophisticated, in comparison to simplistic, mind-types (Almarazet al, 2018; Dennett, 1996; Epley & Eyal, 2019; Waytz et al., 2010)and a resource allocation task with a clear link to mind-type pref-erences (Dennett, 1996; Waytz et al., 2010). We expect our studyto identify the extent to which interference effects, along withthe critical asymmetry, emerge in the new data reflecting a pre-existing bias, and to determine whether three proposed models(using quantum cognition, ACT-R, and a multinomial processingtree) can account for the new findings. Ultimately, we expect ourstudy to inform the degree to which a set of current models ofinterference effects generalize for biased beliefs and, by extension,to provide insights into processes underlying interference effectsin other contexts.
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Contextuality and hidden variable models

Contextuality in systems of random variables has been originallyformulated in quantum physics in terms of hidden variable models(HVMs). These formulations are contingent on the systems ofrandom variables being consistently connected, which means thatany two variables answering the same question in different con-texts have the same distribution. Outside quantum physics, andspecifically in systems of random variables describing behavioralphenomena, consistent connectedness is virtually never observed.This has necessitated, in the last decade, an extension of the no-tion of contextuality to arbitrary systems of random variables,resulting in the theory called Contextuality-by-Default. However,for inconsistently connected systems the possibility of interpret-ing contextuality in terms of HVMs is lost, and this is consideredby some a major problem. It can be shown, however, that anyinconsistently connected system can be recast as a consistentlyconnected one, so that the two systems describe precisely thesame empirical or theoretical situations, and they are contextualor noncontextual together. The consistently connected renderingof a system is amenable to formulation in terms of HVMs. The sim-ilarities of this formulation with and differences from the HVM rep-resentations of the traditionally considered quantum-mechanicalsystems elucidate the subtle interplay of the mathematical andthe empirical in describing phenomena by systems of random vari-ables.
Kujala, J.V., Dzhafarov, E.N., & Larsson, J.-A. (2015). Necessaryand sufficient conditions for extended noncontextuality in a broadclass of quantum mechanical systems. Physical Review Letters 115,150401.
Cervantes, V.H., & Dzhafarov, E.N. (2018). Snow Queen is evil andbeautiful: Experimental evidence for probabilistic contextuality inhuman choices. Decision 5, 193-204.
Dzhafarov, E.N. (2022). Contents, contexts, and basics of contex-tuality. In ShyamWuppuluri and Ian Stewart (Eds). From Electronsto Elephants and Elections, The Frontiers Collection. pp. 259-286.Cham, Switzerland: Springer.
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Where are the context effects?

Context effects, including attraction, similarity, and compromise ef-fects, have been widely studied. These effects occur when choicesamong existing alternatives are impacted by adding new alterna-tives to the choice set. Sometimes the addition of a new alter-native impacts the relative choice share (RCS) for one alternativecompared to another. In other cases, adding a new alternativesimply increases the absolute choice share (ACS) one alternativereceives. Here we report a meta-analysis of all three effects askinghow reliably, across 23 papers with 29,538 observations, these ef-fects impact the RCS and ACS. The results revealed that these threecontext effects robustly impacted the RCS of an option. While theattraction and compromise effects only weakly impacted the ACS.Results further showed that the context effects depend on theconfiguration of attributes across the choice set, yet nearly allthe studies to date have focused on a very specific configuration.Furthermore, simulations with leading choice models that predictcontext effects like MDFT and MLBA make very different predic-tions about how different configurations of attributes give riseto these effects. Altogether our results establish a great need tomap out how these context effects change over a much largerconfiguration of alternatives.
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Contextual Sensitivity in Naturalistic Multi-alternative Choice

Decades of research have been dedicated to understanding con-text effects (attraction, compromise, and similarity) in multi-alternative, multi-attribute choice. Most studies have used lab-oratory tasks with artificial stimuli. For example, choices amongapartments with attributes represented numerically (i.e., 10 milesto work). However, when participants are shownmore naturalisticstimuli (e.g., photos of apartments), the effects often disappear(Frederick, Lee, & Baskin, 2014). Thus, researchers have arguedthat context effects are an artifact of artificial stimuli and do notoccur in naturalistic choices (Frederick et al., 2014; Yang & Lynn,2014; Trendl, Stewart, & Mullett, 2021). However, the absence ofcontext effects does not imply the absence of contextual sensitiv-ity. Context-dependent behavior occurs whenever the evaluationof an option is dependent on the other options, often defined asa violation of simple scalability. We take a joint experimental andcomputational modeling approach to address whether naturalisticdecisions demonstrate contextual sensitivity. One of the criticallimitations for using computational cognitive models to study nat-uralistic decision making is that these models require quantitativerepresentations of stimuli. In the past, obtaining representationsof naturalistic stimuli has been challenging. I will describe howmachine learning models can be coupled with cognitive models toovercome this limitation and help resolve the issue of contextualsensitivity in naturalistic multi-alternative choice.
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Performance of the volatile Kalman filter in the reversal learning
paradigm

The delta learning rule offers a simple but powerful explanationof feedback-based learning. However, normative theories predictthat the learning rate should depend on uncertainty, which wouldallow for more efficient learning processes especially when envi-ronments are volatile, such as in the reversal learning paradigm.This paradigm consists of an acquisition phase, in which the par-ticipant learns some properties of the environment (e.g., rewardprobability of each choice option), is followed by the reversalphase, in which those statistical properties are switched. In twodatasets, we previously demonstrated that the delta rule fails tocapture the speed at which participants adapt to the reversal. Amechanism that allows the learning rate to vary as a function ofthe volatility of the environment could potentially provide a betteraccount of learning behavior in this paradigm. Here, we studiedwhether the volatile Kalman filter (Piray and Daw, 2020) betteraccounts for empirical data in the reversal learning paradigm, andinclude tests of parameter recovery.
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Measuring impulsivity using a real-time driving task and inverse
reinforcement learning

Impulsivity has been extensively studied in relation to mental dis-orders andmaladaptive behaviors using self-report questionnairesand behavioral tasks. A persistent issue is that self-report and be-havioral measures show weak correlations between each other,although they are supposed to tap the same construct. To addressthis problem, we devised a real-time driving task called the “high-way task” that allows participants to exhibit impulsive behaviors,such as reckless driving, which may mirror real-life impulsive traitsassessed by self-report questionnaires. We hypothesized that thehighway task would provide impulsivity measures that are stronglycorrelated with self-report measures of impulsivity. As hypothe-sized, statistical evidence supported the correlation between theperformance in the highway task and a self-report measure ofimpulsivity (i.e., the Barratt impulsiveness scale, r = 0.46). Bycontrast, measures of impulsivity from two traditional laboratorytasks (delay discounting and go/no-go tasks) did not correlate withBIS (r = 0.01, 0.07, respectively).To infer subjective reward functions that underlie observed real-time behaviors in the highway task, we used an inverse reinforce-ment learning (IRL) algorithm combined with deep neural net-works. The agents trained by IRL produced actions that resembleparticipants’ behaviors observed in the highway task. IRL inferredsensible reward functions from participants’ behaviors and re-vealed real-time changes in rewards around salient events (e.g.,overtaking, a collision with a car ahead, etc.). The rewards inferredby IRL suggested that impulsive participants have high subjectivereward values for irrational or risky behaviors. Overall, our resultssuggested that using real-time tasks with IRL may bridge the gapbetween self-report and behavioral measures of impulsivity, withIRL being a practical modeling framework for multidimensionaldata from real-time tasks.
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It’s not all about choices: the influence of response times on inferring
other people’s social preferences

Humans are known to be capable of inferring hidden preferencesand beliefs of their conspecifics when observing their decisions.While observational learning based on choices has been exploredextensively, the question of how response times (RT) impact ourlearning of others’ social preferences has received little attention.Yet, there is only limited potential for inferring the strength ofpreference (i.e., the confidence with which the person has madetheir choice or how likely they are to make the same choice again)from choices alone, and RT can provide critical information in thisregard. Here, we propose an orthogonal design to investigate therole of both choices and RT in learning and inferring others’ socialpreferences. In our lab study, participants (n = 46) observedother people’s decision process in a Dictator Game, where thedictators were asked to choose between differentmonetary alloca-tions. Choice and RT information was either hidden or revealed toparticipants in a 2-by-2 within-subject design. Behavioral analysesconfirmed our hypothesis: trial by trial, observers were able tolearn the dictators’ social preferences when they could observetheir choices, but also when they could only observe their RT. Togain mechanistic insights into these observational learning pro-cesses, we developed a reinforcement learning model that takesboth choices and RT into account to infer the dictator’s social pref-erence. This model closely captured the performance and learningcurves of observers in the different conditions. By comparing thismodel to a Bayes-optimal model, we show that while our partici-pants’ learning is close-to optimal when they can observe choices,they substantially deviate from optimality when they can onlyobserve RT, suggesting that the underlying mechanisms are bettercaptured by our approximate reinforcement learning model. Over-all, our study proposes an innovative approach to investigate therole of RT in learning and inferring preferences and highlights theimportance of considering decision processes when investigatingobservational learning.
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"One step beyond...": Computational principles in social interaction

In social settings, the consequences of our actions typically dependon the actions of other agents. Successful outcomes then requireagents to adapt their behaviour to each other. Planning undersuch mutual adaptation is a challenging computational problem.Circumventing this complexity, socially-ignorant reinforcementlearning can, in principle, succeed in optimising behaviour in thelong-run. But this works for the isolated case of repeated expo-sure to the same task with the same other agents. In reality wehave limited exposure to such situations, and are more likely toencounter other agents in the same task, or encounter the sameother agent in different tasks. Leveraging prior experience thenrequires generalization, from the same agent to other settings,and from encountered agents to novel agents. Such generalizationcan rely on various inferences, such as others’ depth of strategicreasoning (e.g. how far to proceed with reasoning such as "youthink that I think that you think that I will do...") and their socialpreferences (e.g. "you want us both to be better off" vs "you wantto make sure you are further ahead of me"). Here, I will discusssome of the challenges of such social inference, present evidencethat such inferences are indeed made, and provide a new frame-work (based on hidden Markov models) to navigate planning insocial interactions.
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Modeling response inhibition in the stop signal task: the copula
approach

The stop signal paradigm is a popular tool to study response in-hibition. Participants perform a response time task (go task) and,occasionally, the go stimulus is followed by a stop signal after avariable delay indicating subjects should withhold their response(stop task). The main interest for modeling is in estimating theunobservable stop-signal processing time, that is, the covert la-tency of the stopping process as a characterization of the levelof response inhibition mechanism. In the dominant model per-formance is hypothesized as a race between two stochasticallyindependent random variables representing go and stop signalprocessing (independent race model, IRM). Different of versionsof the IRM including parameter estimation methods have beenproposed, in particular classic non-parametric ones by G. D. Loganand colleagues and parametric ones by D. Matzke and colleagues.An important prediction of all independent race models is that thedistribution of reaction times to the go signal, without a stop signalbeing present, lies below the go signal distribution of when a stopsignal is presented after a certain time interval (stop signal delay,SSD). On the other hand, consistent violations of this predictionhave been observed for certain SSD values (e.g., P.G. Bissett andcolleagues). Here we propose non-independent versions of therace model based on the statistical concept of copula. Copulasallow one to study multivariate dependency separately from as-suming specific marginal distributions. We investigate under whatconditions these new race models are consistent with violationsof the distribution inequality stated above.
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Cognitive process modeling of context independence violations in the
ABCD Study stop-signal task

The stop-signal paradigm is a cornerstone of research on responseinhibition and there is a rich history of formal cognitive modelsthat explain individuals’ behavior on the task. It is therefore notsurprising that this task has been included as the primary measureof response inhibition in the Adolescent Brain Cognitive Devel-opment (ABCD) Study, a longitudinal neuroimaging study of un-precedented scale that is in the process of following over 11,000youth from middle childhood though age 20. However, the ABCDStudy’s unique task design involves a visual stop-signal that re-places the choice stimulus, creating a masking effect that impedesinformation processing on trials with short stop-signal delays. Asthis design feature violates the critical "context independence"assumption shared by most current methods for estimating stop-signal reaction time (SSRT), some experts have called for the taskto be changed or for previously collected ABCD data to be usedwith caution. We present a cognitive process modeling frameworkthat provides a parsimonious explanation for the impact of thisdesign feature by combining prior insights on the effects of visualmasking on choice evidence accumulation with recent “hybrid”racing-diffusion ex-Gaussian (RDEX) approaches to modeling thestop-signal task. We demonstrate that the resulting model, RDEX-ABCD, successfully accounts for key behavioral trends in ABCDdata, including the inhibition function and the impact of contextindependence violations on choice accuracy rates. Simulationstudies using this model suggest that failing to account for contextindependence violations in the ABCD design can lead to erroneousinferences in several realistic scenarios. However, RDEX-ABCD ef-fectively addresses these violations and can be used to accuratelymeasure the timing of response inhibition processes and addi-tional mechanistic parameters of interest. More broadly, resultsdemonstrate the feasibility of addressing context independenceviolations by building process-based explanations for them intomodels of the stop-signal task.
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Stop-Signal Reaction Time Largely Reflects Sensory and Motor Delays

The stop-signal reaction time (SSRT) is often interpreted ascapturing people’s cognitive ability for rapidly and flexiblyinhibiting prepotent actions when not desirable anymore. Itscalculation is designed to circumvent the effect of strategy onbaseline speed in the hope to specifically isolate the speed ofsignals conceived as reactive, top-down and inhibitory. However,the ability to act upon any signal, be it by producing or withholdinga response, also always depends on i) when the informationbecomes available within decision areas, i.e. sensory delay, andii) how long actions take to be executed (because only actionsstill in the planning stage can be withheld, and only executedactions are observable behaviourally). In line with (i), SSRT isclearly influenced by stop-signal contrast. In line with (ii), manualSSRT is also clearly longer than saccadic SSRT. In recent work(https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2023.02.20.529290v1),we showed that the sum of (i) and (ii), i.e. non-decision time,is directly measured by the dip onset time (the earliest timepoint where the signal-absent and signal-present RT distributionsdepart). Importantly, this measure is immune to top-downfactors, including whether the task is to stop or ignore the signal.Predictably, we show that individual differences in manual andsaccadic SSRT are correlated with dip onset time (all r > 0.5 acrossdatasets). This result is consistent with individual differencesin SSRT largely reflecting sensory and/or motor influences,rather than being a pure measure of top-down inhibition speed.Alternatively, there may also be genuine correlations within thepopulation between, on the one hand, the speed of bottom-upand/or motor signals and, on the other hand, the speed oftop-down signals. Either way, this result calls for a reconsiderationof past conclusions drawn from the use of SSRT (554 articlesaccording to pubmed on the 29th of March, 2023), in particularstudies reporting changes in SSRT in relation to clinical conditions,drugs, age, personality traits, general intelligence, brain structure,brain function, genes or performance on other tasks. Ourresults open the possibility that within and between-individualdifferences in SSRT, so far interpreted as differences in top-downcontrol abilities, largely reflect variations in sensory delay and/ormotor output time.
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The neutral condition in conflict tasks: the implications of neutral
condition RT behavior on modeling

While the relation between congruent and incongruent conditionsin conflict tasks has been the primary focus of cognitive controlstudies, the expectation of neutral condition behavior is oft ig-nored, or set as directly between the two conditions. However,empirical evidence suggests that average neutral reaction time(RT) contradicts this assumption. The present studies, thus, soughtto, first, reinforce the informative nature of the neutral conditionand, second, to highlight how it can be useful for modeling. To dothis, we first explored how RT in the neutral condition of conflicttasks (Flanker, Stroop, and Simon Tasks) deviated from the predic-tions of current diffusion models.Many of the deterministic versions of cognitive conflict modelspredicted a neutral RT that is the average of the congruent andincongruent RT, called the midpoint assumption. This assumptionis maintained over the time course, resulting in the parallel as-sumption. To investigate these assumptions, we first conducted alimited literature search that recorded the average RTs of conflicttasks with neutral conditions. Upon finding evidence of a mid-point assumption violation with smaller RT differences betweenthe congruent and neutral conditions, we tested the prior men-tioned conflict tasks with two different, distinct sets of stimuli.The results suggested that a violation of the midpoint assumptionis present in different manners depending on the conflict task andthe stimuli. Then, a follow up study was performed in order to testthe parallel assumption via the Speed-Accuracy Tradeoff paradigm.From the results, clear violations of the parallel assumption wereobserved in all three conflict tasks. Due to the implications of theseviolations, the authors then suggested possible elaborations ofthe Diffusion Model of Conflict to account for these phenomena.
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Order constrained modeling and inference in psychology and law

There is much debate, in the field of Psychology and Law, aboutrace effects and racial bias in legal contexts. Many studies reportthat people display favoritism towards suspects with light skinover suspects with dark skin. Other studies report the oppositeeffect, where participants give disproportionately favorablejudgments and trial outcomes to suspects of color (see Mitchellet al., 2005 for a full meta-analysis). Such conflicting findingsprovide an ideal opportunity for model competition.
We introduce order-constrained modeling to the field ofPsychology and Law. Specifically, we model participants’ decisionswhen put in the role of an interrogator questioning a suspect. Weformed a set of 28 mathematical models by taking a series ofverbal hypotheses and translating them into order constraintson Binomial parameters. The hypotheses are informed byvarious research in Psychology and Law regarding how people’sinitial guilt judgments about others might affect later decisions(O’Brien, 2009), how tattoos on a suspect could affect observers’judgments (Brown et al., 2018), and how the race of a suspectmight impact the decisions people make about the suspect(Mitchell et al., 2005). Order-constrained modeling allows us todistinguish very specific, nuanced predictions about how thesefactors might impact people’s decision making. It also allows forcombinations of predictions about the impacts of these factors tobe tested jointly, in a single statistical test.
We also consider novel mixture models that can capturetwo sub-populations with different race effects. These mixturemodels provide an opportunity to explore race-related effects in anew light. We pit all competing hypotheses against each otherand test them using our lab’s software, QTEST (Regenwetter et al.,2014; Zwilling et al., 2019).
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Incorporating the Luce-Krantz threshold model into the cultural
consensus theory for ordinal categorical data: A simulation study

Cultural consensus theory (CCT), developed by Batchelder and col-leagues in the mid-1980s, is a cognitively driven methodology toassess informants’ consensus inwhich the culturally “correct” (con-sensus) answers are unknown to researchers a priori. The primarygoal of CCT is to uncover the cultural knowledge, preferences,or beliefs shared by group members. One of the CCT models,called the general Condorcet model (GCM), deals with dichoto-mous (e.g., true/false) response data which are collected from agroup of informants who share the same cultural knowledge. Wepropose a new model, called the general Condorcet-Luce-Krantz(GCLK) model, which incorporates the GCM with the Luce-Krantzthreshold theory. The GCLK accounts for ordinal categorical data(including Likert-type questionnaires) in which informants canexpress confidence levels when answering the items/questions.In addition to finding out the consensus truth to the items, theGCLK also estimates other response characteristics, including theitem-difficulty levels, informants’ competency levels, and guessingbiases. We introduce the multicultural version of the GCLK thatcan help researchers detect the number of cultures for a givendata set. We use the hierarchical Bayesian modeling approach andthe Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling method for estimation.A posterior predictive check is established to verify the centralassumptions of the model. Through a series of simulations, weevaluate the model’s applicability and find that the GCLK performswell on parameter recovery.
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Scoring functions in the setting of ordered qualitative scales

Many decision making problems involve the use of linguistic infor-mation collected by questionnaires based on ordered qualitativescales. In such cases it is relevant how agents perceive the scales.Some of them can be considered as non-uniform, in the sense thatagents may perceive different proximities between consecutiveterms of the scale. For instance, in the framework of health-careand medicine, the ordered qualitative scale {poor, fair, good, verygood, excellent}, used by patients to evaluate self-rated health, itcould be considered as non-uniform if ‘fair’ is perceived closer to‘good’ than to ‘poor’, or if ‘good’ is perceived closer to ‘very good’than to ‘fair’, or if ‘very good’ is perceived closer to ‘good’ than to‘excellent’.In order to facilitate the decision-makers to manage this ordinalinformation, we propose to assign numerical scores to the lin-guistic terms of ordered qualitative scales by means of severalscoring functions. In this contribution we have introduced andanalyzed several scoring functions. They are based on the conceptof ordinal proximity measure that properly represents the ordinalproximities between the linguistic terms of the ordered qualitativescales.
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Order-constrained Inference: A Nuanced Approach to Hypothesis
Testing

Many statistical analyses performed in psychological studies addextraneous assumptions that are not part of the theory. Theseadded assumptions could adversely influence the conclusions onederives from the analyses. Order-constrained inference allows re-searchers to avoid unnecessary assumptions, translate conceptualtheories into direct testable hypotheses, and run competitionsamong competing hypotheses. On top of these advantages, thisreanalysis highlights how one can use order-constrained model-ing to formulate more nuanced hypotheses at the item level andtest them jointly as one single model. The data set comes fromPennycook, Bear, Collins and Rand (2020). The authors hypothe-sized that attaching warnings to a subset of fake news headlinesincreases the perceived accuracy of other headlines that are un-marked. Moreover, they also expected this effect to disappearwhen attaching verifications to true headlines. Using the QTESTsoftware (Regenwetter et al., 2014; Zwilling et al., 2019), we as-sessed these hypotheses jointly across all individual headlines. Tofurther leverage order-constrained inference, we ran a competi-tion among competing hypotheses using Bayesianmodel selectionmethods. We observe that order-constrained inference not onlyprovides us with a coarse view of all the hypotheses at the ag-gregate level, it also offers a fine-grained perspective of all thehypotheses at the item level.
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Anticipating or merely characterizing change: How well do early
warning signals work in more complex and chaotic regimes?

Early warning signals (EWS) are used widely across fields such asecology and virology to anticipate transitions like lake biodiver-sity changes and virus dissemination, and have recently shownpromise as signals for mental health transitions. The statisticalsignals indicating an upcoming transition are often mathemati-cally derived from dynamical system models, such as increases invariance as a marker of critical slowing down. As of yet, EWS havelargely been applied to simple transitions such as the saddle-nodebifurcation, yet it is widely conjectured that more complex tran-sitions occur within systems as non-linear and high-dimensionalas those found within psychopathology. To narrow this gap, wecompare the performance of generic EWS in characterizing andanticipating more complex, higher-dimensional transitions be-tween different dynamical regimes. In a numerical study of afour-dimensional Generalised Lotka-Volterra model under varyingobservational noise intensities, we focus on a noisy, periodic, andchaotic regime, which are traversed by two types of transitions:the birth of a limit cycle in a Hopf bifurcation and the creation ofa chaotic attractor via a period-doubling cascade. Our simulationstudy approximates Ecological Momentary Assessment data col-lection, where data may be analysed in real-time without accessto the full timeseries to detect a transition. In addition, to addressthe challenges arising in the move from theory to real-world psy-chological data, such as high dimensionality, non-linearity, noise,and non-stationarity, we include a relatively unexplored methodin the EWS literature, namely Recurrence Quantification Analysis(RQA). RQA is a popular model-free nonlinear timeseries methodwhich identifies recurrent patterns in line structures of the time-series’ distance matrix. Our study emphasizes the limitations ofEWSwith respect tomore complex transitions: Do thesemeasuresanticipate upcoming changes or merely characterize the regimechange that has already occurred?
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Early Warning Signals in psychopathology

Early warning signals are indicators that some (major) changeis about to happen. In almost all situations the indicators areobtained from (multiple) time series. Research into such indicatorsin climatology and engineering has met with some success. Suchindicators of large changes in mental health would obviously beuseful in psychopathology. However, it has been shown that simplyapplying standard techniques for indicators of large changes to anykind of system will often fail, i.e., it may fail to indicate a changewhen it is coming, but more often it will indicate change when itis not coming. To avoid such mistakes in early warning signals, wepropose a framework using network theory to determine the typeof indicators of large (qualitative) changes in psychopathology. Inthis framework we require assumptions about the type of network(relations between variables) and how the network is affected byexternal influences (big and small events in life). Applying thisframework narrows down the type of indicators that are usefulto function as early warning signals. We then focus, using thenetwork framework, to determining extreme values. There arestrong connections between the fields of extreme value theoryand dynamical systems. The connections between these fields canbe used to obtain early warning signals.
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Improving Treatments for Panic Disorder using Computational Modeling

Panic disorder is a highly prevalent mental health condition thatsignificantly impacts patients’ quality of life. However, currenttreatments are not universally effective and have shown limitedimprovement since their introduction decades ago. This lack ofprogress is due in part to our incomplete understanding of thesystem underlying panic disorder and how different treatmentsintervene on it. Existing theories suggest that this system com-prises multiple components that interact in non-linear ways overdifferent time scales. Because of the counter-intuitive behaviorof such systems, verbal theorizing can only provide limited un-derstanding about them. To address this issue, we extended anexisting computational model of panic disorder with a typical Cog-nitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) treatment. Simulating treatmentoutcomes allows us to study how different treatment componentsinteract with each other. Based on this analysis, we develop a newCBT treatment and demonstrate that its simulated outcomes aresuperior. Next, we introduce inter-individual variation in key partsof the model, and study which treatment work best for whichtype of patients, which leads us to personalized treatment plans.We close by discussing how computational models can advancetreatment research and may lead to the development of betterand more personalized treatments.
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The geometry of synchronisation: Quantifying the coupling direction of
physiological signals within and between individuals using inter-system
recurrence networks.

The measurement of physiological signals using wearable sensors(heart rate, electrodermal activity, skin temperature) as well asmotor activity, has become a reliable, nonintrusive and affordablemethod for monitoring e.g. general arousal and physical activity.In a clinical context, such measurements may provide a useful toolin the care of patients who are unable to verbally report on theircurrent emotional or psychological state. In the present study weanalyse multivariate physiological time series that were simulta-neously recorded in dyads of caregivers and youth with severemental disability in residential care. We investigate whether syn-chronization between physiological signals can be used to predictincidents that occur during the day, which often concern someform of aggression towards objects, self, or others. So-called Inter-system Recurrence Networks (ISRN, an extension of Cross Recur-rence Quantification Analysis) can be used to determine whethera coupling direction exists between the physiological signals ofcaregiver and client networks. This gives insight in leading, follow-ing or bi-directional interactions of physiological signals, withinand between dyad members. Such synchronization measures mayserve as early warning signals of incidents and could serve as in-dicators for interventions to prevent incidents (e.g. take a break,disengage, change of context). We compare our results to ISRNbased on simulations of delay-coupled dynamic system models.
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Optimal Allocation of Time in Risky Choices under Opportunity Costs

In economic decision-making there is a fundamental trade-off be-tween deliberation time to make a good decision and opportunitycosts of other rewarding activities. Recent theories analyzed howthe optimal strategy of evidence accumulation for this problemdepends on the environment. If the utility difference betweentwo options is known a priori, deciders should accumulate evi-dence according to a drift-diffusion model with constant decisionboundaries, if this difference is unknown beforehand collapsingboundaries should be used. Further, the exact position of theboundaries depends on the opportunity costs. However, littleis known about whether people use these strategies adaptively.Here, we used a new data visualization to find signature patternsof behavior for optimal strategies. We then conducted two experi-ments, where participants rated and chose between risky lotteries,whilewe varied prior information and opportunity costs. We foundthat while participants were sensitive to opportunity costs, theyfailed to stop deliberation about their choices fast enough whenno information about the utility difference of two lotteries wasavailable. We discuss how this suboptimality can make partici-pants spend too much time on problems where there is little togain in real-world scenarios. Hence, whereas prior research fo-cused on biases from utility maximization, we show that whentaking opportunity costs into account, deciders can be too eagerto maximize utility in an isolated choice problem.
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Mathematical modeling of risk-taking in bipolar disorder: Evidence of
reduced behavioral consistency, with altered loss aversion specific to
those with history of substance use disorder

Bipolar disorder (BD) is associated with excessive pleasure-seekingrisk-taking behaviors that often characterize its clinical presenta-tion. However, the mechanisms of risk-taking behavior are notwell-understood in BD. Recent data suggest prior substance usedisorder (SUD) in BD may represent certain trait-level vulnerabil-ities for risky behavior. This study examined the mechanisms ofrisk-taking and the role of SUD in BD via mathematical modeling ofbehavior on the Balloon Analogue Risk Task (BART). Three groups—18 euthymic BD with prior SUD (BD+), 15 euthymic BD withoutprior SUD (BD–), and 33 healthy comparisons (HC)—completedthe BART. Behavior was modeled using four competing hierar-chical Bayesian models. Model comparison results favored theExponential-WeightMean-Variance (EWMV)model, which encom-passes and delineates five cognitive components of risk-taking:prior belief, learning rate, risk preference, loss aversion, and be-havioral consistency. Both BD groups, regardless of SUD history,showed lower behavioral consistency thanHC. BD+ exhibitedmorepessimistic prior beliefs (relative to BD– and HC) and reduced lossaversion (relative to HC) during risk-taking on the BART. Traditionalmeasures of risk-taking on the BART detected no group differences.These findings suggest that reduced behavioral consistency is acrucial feature of risky decision-making in BD and that SUD historyin BD may signal additional trait vulnerabilities for risky behavioreven when mood symptoms and substance use are in remission.This study also underscores the value of using mathematical mod-eling to understand behavior in research on complex disorderslike BD.
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The multiple attentional roots of probability weighting in risky choice

Probability weighting is one of the most powerful theoretical con-structs in formal descriptive models of risky choice and constitutesthe backbone of cumulative prospect theory (CPT). Probabilityweighting has been shown to be related to two facets of atten-tion allocation: one analysis showed that differences in the shapeof CPT’s probability-weighting function are linked to differencesin how attention is allocated across attributes (i.e., probabilitiesvs. outcomes); another analysis (that used a different measureof attention) showed a link between probability weighting anddifferences in how attention is allocated across options. However,the relationship between these two links is unclear. We investi-gate to what extent attribute attention and option attention inde-pendently contribute to probability weighting. Reanalyzing datafrom a process-tracing study, we first demonstrate links betweenprobability weighting and both attribute attention and option at-tention within the same data set, the same measure of attention,and the same analytical framework. We then find that attributeattention and option attention are at best weakly related andhave independent and distinct effects on probability weighting.Moreover, deviations from linear weighting mainly emerged whenattribute attention or option attention were imbalanced. Our anal-yses enrich the understanding of the cognitive underpinnings ofpreferences and illustrate that similar probability-weighting pat-terns can be associated with very different attentional policies.This complicates an unambiguous psychological interpretation ofpsycho-economic functions. Our findings indicate that cognitiveprocess models of decision making should aim to concurrentlyaccount for the effects of different dimensions of attention on pref-erence. In addition, we argue that the origins of biases in attributeattention and option attention need to be better understood.
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Modelling the influence of situational uncertainty on risk taking in
everyday life

Individuals make countless decisions that involve evaluating un-certain outcomes every day. The resulting behavior, often referredto as risk taking, has been studied for decades, with a strong focuson trait-like predictors of interindividual differences, such as theconstruct of risk preference. Yet, about 50% of variance in indi-vidual’s risky choices cannot be explained with stable predictors,thus raising the question what situational factors affect risk taking.With the current study, we investigate one potential mechanismcausing variation in risk taking between different choice-situations,specifically the perception of uncertainty. Individuals intuitivelydistinguish epistemic uncertainty, referring to lacking knowledgeabout the world, from aleatory uncertainty, caused by the innaterandomness of the world. Previous laboratory research has foundthat people become increasingly risk-aversewhen their perceptionof uncertainty is more epistemic, rather than aleatory, however, itremains unclear if this tendency generalizes to real world decisions.We are tackling this shortcoming by tracking a person’s decisionsduring their everyday life with an experience sampling study. Thisallows us to model participants’ decision making throughout theday using Bayesian multilevel models, and show how different lev-els of epistemic uncertainty can predict risk taking. Additionally,we are collecting data on individuals’ perception of situationaluncertainty with a classic, yet often neglected method: Partici-pants record think-aloud protocols, describing decision-situationsas they experience them. With the resulting speech-data, we in-vestigate two novel research questions. First, we use participants’verbal descriptions of choice-situations to quantify the degree ofuncertainty an individual faces, and to thus predict variability inrisk taking from these estimates. Second, we explore a relativelynewway of using natural language data tomodel which features ofa situation are relevant, salient, or accessible to individuals whenmaking decisions. With that, we show how semantic informa-tion such as word embeddings can be used for inferring cognitiveprocesses underlying risk taking, or other decision-processes.
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Observational learning of Exploration Exploitation Strategies in Bandit
Tasks

Situations requiring to balance exploration and exploitation areubiquitous. In such, humans frequently have the chance to ob-serve others. Participants performed restless nine-armed bandittasks, either on their own or while seeing the choices of fictitiousagents, which were equally good, but different regarding theirtendency to explore. We used different Bayesian Mean Trackermodels to fit participants data. Therein, individual choice proba-bilities are calculated from the expected values of all options usinga softmax function, in which random exploration is implementedas temperature parameter while directed exploration biases theexpected values of the options towards especially uncertain, infor-mative options. We implemented copying in two different ways:in the unconditional copying model it is assumed that participantscopy the observed agent with a fixed probability, independentof the subjective value estimations. In the copy when uncertainmodel, the probability of copying depends on the entropy in all op-tions’ value estimations. Our results indicate that the copy whenuncertain model can account better for participants data thanthe unconditional copying model. Participants use observationallearning directly, i.e., they imitate the specific choices, but theyalso accommodate their individual exploration strategy towardsthe strategy of the observed agents.
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Connecting process models to response times through Bayesian
hierarchical regression analysis

We propose a hierarchical Bayesian model that connects thecounts of elementary processing steps from a process model withresponse times of individual participants in an experiment. We seeour approach as bridging between the two fields of mathematicalpsychology and cognitive architectures. For models that are a bitsimpler than GOMS (they need to be broken down into a countof one kind of processing step) we can make detailed responsetime analyses. We model each processing step as a draw froma Gamma distribution, so that for more elementary processingsteps we expect both mean response time as well as variance toincrease. We present two extensions of the basic model. We firstextend the model to account for cases in which the number ofprocessing steps is stochastic and unobserved. The second exten-sion allows to work with several possible processing tactics andwe don’t know which tactics the participants use. From the distri-bution of response times it can thus be distinguished what kindof tactic was most likely used to which degree by each participant.We hope that our model will be a useful starting point for manysimilar analyses, allowing process models to be fit to and testedthrough detailed response time data.
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A Hierarchical Signal Detection Model with Unequal Variance for Binary
Responses

Gaussian signal detection models with equal variance are com-monly used in simple yes-no detection and discrimination ex-periments whereas more flexible models with unequal variancerequire additional data and/or conditions. Here, a hierarchicalBayesian model with equal-variance is extended to an unequal-variance model so that it becomes applicable to binary responsesfrom a random sample of participants. This appears to be at oddswith conventional wisdom whereby parameters of an unequal-variance model are not identifiable if only binary responses areobserved in a single condition. Although this holds true for non-hierarchical models, the present model assumes randomly andindependently sampled discriminability and criterion values andapproximately constant signal variance across participants. Thisnovel unequal-variance model is investigated analytically, in simu-lations and in applications to existing data sets. The results indicatethat the five population parameters correspond to five observableparameters of a bivariate sampling distribution and that modelparameters can be reliably and accurately recovered or estimatedif the sample size is sufficiently large. It is concluded that thisapproach provides a promising alternative to the ubiquitous equal-variance model.
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An Examination of Hierarchical Bayesian Dynamic Structural Equation
Models in Stan

Dynamic Structural Equation Models (DSEMs) can be used tomodel complex multilevel relationships between multiple vari-ables over time and have thus a wide applicability in many fieldsof psychological science. Mplus is a widely used and powerful soft-ware program for estimating DSEMs, but it has some limitations interms of flexibility and scalability. To overcome these limitations,we have implemented the DSEM framework in Stan, a Bayesianmodeling language which provides a flexible and efficient platformfor developing complex models. Here we highlight the most im-portant aspects from our upcoming tutorial paper: A theoreticalintroduction to DSEM, fitting a base-model (i.e., a bivariate lag-1model) and some possible model extensions (i.e., latent variablemodeling, mediation analysis), and finally a comparison betweenMplus and Stan in functionality and parameter recovery. Overall,we want to present our tutorial as a clear and practical guide forresearchers who want to take advantage of Stan as a powerfultoolbox to specify and fit DSEMs.
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Nothing and the seven priors. Re-analysis of data on Bayesian priors.

Prior experience can help resolve ambiguity. Quantitative mod-els of this process represent both prior experience and sensoryinformation as probability distributions over suitable parameters.Such prior distributions are core features of models of perception,learning, and reasoning, and thus their properties are important.If the problem to be solved is the estimation of an underlyingcause that can be represented as a point value, then the Bayesianestimate of that point value involves multiplying the prior and sen-sory probability distributions. If the distributions are Gaussian, theprecision of the resulting posterior is the sum of the precisions ofthe prior and the sensory distributions. If the posterior becomesthe new prior, precision keeps adding up across iterations (thisis known as the Kalman filter, and therefore we will call this theKalman prior). That precision describes how precisely the meanof the underlying distribution is known.A fundamentally different problem is predicting the distributionof future sensory data, useful for risk sensitivity and change pointdetection. In the long term, the variance of that prior should bethe sum of the sensory variance and the variance of the generat-ing process. That could be achieved by adding to memory a pointvalue that represents the most recent sensory stimulus, then con-structing a prior distribution from those point values. If insteadit is assumed that each stimulus is represented as a distributionwith sensory variance, and the prior is constructed by adding upall the distributions, then the variance of that prior will be theenvironmental variance plus twice the sensory variance. We callthese priors the additive priors. Note that what is added to theprior is the sensory information or likelihood.It is logically possible to derive a third family of priors by delayingstorage inmemory until after a posterior has been created throughBayesian cue integration of prior and sensory data to predict thedistribution of future subjective experience (assuming that all sub-jective experience occurs after Bayesian cue integration). We callthis the subjective prior. Again, it is possible to generate that prioreither by adding (and renormalising) posterior distributions, orelse by adding the central tendencies of posterior distributions.Because these posteriors are often skewed or multimodal, it mat-ters whether central tendency is represented as mean, mode, ormedian, and we must examine all possibilities. Generating thisfamily of priors alternates two operations: multiply prior and sen-sory data, then add the resulting posterior or its central tendencyto the prior (and renormalise). Consequently, this family of priorsis sensitive to the order of inputs, and it is impossible to know ei-ther the shape of the distribution or its variance without knowingin which order stimuli were presented. We note that these priorsseem to have no statistically desirable properties whatsoever, butwish to examine them in case unknown constraints force organ-isms to use them. If so, their undesirable properties may haveinteresting implications.We explain the properties of these different priors, and we arefitting models that use these priors to existing data from a studyof memory for linear and angular displacement.Preliminary analysis indicates that the worst performing prior isthe Kalman prior, even though, in the papers we have found sofar that explicitly state how the prior is updated, the Kalman prioris favoured 11 to 1.
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Bayesian hierarchical modelling for between-subject analysis

Cognitive models are more and more frequently applied to testboth within- and between-subject hypotheses, however, the lat-ter has generally suffered from the lack of statistical methods toanswer such questions. A common approach to testing between-subject hypotheses is to perform a second step of analysis on theestimated parameters of the model to answer whether, for exam-ple, drift rate differs with age, or between people with schizophre-nia and controls. However, a lot of statistical power is lost in suchtwo-step analyses. Here we propose to include linear models suchas ANOVA, regression, and by extension mixed effect models, inthe hierarchical framework in which cognitive models are usuallyestimated. With such a hierarchical linear model we omit thetwo-step analysis. Furthermore, we supply methods with whichwe can estimate Bayes factors between the null and the proposedmodel. Our work gives researchers the option to formalize dif-ferent types of hypotheses for between-subject research, withthe added benefit of maintaining a more parsimonious parameterspace.
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Cognitive modeling of category learning and reversal learning

During learning humans often test new hypotheses to infer causalrelations between objects and actions. One very common ex-ample of learning is category learning in which humans learn todifferentiate between different stimuli based on their features.The rational aspects of category learning in form of hypothesestesting need to be taken into consideration for improving com-putational models. Compared to reinforcement learning modelsthat assume gradual learning, cognitive modeling allows to imple-ment hypotheses testing and thus enabling steep transitions inlearning. Here we extend our previously developed ACT-R modelin a systematic way to further improve its fit to an auditory cat-egory learning and reversal learning experiment. For the initialcategory learning phase we optimized the model by enabling ittwo use two stimulus features right from the start. For improvingthe model’s performance in the reversal phase, we introduced anadditional mechanism of switching the motor-response for a givencategorization. With these two changes we significantly increasedthe model’s performance in our task. By comparing the backwardlearning curves of the participants to those of our model we ob-served that our model exhibits steep transitions during the initialcategory learning phase, a feature that reinforcement learningmodels have difficulties to reproduce.
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Comparing Model Variants Across Experimental and Naturalistic Data
Sets

Computational models of human memory have largely been de-veloped in laboratory settings, using data from tightly controlledexperiments that were designed to test specific assumptions ofa small set of models. This approach has resulted in a range ofmodels that explain experimental data very well. Over the lastdecade, more and more large-scale data sets from outside thelaboratory have been made available and researchers have beenextending their model comparisons to include such real-life data.We follow this example and conduct a simulation study in whichwe compare a number of model variants across a range of eightdata sets that include both experimental and naturalistic data.Specifically, we test the Predictive Performance Equation (PPE)—alab-grown model—and its ability to predict performance acrossthe entire range of data sets depending on whether one or bothof its crucial components are included in the model. These com-ponents were specifically designed to account for spacing effectsin learning and are theory-inspired summaries of the entire learn-ing history for a given user-item pair. By replacing these termswith a simple lag times (rather than full histories) or a single freeparameter, we reduce the PPE’s complexity.The results, broadly speaking, suggest that the full PPE performsbest in experimental data but that not much predictive accuracyis lost if the terms are omitted from the model when naturalisticdata are concerned. A possible reason is that spacing effects arenot very important in real-life data but very important in spacingexperiments.
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Extending counterfactual reasoning models to capture unconstrained
social explanations

In contrast to rationalist accounts, people do not always have con-sistent goals nor do they always explain other people’s behaviouras driven by rational goal pursuit. Elsewhere, counterfactual ac-counts have shown how a situation model can be perturbed tomeasure the explanatory power of different causes. We take thisapproach to explore how people explain others’ behaviour in twoonline experiments and a computational model. First, 90 UK-based adults rated the likelihood of various scenarios combiningshort biographies with trajectories through a gridworld. Then 49others saw each scenario and outcome, and verbally gave theirbest explanations for why the character moved the way they did.Participants generated a range of explanations for even the mostincongruous behaviour. We present an expanded version of acounterfactual effect size model which uses innovative features(crowdsourced parameters and free text responses) that not onlycan generalise to human situations and handle a range of surpris-ing behaviours, but also performs better than the existing modelit is based on.
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Modeling Change Points and Performance Variability in Large-Scale
Naturalistic Data

To explain the performance history of individuals over time, par-ticular features of memories are posited, such as the power lawof learning, power law of decay, and the spacing effect. Whenthese features of memory are integrated together into a model oflearning and retention, they have been able to account for humanperformance across a wide range of both applied and laboratorydomains. However, these models of learning and retention as-sume that performance is best accounted for by a continuousperformance curve. In contrast to this standard assumption ofmodels of learning and retention, other researcher have arguedthat ,over time, individuals display suddendiscrete shifts in their performance due to changes in strategyand/or memory representation. To compare these two accountsof memory, the standard Predictive Performance Equation (PPE;(Walsh, Gluck, Gunzelmann, Jastrzembski, & Krusmark, 2018)) andwas compared to a Change PPE on fits to human performance ina naturalistic data set. We make several hypotheses about theexpected characteristics of individual learning curves and the dif-ferent abilities of the models to account for human performance.Our results show that performance that Change PPE was not onlyable to be better fit the data compared to the Standard PPE, butthat inferred changes in the participant’s performance was associ-ated with greater learning outcomes.
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Uncovering iconic patterns of syllogistic reasoning: A clustering analysis

Syllogistic reasoning is one of the core domains of human rea-soning research. Over its century of being actively researched,various theories have been proposed attempting to disentangleand explain the various strategies human reasoners are relying on.In this article we propose a data-driven approach to behaviorallycluster reasoners into archetypal groups based on non-negativematrix factorization. The identified clusters are interpreted in thecontext of state-of-the-art theories in the field and analyzed basedon the posited key assumptions, e.g., the dual-processing account.We show interesting contradictions that add to a growing bodyof evidence suggesting shortcomings of the current state of theart in syllogistic reasoning research and discuss possibilities ofovercoming them.
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A diffusion model analysis of prior probability and spatial attention

Spatial attention and prior probability manipulations have beenshown to induce response biases in perceptual decision makingbehavior. Here, we study the interplay between spatial attentionand prior probability manipulations. Participants completed anovel two-alternative forced choice task which simultaneouslymanipulates spatial attention and prior probability in a factorialdesign. The task features two cues which prompt the participantto attend to one side of the screen and to expect a given stimu-lus. A preliminary behavioral analysis showed strong influence ofspatial attention and weak influence of prior probability on bothRT and accuracy. We fit several variants of the diffusion decisionmodel (DDM) to test which cognitive processes are affected byeach manipulation. Preliminary results suggests that the priorprobability manipulation affects the starting point parameter, andthe attention manipulation the drift rate and non-decision times,in line with earlier literature. The results of this study will set thestage for an fMRI project investigating the neural underpinningsof spatial attention and perceptual expectation.
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Hidden Markov Models of Evidence Accumulation in Speeded Decision
Tasks

The evidence accumulationmodels (EAMs) are useful to study cog-nitive processes and their effects on response times and accuracy,capturing dependencies between the two. One phenomenon ofinterest is the speed-accuracy trade-off, where individuals sacrificeone for the other. Classical EAMs assume a continuous trade-offbetween speed and accuracy, thereby allowing performance tovary between guessing and (in principle) almost perfect respond-ing.However, alternative tradition of thinking suggests that partici-pants may switch between distinct states rather than control thetrade-off on a continuum. Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) aretypically used to describe such behaviour, assuming two states -random guessing and stimulus-controlled states.Typical HMM applications assume that speed and accuracy areindependent of each other, conditioned on the states. However,evidence accumulation presumably takes place at the least underthe controlled state, inducing a speed-accuracy trade-off withinthat state.In this talk, we introduce a model that combines a HMM with anEAM that contains a discontinuous speed-accuracy trade-off ona larger scale (between states) and a continuous speed-accuracytrade-off on a smaller scale (within states), and show some appli-cations on empirical data. We’ll also discuss our experiences witha robust Bayesian workflow employed to validate the implemen-tation of the model, and potential extensions to the model andits applications.
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Explaining Fast Errors in Perceptual Decision Making: Starting Point
Variability or Jumping to Conclusion?

The diffusion model has become a standard model for perceptualdecision making over the last decades. A challenge for cognitivemodels for this type of task is to model differences in mean reac-tion times for correct responses and error responses. In particular,for simple tasks with short response times, incorrect responsestypically have lower mean response times than correct responses.In the diffusion model framework, this asymmetry is typicallyexplained by variability in the starting point of the evidence accu-mulation process. Recently, the Levy-Flight model was introducedas an alternative explanation for fast errors based on jumps inevidence accumulation. In this talk, the goodness-of-fit of the Dif-fusion Model and the Levy-Flight Model is compared for differenttasks.
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The influence of catch trials on response caution – a diffusion model
analysis

In typical response time tasks, catch trials are trials in which nostimulus is shown and participants accordingly do not have to re-spond. In previous studies, it has been assumed that stimulus ex-pectancy–operationalized via the frequency of catch trials–affectsresponse caution. For conditions with a higher proportion of catchtrials enhanced response caution is expected. However, higherproportions of catch trials might also lead to less practice regard-ing the actual binary decision task, manifesting in reduced speedof information processing or longer encoding or motor executiontimes. By means of diffusion modeling we examine data from oneof the studies that aimed at influencing response caution via acatch trial manipulation. Furthermore, we present data from anew study in which we systematically varied the proportion ofcatch trials. We consistently find longer non-decision times forconditions with higher proportions of catch trials, whereas thepattern is less clear-cut for drift rate and threshold separation. Bymeans of a parameter recovery study, we further show that theeffect in non-decision time is not driven by trade-offs in param-eter estimation. In sum, the catch trial manipulation might bea questionable manipulation of response caution as it does notselectively influence threshold separation.
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The speed-accuracy tradeoff for embodied decision making

The theory of decision making has largely been developed as adisembodied open-loop process, however there is growing recog-nition that ecologically valid scenarios require integration of move-ment dynamics into current decisionmaking theory, and a revisionof what are considered to be core/fundamental decision compo-nents.Here, we develop the theory of decision making by consideringcomponents which may be fundamental modulators of the de-cision making process, modelled as a bias on the accumulatedevidence. Firstly, we consider this biased gain during evidenceaccumulation with respect to both the effects on movement dy-namics and as a property of the egocentric frame with a causalinfluence on cognition, implying a stabilisation effect on bothmovement and neural activity; improving stability/convergence.Secondly, we examine closed-loop embodied decision making inthe context of optimality— it is generally accepted that open-loopdecision making is optimised to maximise reward via some formof Bayes’ Risk, prescribing a speed-accuracy tradeoff (SAT), andwe therefore mediate between these models of decision makingby exploring their influence on the SAT.For closed-loop decision making, however, the form of the ‘objec-tive function’ is unknown, and so finally, we consider a geometricheuristic in the form of a projection of the drift-diffusion modelonto the situated decision space, as means of exploring optimalityframed alongside higher level, ecologically inspired ideas of opti-mality, such as adaptability to moving targets or nonstationarity,to explore this fundamental aspect of embodied decision making.
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The Affective Ising Model: A nonlinear model of affect dynamics

Computational models are often used to formalize and study fluc-tuations of affect over time. A central question to the creationof such models is which characteristics a computational modelshould possess in order to adequately describe affect dynamics.In this regard, evidence for the presence of nonlinearity in affectdynamics accumulates. However, it is not yet clear where thisnonlinearity comes from: It might either represent an inherentcharacteristic of affect or it might be an artefact due to environ-mental effects. In this talk, I will present the Affective Ising Model(AIM) – a nonlinear model of affect dynamics – and detail severalstudies in which we compared its viability against linear competi-tor models. By accounting for external events in these studies,we were able to investigate whether the observed nonlinearityin affect is indeed due to external events, or due to affect beingnonlinear in nature. Results from each study indicate that the AIMoutperforms its competitors, even when accounting for externalevents. This suggests that nonlinearity is a defining feature ofaffect and should, consequently, be accounted for in our analyses.Submitted for the symposium “Computational models in affec-tive science” with Kenny Yu, Alan Voodla, Lei Zhang, and NielsVanhasbroeck.
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AffectDDM – a computational perspective to affect generation in
perceptual decisions

Decisions are often accompanied by feelings of positive or neg-ative valence with some intensity, also called affect. It has beenproposed that affect functions as a monitoring signal, recruitingsubsequent regulatory control processes. However, it’s unclearwhat are the mechanisms that generate affect in decision-making.Inspired by control process theory (Carver, 2015), we model af-fect as the difference between expected and actual progress inan evidence accumulation framework. Actual progress is mappedonto the drift-rate parameter and expected progress onto a novelexpected drift-rate parameter during a perceptual decision. Af-fect is computed as the difference between the expected andactual amount of evidence in a trial. We then test predictions ofthis model in a perceptual decision-making experiment, whereexpected and actual progress are experimentally manipulated. Wefind that affect reflects the sum of actual and expected progress,but not their discrepancy as predicted by control process theory.Comparing the empirical data withmodel predictions, we find thatthe model is able to simultaneously account for choice, reactiontimes, and affect in perceptual decisions.
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Multiple pathways to widespread fears: Disentangling idiosyncratic fear
generalization mechanisms using computational modeling

Human generalization research aims to understand the processesunderlying the transfer of prior experiences to new contexts. Gen-eralization research predominantly relies on descriptive statistics,assumes a single generalization mechanism, interprets generaliza-tion frommono-source data, and disregards individual differences.Unfortunately, such an approach fails to disentangle various mech-anisms underlying generalization behavior and can readily resultin biased conclusions regarding generalization tendencies. There-fore, we combined a computational model with multi-source datato mechanistically investigate human generalization. By simulta-neously modeling learning, perceptual and generalization dataat the individual level, we revealed meaningful variations in howdifferent mechanisms contribute to generalization behavior. Thecurrent research suggests the need for revising the theoretical andanalytic foundations in the field to shift the attention away fromforecasting group-level generalization behavior and toward under-standing how such phenomena emerge at the individual level. Thisopens the possibility of having a mechanism-specific differentialdiagnosis in generalization-related psychiatric disorders.
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Multiple facets of social influence in goal-directed learning

One of the main challenges in social affective neuroscience orig-inates from the fact that humans do not make decisions alone,but rather, are influenced by their social environment. However,few studies have inspected the underlying neurocomputationalprocesses, in particular when learning from oneself and learn-ing from others coexist in the same environment. Here, I willpresent a real-time multi-player goal-directed learning paradigm,where, within each group of five individuals, one participant wasscanned with MRI. Leveraging reinforcement learning models andfMRI we captured nuanced distinction between direct valuationthrough experience and vicarious valuation through observation,and their dissociable, but interacting neural representations inthe ventromedial prefrontal cortex and the anterior cingulate cor-tex, respectively, respectively. Connectivity analyses revealed in-creased functional coupling between the right temporoparietaljunction (rTPJ) representing instantaneous social information andthe putamen, when individuals made behavioral adjustment asopposed to when they stuck with their initial choice. Together,these data provide a comprehensive behavioral and neurocompu-tational mechanism of social influence in goal-directed learningand the potential associated social specificity.
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Informative and efficient Bayesian hypothesis tests for lesion studies

Experimental studies of brain lesions can reveal the neural under-pinnings of behavior and inform theories of cognitive processes.But standard pre-post analysis methods used in lesion studiesmake an unnecessarily permissive assumption: They assume thatsome individuals’ abilities will be better after lesions have beenapplied. This assumption is ethically and scientifically problem-atic: (1) it contributes to the pervasive low statistical sensitivity oflesion studies (wasting animal lives), and (2) it limits inferences topopulation averages when researchers are seeking insights thatapply to each individual. These problems are exacerbated whenresearchers infer lesion-spared abilities from non-significant p-values.We propose Bayesian hypothesis tests that incorporate constraintson individual differences and can quantify evidence of spared abil-ities. Our tests reflect researchers’ substantive knowledge andappropriately constrain permissible outcomes: (1) carefully ap-plied lesions impair each individual’s ability and (2) the magnitudeof impairment correlates with pre-lesion ability. As a result, ourtailored Bayesian hypothesis tests (1) increase statistical sensitivity(saving animal lives), (2) warrant inference at the level of individu-als, and (3) can quantify evidence for spared abilities.In a series of simulation studies, we compare the performance ofour tests with standard procedures. We quantify the gains in evi-dence and the resulting sample size savings for sequential designs.Of course, there is no free lunch. The increase in statistical sensi-tivity is the result of additional assumptions; violations of theseassumptions can lead to biased inference. We explore the con-sequences of violating assumptions about response distributionsand the structure of individual differences.
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A framework to study individual differences in meaning representations

In experimental semantics, researchers are interested in the cogni-tive processes involved in language processing. The theory in thisresearch area is highly formalized and rich, and usually embeddedin formal logic. For instance, looking at the representation of quan-tifiers, formal logic predicts that the meaning of the quantifiers"more than half" and "most" are identical (i.e., more than 50%for two objects), that the meaning of these quantifiers is unam-biguous, and consequently that all individuals will perceive thesequantifiers in the same way.While formal logic leads to precise theoretical predictions, a draw-back is that it often fails to explain the richness of the observeddata. Previous literature has found, for instance, that the quantifier"most" is associated with higher percentages than the quantifier"more than half," that the meaning of "most" is less precisely de-fined than "more than half," and that individuals vary considerablyin their response pattern.In this talk, we present a novel statistical model that captures indi-vidual differences in the representation of quantifiers. In addition,the model explains these differences by introducing cognitive pro-cesses to the theory such as thresholds, vagueness, and responseerror. We will illustrate our approach by applying our model tolongitudinal data.
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Bayesian hierarchical model approaches for disattenuating correlation
in studies of individual differences

Recently, there has been a merger between experimental anddifferential Psychology where experimental tasks have been em-ployed to probe individual differences. While this merger appearsdesirable, results have been problematic in two ways. First, corre-lations between tasks measuring the same construct are relativelylow. For example, flanker and Stroop tasks are both assumed tomeasure the ability to inhibit the prepotent responses, yet perfor-mance on these tasks in the literature typically have correlationsaround .1 (Enkavi et al., 2019; Rey-Mermet, Gade, &amp; Ober-auer, 2018). Such low correlation values stand in contrast withfindings in other domains where measures of abilities often havesubstantial positive correlations (Ritchie, 2015), a fact known asSpearman’s positive manifold. These low correlations undoubt-edly reflect low reliability leading to the well-known problem ofattenuation. Following from this, the second way the merger hasbeen problematic is that latent variable analyses tend to be un-stable and unreplicable (Karr et al., 2019). Although there aremethods of disattenuation, their resulting correlations are oftentoo variable to provide meaningful insights (Rouder, Haaf, &amp;Kumar, in preparation). To address the current predicament, wepropose a new method of disattenuation that leverages the posi-tive manifold by assuming it as a prior in a Bayesian hierarchicalmodel. With this constraint, correlations may be disattenuatedwith reasonable precision, even in low-reliability experimentalsettings. We compare the performance of this approach to rela-tively unconstrained Bayesian hierarchical models (such as thosewith LKJ andWishart priors) and the more conventional Spearmancorrection for attenuation.
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Comparing and exploring modeling solutions to the reliability paradox
in conflict tasks

The study of individual differences in cognitive control using con-flict tasks such as the Stroop task has proven difficult. Despiterobust experimental effects, the reliability of individual differencestends to be low, and correlations between tasks are weak at best.A statistical explanation for this reliability paradox is that individ-ual differences are masked by trial-to-trial variability and are toosmall to be detected.Modeling recommendations to improve the assessment of indi-vidual differences include the use of trial-level hierarchical modelsthat account for trial noise, the use of descriptively more accuratemodels that account for the skewness of response time data, andthe use of models that make cognitively more plausible assump-tions, such as race or competitive models. At the same time, wemay fall into the trap of overfitting.In this talk, we will compare Bayesian hierarchical models of in-creasing complexity with respect to their signal-to-noise ratio, i.e.,the ratio of the amount of "true" individual differences (i.e., thesignal) to the trial-by-trial variability (i.e., the noise). This ratiohas been proposed to indicate the degree of attenuation that canbe expected in correlational research in the area of cognitive con-trol (typically 1 to 7). By combining the most powerful modelingtechniques and using progressively more complex models, can weoptimize the signal-to-noise ratio and gain increasing resolutionfor individual differences?
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Bayesian modeling approaches for individual differences in social
cognition

Research in social cognition often relies on experimental tasksthat generate responses in terms of accuracy and response times.Consider, for instance, the Implicit Association Test (IAT), whichcaptures attitudes and stereotypes by measuring the strength ofassociations between concepts (e.g., race) and evaluations (e.g.,good or bad) in a categorization task. In this task, based on cul-tural stereotypes, we expect responses to be faster and moreaccurate with white-positive / black-negative pairings than withblack-positive / white-negative pairings.In this talk, we will introduce and illustrate different Bayesian hi-erarchical modeling approaches for the IAT. First, we will attemptto characterize the typical data pattern observed in the IAT, inorder to better understand the relationship between speed andaccuracy. Second, based on this pattern, we will outline three an-alytic approaches for quantifying individual differences in implicitassociations that constitute alternatives to the traditional D-scoreanalysis of the IAT. Specifically, we apply Bayesian hierarchical mul-tivariate regression, multinomial processing trees with responsetimes, and lognormal race models to the IAT data.These approaches share the benefit of integrating both responsetime and accuracy data and thus making use of the full resolutionof the data. Additionally, the three modeling techniques haveunique features that make them more or less suitable dependingon the particular research question, theoretical focus, and designcharacteristics at hand. We will apply each model to two differ-ent datasets and discuss advantages, predictions, and individualestimates from each model.
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Modular Serial-Parallel Network (MSPN): A Unified Model for
Hierarchical Cognitive and Perceptual Processes

We will present the Modular Serial-Parallel Network (MSPN)model, a comprehensive and unified theoretical framework forcognitive and perceptual processes across various behavioral do-mains. MSPN has the potential to generalize to cognitive neuro-science modeling and offers a detailed mechanistic analysis ofmental processes involved. In the back end, MSPN synthesizes sev-eral perceptual and cognitive approaches, including memory rep-resentations, signal detection theory, rule-based decision-making,mental architectures, randomwalks, and process interactivity. TheMSPNmodel has been applied to two domains to explore the hier-archical nature of mental representations. Firstly, in face percep-tion, MSPN proposes a hierarchical organization of visual process-ing with low-level features processed first, followed by higher-levelfeatures, which is consistent with the two dominant approachesin facial perception: holistic and analytic facial encoding. Also,this is consistent with the idea that mental representations offaces are organized hierarchically. Secondly, in decision-makinginvolving preferential gamble choices, MSPN proposes a similarhierarchical organization of processing, with low-level object at-tributes processed first, followed by higher-level integration ofthese properties, which is consistent with the so-called Heuristic-and Utility based approaches to decision making. Using the jointanalysis of choice response time distributions, we compared sev-eral candidate stochasticmodels. TheMSPN has shown impressiveabilities in fitting choice response time distributions over othermodels in tested tasks. Thus, implying that MSPN can be usedas a tool for further development and refinement of theoreticalconstructs, with the analysis of the model’s parameter values pro-viding insights into distinct properties of perceptual and cognitiveprocesses.
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Effects of Automation Accuracy and Task Difficulty on Decision-Making
Efficiency: Insights from Systems Factorial Technology

We examined the impact of automation accuracy and task diffi-culty on human decision-making. We hypothesized that highlyaccurate aids would improve performance only under difficult con-ditions, and this effect would be influenced by individual selectionhistory. Using a categorization task, we manipulated automationaccuracy (high/low) and task difficulty (easy/difficult) with threetypes of aids presented in separate blocks or randomly intermixedto 36 participants. We used a capacity measure based on thesingle-target self-terminating (STST) rule within the framework ofSystems Factorial Technology (SFT) to assess decision efficiency.Results showed that high-accuracy aids reduced accuracy andincreased RTs compared to unaided decisions, regardless of au-tomation accuracy and task difficulty. Notably, high-accuracy aidsprovided incorrect answers under difficult conditions, leading toa significant decline in performance. However, the STST capacityresults showed that high-accuracy aids had supercapacity process-ing under difficult conditions in the block design, but not in themixed design. These findings suggest that effective top-down con-trol is essential to utilize high-accuracy aids to improve decisionefficiency when the task is relatively difficult. Our study challengesthe resource hypothesis and suggests that individuals may relymore on high-accuracy aids as task demands increase. Further-more, these capacity differences may imply that participants uti-lize different decision strategies in terms of mental architectureto integrate current percept and aided information. Our researchprovides novel insights into the potential benefits and limitationsof automated aids for information processing efficiency.
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The Change of speed of retrieval of items from long-term memory:
Control by the parallel hazard functions in a parallel system

Classical work by Bousefield &amp; Sedgewick in the 1940s andthat by McGill in the 1960s applied what amounted to stochasticdeath processes with exponential interarrival times to the inter-retrieval times of times from long-term memory in free recall ofitems from a category. The exponential models used predictedincreasingly longer inter-retrieval times over time and/or numberof retrievals. We were interested in the generality of this phe-nomenon. Our mathematical investigations employing hazardfunctions, found that although this type of behavior does indeed,follow from a broad class of death processes, there exist intriguing,if perhaps unusual-in-nature, classes of hazard functions (under-pinning the parallel systems) which violate this seemingly naturalkind of behavior.
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Selective influence and coactivity in accumulator models examined
through the Grice representation

Previous work has demonstrated that any joint model of choiceand response time can be represented with a Grice model, that is,a race model with deterministic accumulation functions for eachchoice and random thresholds. Our research is on framing thespace of possible choice-RT distributions in terms of their Gricemodel representations and particularly leveraging differential ge-ometry to examine parametric models in that space. In this talk,we will examine the concept of selective influence through thelens of the Grice representation and highlight connections withrelated frameworks, particularly the coactive model.
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Investigating the integration of two sources of visual information

Researchers suggest emergent features are fundamental to visualprocessing. Earlier work examined the perception of combined lo-cal information in terms of the emergent features (i.e., orientationand proximity). Our current study investigated how those emer-gent features combine together. To examine this question, weuse change detection task. We applied systems factorial technol-ogy (SFT), a framework for measuring cognitive processes acrossmultiple sources of information. Findings of coactive indicatedpeople coordinate orientation and proximity together to make de-cisions. Results in line with parallel or serial processing indicatedpeople process multiple sources of information simultaneously orsequentially before making decision.
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Worth the Weight: Integration of Verbal and Numeric Information in
Graduate Admissions

In graduate admissions, as in many merit-based decisions, evalu-ators must judge candidates from a flood of information, includ-ing recommendation letters, personal statements, grades, andstandardized test scores. Some of this information is conveyednumerically, while some is conveyed verbally. This creates a chal-lenge for studying these decisions, as most theories of behavioraleconomics specifically focus on evaluating decisions using onlyverbal or numeric information – not both. The goal of this study isto evaluate how verbal and numeric information are used withingraduate admissions decisions. We examine a uniquely compre-hensive dataset of 2,231 graduate applications to the Universityof Kansas, containing full application packages, demographics,and final admissions decisions for each applicant. To make senseof our documents, we apply structural topic modeling, an exten-sion of correlated topic modeling which allows topic content andprevalence to covary based on other metadata (i.e. departmentof study). This allows us to examine not only what informationletters and statements contain, but also the effects of gender, race,and department on how that information is conveyed. We findthat admissions decision committees behaved as if they prioritizednumeric metrics, using verbal information to check for disqualifica-tions if at all. Furthermore, we find that applicant race and genderinfluence the prevalence of topics in their letters and statements.
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matriKS: An R package for rule-based automatic generation of
Raven-like matrices

Raven-like matrices are widely used to evaluate human intelli-gence and abstract reasoning. However, few resources are avail-able for automatically generating them. Some of these resources(e.g., Corvus) are hardly customizable unless one has medium-high expertise in JavaScript, while others (e.g., the IMak pack-age in R) are mostly focused on figure analogies based on therotation of different objects. The ideal solution would be anopen-source and easy-to-use software that implements differ-ent sets of rules for the automatic generation of Raven-like ma-trices. This talk presents “matriKS”, an R package for the auto-matic generation of Raven-like matrices, available on GitHub athttps://github.com/OttaviaE/MatriKS. The package implementsdifferent sets of rules, from the most basic ones (i.e., visuo-spatialrules like changes in size and/or orientation) to the most complexones (i.e., logic rules based on inferential and inductive reasoning),and allows the users to concatenate them with different direc-tional logics (i.e., horizontal, vertical, diagonal logics). Differentmatrices have been generated with the matriKS package and theyhave been administered to a sample of Italian children (age 4-11).Validation of the matrices has been conducted via Rasch modelanalyses and it also considered the rules used for generating themand the different schooling levels.
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Identifying cognitive skills in student data with an application in
education

Cognitive tutors typically use a student model to track progressof the learner. This model can be used to give feedback to teach-ers and students, and to select new material and assignments.Student models are typically constructed by modelers and/or ed-ucation specialists. However, it is hard to assess whether theconstructed student model aligns with knowledge and skills stu-dents actually need to master the material. Instead, we proposea hybrid approach, in which we use bottom-up machine learningmethods to use individual differences in student performance toconstruct a knowledge graph, in which each node represents a pos-sible knowledge state of the student. As a pilot, we constructeda knowledge graph for an arithmetic course in the mid-level vo-cational education (MBO) in the Netherlands. The basis for thisgraph was an math entry test, which, according to the publisher,addressed several specific topics, such as length measurements,weight, clock time, etc. However, when we constructed a knowl-edge graph from data from 413 students, we found that studentsdo not differ on mastery of those topics, but rather on more gen-eral underlying skills, such as general arithmetic skills, readingskills and multi-step reasoning. A pilot conducted in two schoolsusing a dashboard representing the knowledge graph was judgedto be insightful and helpful by both teachers and students, andcan serve as a basis for the construction of a cognitive tutor.
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A Beta Asymmetric Unfolding Model for Continuous Bounded
Responses

Unfolding models are relevant in all cases when respondents settheir agreement levels by searching some optimal level of agree-ment with an item: They agree to some extent, but not too much.For instance, the more we see the negative consequences of hav-ing a baby for a single mother, the more we are likely to findpros about abortion. But the more we would raise our level ofagreement in favor of abortion, the more we would be concernedthat lives are being stopped, and this would act as a moderatorof the first concern. In this situation, responses are shaped bythe particular equilibrium each respondent finds between a socialconcern and a natural concern for life respect. In this talk, weare interested in the general class of situations where an increasein some attitude or behavior A triggers an increase in anotherattitude or behavior B, that at some point, eventually becomes aninhibitor of the very process that first gave it birth. This mecha-nism is expressed as an explicit set of differential equations, which,upon integration, leads to a new class of potentially asymmetricunimodal response functions. The obtained solution function isintegrated within a Beta Response Model (Noel & Dauvier, 2007;Noel, 2014), which properties are studied, in particular by compar-ison of previous proposals, and an application on a real dataset ispresented and discussed.
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A neural network simulation of event-related potentials in response to
syntactic violations in second-language learning

Event-related potentials (ERPs) are used to study how languageis processed in the brain, including differences between native(L1) and second-language (L2) comprehension. In low proficiencyL2 learners, syntactic violations give rise to an N400, but thischanges into a P600 as their L2 proficiency increases. The precisefunctional interpretation of ERPs, however, remains a matter ofdebate. Fitz and Chang (2019) proposed a theory where ERPsreflect learning signals that arise from mismatches in predictiveprocessing. These signals are propagated across the languagesystem to make future predictions more accurate. We test if thistheory can account for the N400-to-P600 switch in late bilinguals,by implementing a model capable of simulating the N400 andP600. We perform an experiment designed to elicit a P600 effectin simulated L2 learners progressing through learning stages. Sim-ulated Spanish-English participants showed similar ERP effects intheir L2 (English) as human participants did in ERP studies. Overthe course of L2 learning, simulated N400 size decreased whileP600 size increased, as it does in humans. Our findings supportthe viability of error propagation as an account of ERP effects, andspecifically of how these can change over L2 learning.
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Improving Reinforcement Learning with Biologically Motivated
Continuous State Representations

Learning from experience, often formalized as ReinforcementLearning (RL), is a vital means for agents to develop successfulbehaviours in natural environments. However, while biological or-ganisms are embedded in continuous spaces and continuous time,many artificial agents use RL algorithms that implicitly assumesome form of discretization of the state space, which can lead toinefficient resource use and improper learning. In this paper weshow that biologically motivated representations of continuousspaces form a valuable state representation for RL. We use modelsof grid and place cells in the Medial Entorhinal Cortex (MEC) andhippocampus, respectively, to represent continuous states in a nav-igation task and in the CartPole control task. Specifically, wemodelthe hexagonal grid structures found in the brain using HexagonalSpatial Semantic Pointers (HexSSPs), and combine this state repre-sentation with single-hidden-layer neural networks to learn actionpolicies in an Actor-Critic (AC) framework. We demonstrate ourapproach provides significantly increased robustness to changesin environment parameters (travel velocity), and learns to stabilizethe dynamics of the CartPole system with comparable mean per-formance to a deep neural network, while decreasing the terminalreward variance by more than 150x across trials. These findingsat once point to the utility of leveraging biologically motivatedrepresentations for RL problems, and suggest a more general rolefor hexagonally-structured representations in cognition.
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Novelty Detection, Insect Olfaction, Mismatch Negativity, and the
Representation of Probability in the Brain

We present a unified model of how groups of neurons can repre-sent and learn probability distributions using a biologically plau-sible online learning rule. We first present this in the context ofinsect olfaction, where we map our model onto a well-known bio-logical circuit where a single output neuron represents whetherthe current stimulus is novel or not. We show that the modelapproximates a Bayesian inference process, providing an expla-nation as to why the current flowing into the output neuron isproportional to the expected probability of that stimulus. Finally,we extend this model to show that the same circuit can detecttemporal patterns such as those violations of expectations thatproduce the EEG mismatch negativity signal.
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Resource demands of an implementationist approach to cognition

A core inferential problem in the study of natural and artificialsystems is the following: given access to a neural network, a stim-ulus and behaviour of interest, and a method of systematic ex-perimentation, figure out which circuit suffices to generate thebehaviour in response to the stimulus. It is often assumed that themain obstacles to this "circuit cracking” are incomplete maps (e.g.,connectomes), observability and perturbability. Here we showthrough complexity-theoretic proofs that even if all these andmany other obstacles are removed, an intrinsic and irreduciblecomputational hardness remains. While this may seem to leaveopen the possibility that the researcher may in practice resort toapproximation, we prove the task is inapproximable. We discussthe implications of these findings for implementationist versusfunctionalist debates on how to approach the study of cognitivesystems.
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Single neuron distribution modelling for anomaly detection and
evidence integration

Probability theory is often used to model animal behaviour, butthe gap between high-level models and how those are realizedin neural implementations often remains. In this paper we showhow biologically plausible cognitive representations of continuousdata, called Spatial Semantic Pointers, can be used to constructsingle neuron estimators of probability distributions. These repre-sentations form the basis for neural circuits that perform anomalydetection and evidence integration for decisionmaking. We testedthese circuits on simple anomaly detection and decision-makingtasks. In the anomaly detection task, the circuit was asked todetermine whether observed data was anomalous under a dis-tribution implied by training data. In the decision-making task,the agent had to determine which of two distributions were mostlikely to be generating the observed data. In both cases we foundthat the neural implementations performed comparably to a non-neural Kernel Density Estimator baseline. This work distinguishesitself from prior approaches to neural probability by using neuralrepresentations of continuous states, e.g., grid cells or head di-rection cells. The circuits in this work provide a basis for furtherexperimentation and for generating hypotheses about behaviouras greater biological fidelity is achieved.
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Metacognitive threshold: A computational account

This paper will explore ways of computationally accounting forthe metacognitive threshold - the minimum amount of stimulusneeded for a mental state to be perceived - and discuss potentialcognitivemechanisms bywhich this threshold can be influenced bymetacognitive training. We apply a metacognitive skill frameworkto help explain how themetacognitive threshold can be lowered toallow for greater perceptual access to one’s own cognitive states.
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Relative attention across features predicts that common features
increase geometric similarity

The human mind relies on similarity to organize the world aroundit. A geometric approach to similarity, which assumes that twoobjects’ similarity decreases with the sum of their feature valuedifferences, has been particularly influential. Yet, geometric simi-larities are claimed to consider only differing features but ignorecommon features, which is inconsistent with human similarityjudgments that get larger with additional common features (thecommon features effect). This paper shows that a relative atten-tion mechanism, as it is implemented in current cognitive modelsbased on geometric similarities, can naturally predict the com-mon features effect by weighting each feature value differencewith the share of attention allocated to the feature. Additionalcommon features draw away attention from the already presentfeatures, which entails that the differences between objects withrespect to already present features receive less weight, resultingin a higher similarity. The ability of the geometric similarity theorywith relative attention to predict the common features effect isillustrated for data from Gati and Tversky (1984) and for data froma new pairwise similarity judgment experiment.
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The CoFI Reader: A Continuous Flow of Information approach to
modeling reading

We present a novel cognitive model of reading based on a continu-ous flow of information approach, where partial information fromdifferent levels of representation is continuously being made avail-able to next levels. In an example application, we implement themodel in a hierarchical Bayesian framework and fit it to self-pacedreading times data: a reading task where one word is presented ata time and the presentation time is controlled by the experimentalsubject. The results show that the model provides a reasonable fitto word-level reading times, and can account for two previouslyobserved findings: (i) reading times are much shorter than theminimum time required for all cognitive processes that should takeplace, and (ii) the processing difficulty of a word affects the readingtimes of subsequent words (i.e., spillover or lag effects). Compu-tational models have explained these findings through parafovealpreview, that is, the partial processing of upcoming words duringreading before they are directly fixated by the eyes. Our modelprovides an explanation for these findings that is relevant fornatural reading, but also, crucially, for self-paced reading, whereparafoveal preview is not possible.
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A Bayesian hierarchical implementation of the circular drift diffusion
model

The circular drift diffusion model (CDDM; Smith, 2016, Psycho-logical Review) is a sequential-sampling decision-making modelused to describe the choices and response times observed in sce-narios where participants have to make decisions on a circularspace (i.e., the decision space is a bounded continuum that can bemapped onto a circle). Much like in Ratcliff’s (1978, PsychologicalReview) diffusion model, a core assumption is that evidence isaccumulated over time until a response threshold is reached. Theparameters of the CDDM can be mapped to relevant psychologicalprocesses such as response caution and information processingspeed.We developed a custom JAGS module to facilitate working withthe CDDM in a Bayesian framework. We present results from aparameter recovery study showing that the module is well suitedto infer the parameter values used to generate bivariate datasets.The implementation in JAGS facilitates a number of useful modelextensions: hierarchical models that capture different levels ofvariation across parameters (e.g., per individual, condition, exper-imental manipulation, etc.); latent variable models that identifytheir underlying factorial structure; mixturemodels that discern re-sponses attributable to different simultaneously active processes;explanatory models that consider exogenous predictors; and soon.We present an application of our CDDM JAGS module to data col-lected by Kvam (2019, Journal of Experimental Psychology: HumanPerception and Performance) in a continuous orientation judg-ment task. In this study, participants were asked to indicate themean orientation of a rapid sequence of Gabor patches shown onevery trial. The task design included manipulations of boundarydistance through speed vs. accuracy instructions, and manipula-tions of driftmagnitude and drift angle variability through differentdifficulty conditions.We built a hierarchical Bayesian model with a latent mixture struc-ture to test four hypotheses: (1) The response boundarywas higherwhen instructions prompted participants to favor accuracy ratherthan speed; (2) The drift magnitude decreased with task difficulty;(3) The variability in drift angle increased with task difficulty; and(4) Positive and negative deflections of the cue with respect to thetrue mean orientation had equivalent effects on the responsesobserved. We found evidence in support of all four hypotheses.We will present results and discuss further extensions of themodel.
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Partial derivatives and an adaptive rejection sampler for the Wiener
diffusion model

TheWiener diffusion model (and its extensions in terms of trial-by-trial variability in drift rate, starting point, and non-decision time)is one of the most frequently used cognitive models for binaryresponse tasks. A key advantage of this model framework is thatit allows for jointly modeling response frequency and latency. InHartmann and Klauer (2021) we derived the partial derivativesof th diffusion-model density with respect to up to seven modelparameters as well as with respect to the response time itself.Moreover, we developed an R package (WienR) that can be usedto calculate these partial derivatives (as well as the PDFs andCDFs) of the response time distribution conditional on one of thetwo possible responses. In Hartmann, Meyer-Grant, and Klauer(2022) we further extended the WienR package by developingand implementing an efficient adaptive rejection sampler (ARS)that builds on the above-mentioned partial derivatives. In thepresent talk, the partial derivatives, the ARS method, and theWienR package will be introduced.
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Hierarchical Bayesian Estimation for Cognitive Models using Particle
Metropolis within Gibbs (PMwG): A tutorial

Estimating quantitative cognitive models from data is a staple ofmodern psychological science, but can be difficult and inefficient.Particle Metropolis within Gibbs (PMwG) is a robust and efficientsampling algorithm which supports model estimation in a hier-archical Bayesian framework. This talk will provide an overviewof how cognitive modelling can proceed efficiently using PMwG,a new open-source package for the R language. PMwG, and thePMwG package, has the potential to move the field of psychologyahead in new and interesting directions, and to resolve questionsthat were once too hard to answer with previously available sam-pling methods.
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Exploring the neurally plausible assumptions of the Ising Decision
Making model

The most popular models of perceptual decision making, such asthe diffusion model, make relatively simple assumptions aboutthe psychological mechanisms involved. Other models implementmore plausible neural mechanisms, such as the Ising DecisionMaker (IDM), which builds from the assumption that two pools ofneurons with self-excitation and mutual inhibition receive percep-tual input from external excitatory fields. In this study, we explorethe consequences of using simple models to model more complexdata with higher neural plausibility. To do this, we simulate datafrom the IDM and fit it with the diffusion model, looking at the re-lationship between the parameters that overlap in the twomodels.Results have shown that changes in stimulus distinctness and non-decision time in IDM corresponds exclusively to changes in driftrate and non-decision time in DDM. Though the result appearsless linear, the detection box size in IDM has a selective influenceon boundary separation in DDM, with smaller detection box sizesinfluencing boundary separation less than larger box sizes. In othersimulations, we look at whether assumptions such as inhibitionor evidence leakage, as they are implemented in different models,have a similar impact on predicted behavior. Similarly, results havealso shown that changes in stimulus distinctness and non-decisiontime in IDM corresponds exclusively to changes in drift rate andnon-decision time in OUM, while the negative relationship be-tween detection box size in IDM and the boundary separation inOUM is quite noisy. In terms of the more ‘complex’ assumptions,we see a clear linear relationship between self-excitation in theIDM and inhibition in the OUM. This study provides preliminaryevidence that the simplifying assumptions of models like the DDMdo not compromise their ability to estimate their core parameters.We also found that some of the more complex assumptions alsoshare the ‘construct validity’ across different models, with theleakage parameter of the OUM and self-excitation parameter ofthe IDM having a similar effect on predicted data.
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PyBEAM: A Bayesian approach to parameter inference for a wide class
of binary evidence accumulation models.

Many decision-making theories are encoded in evidence accumu-lation models (EAM). These assume that noisy evidence stochas-tically accumulates until a set threshold is reached, triggering adecision. One of themost successful andwidely used of this class isthe Diffusion Decision Model (DDM). The DDM however is limitedin scope and does not account for processes such as evidence leak-age, changes of evidence, or time varying caution. More complexEAMs can encode a wider array of hypotheses, but are currentlylimited by computational challenges. In this work, we developthe python package PyBEAM (Bayesian Evidence AccumulationModels) to fill this gap. Toward this end, we develop a generalprobabilistic framework for predicting the choice and responsetime distributions for a general class of binary decision models.In addition, we have heavily computationally optimized this mod-eling process and integrated it with PyMC, a widely used Pythonpackage for Bayesian parameter estimation. This 1) substantiallyexpands the class of EAM models to which Bayesian methods canbe applied, 2) reduces the computational time to do so, and 3)lowers the entry fee for working with these models. Here wedemonstrate the concepts behind this methodology, its applica-tion to parameter recovery for a variety of models, and apply it toa recently published data set to demonstrate its practical use.
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Modelling speeded random generation as sampling for inference

In a random generation task, participants are asked to randomlygenerate a sequence of items (e.g., from numbers 1-10). Past workconclusively established that human random generation is flawed,and participants’ sequences become less random the faster theyare asked to produce them (Towse, 1998). These results have beeninterpreted as the result of items being generated according tosimple schemas (e.g., add one or subtract one) with effortful in-hibition of typical outputs, and so faster sequences lead to morestereotyped behaviour (Jahanshahi et al., 2006).However, we have recently reinterpreted random generation asdrawing samples for inference: people’s internal sampling processresembles algorithms used in computer science, such as MarkovChain Monte Carlo (Castillo et al., 2023). One empirically-verifiedprediction of this approach is that participants can randomly gen-erate examples from non-uniform distributions, such as the distri-bution of UK heights.If that is the case, then what are the causes for people’s morestereotyped random generation under speeded conditions? Isit that at higher production speeds people generate fewer sam-ples between utterances, leading to differences in the resultingsequences? Or does the sampling process change qualitativelywhen a speed threshold is reached, either in terms of parametersor even structure?We asked participants to randomly produce UK lifespans both at40 and 80 items per minute, and compared the sequences theyproduced to several computational models. We assessed howwell characteristic features of the sampling algorithm that havebeen informative in previous experiments changed under speededconditions. We found large individual differences (which previousresearch focusing on average trends has not identified), with someparticipants being more random in the faster sequence, contraryto previous findings. Our results provide insight into the noiseand individual variability in cognition, and will help develop bettercomputational models of human inference and decision-making.
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How do people predict a random walk? Lessons for models of human
cognition

Repeated forecasts of changing targets are a key aspect of manyeveryday tasks, from predicting the weather to financial markets.A particularly simple and informative instance of such moving tar-gets are random walks: sequences of values in which each pointis a random movement from only its preceding value, unaffectedby any previous points. Moreover, random walks often yield basicrational forecasting solutions in which predictions of new valuesshould repeat the most recent value, and hence replicate theproperties of the original series. In previous experiments, how-ever, we have found that human forecasters do not adhere tothis standard, showing systematic deviations from the propertiesof a random walk such as excessive volatility and extreme move-ments between subsequent predictions. We suggest that suchdeviations reflect general statistical signatures of human cognitiondisplayed across multiple tasks, offering a window into underlyingcognitive mechanisms. Using these deviations as new criteria, wehere explore several cognitive models of forecasting drawn fromvarious approaches developed in the existing literature, includ-ing Bayesian, error-based learning, autoregressive and samplingmechanisms. These models are contrasted with human data fromtwo experiments to determine which best accounts for the partic-ular statistical features displayed by participants. We find supportfor sampling models in both aggregate and individual fits, suggest-ing that these variations are attributable to the use of inherentlystochastic prediction systems. We thus argue that variability inpredictions is primarily driven by computational noise within thedecision making process, rather than "late” noise at the outputstage.
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Investigating the symmetry of human probability judgment biases

People’s probability judgments are both biased and variable.When asked to judge the probability of binary events, e.g., whetherit will rain or not, there is a bias away from extreme values. Inaddition, there is substantial variability when judgments of thesame question are repeated, even when no new information hasbeen presented. This combination of bias and variability has beenbest explained by sampling-based models. Variability is neatlyexplained by people basing their probability judgments on ran-domly recalled or simulated events. Bias though is not an inherentproperty of random samples, so bias is introduced through noisycounting of samples (e.g., Probability Theory Plus Noise; Costello& Watts, 2014) or by application of a generic prior over probabili-ties themselves to improve judgment accuracy for small numbersof samples (e.g., Bayesian Sampler; Zhu, Sanborn, & Chater, 2020).These two mechanisms make equivalent predictions for averagejudgments but are distinguished by their predictions for the re-lationship between the judgment mean and variance. Using, arecent regression-based technique, Sundh, Zhu, Chater, and San-born (in press) found empirical evidence for a generic prior. Butthe flexibility of the prior was not tested – can it adapt, particularlyto environments in which probabilities are not symmetrically dis-tributed (e.g., there are more small, or large, probabilities).? Herewe expand the regression-based technique to allow it to identifyeither symmetric or asymmetric generic priors. Applied to four pre-vious experiments in which participantsmake repeated probabilityjudgments, the recovered generic prior was close to symmetric.These previous experiments however asked participants to judgeevent distributions that were themselves symmetric, so to providea better test, we ran two new experiments in which the distribu-tion of probabilities to judge were asymmetric. We again foundthat the prior was close to symmetric, suggesting that perhapsthe mind has symmetry constraints, the generic prior reflects long-term experience, or that the generic prior is not represented at allbut implemented “procedurally” by fixed a process of regressionto the mean.
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Measuring polarization of risk perceptions

3. Results:Regarding our first research question, we found that six out of thetwelve unique combinations indicate credible polarization basedon our pre-defined region of practical equivalence (ROPE) for thebimodality coefficient. Specifically, we found four cases of crediblepolarization in the finance condition and two in the health con-dition. In the finance condition, it was the mandatory certificate,lockdown, and vaccine mandate for one’s financial situation andthe vaccine mandate for others’ financial situation that were po-larized. In the health condition, it was the mandatory certificateand vaccine mandate for one’s own health situation that werepolarized. It is also notable that the other distributions are rela-tively uniformly distributed, indicating a high degree of variationand lack of agreement even in the non-polarized distributions ofparticipants’ risk perceptions.Regarding our second research question, we compared the pos-terior estimate of the bimodality coefficient to seven other oper-ationalizations of polarization and found that there is relativelystrong agreement between measures. The average absolute cor-relation (i.e., disregarding the sign) between measures is 0.58.4. Conclusions & Significance of research:In conclusion, our results suggest that there is credible polariza-tion in regards to certain Covid-19 measures, specifically thosethat have personal consequences. Moreover, we find that differ-ent measures of polarization tend to agree, at least regarding therelatively uniformly distributed data that we observed.Our research highlights the importance of considering the contextin which polarization is measured and how it is conceptualized.Furthermore, these findings have important implications for publicpolicy: They suggest that interventions aimed at reducing polariza-tion should focus on addressing risks that individuals may perceivefor themselves. In a second study, we use precisely these insightsto implement an intervention based on one-on-one interactionsbetween individuals with differing risk perceptions.
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Get’cha Head in the Game: Testing Context Effects for Naturalistic
Stimuli in Basketball

Leading theories of subjective probability judgments (SPs) modelSPs in terms of the support, or strength of evidence, assigned to afocal hypothesis relative to the support of alternative hypotheses.These theories assume that each hypothesis elicits a fixed levelof support regardless of the other hypotheses under considera-tion. Contradicting this idea, recent research on SPs has foundcontext effects – changes in support for one hypothesis based onthe other hypotheses under consideration (Cai & Pleskac, 2023).However, these results were obtained using artificial stimuli in lab-oratory settings. Do context effects in belief occur in naturalisticforecasting environments? To investigate this, we conducted astudy whereN = 113 participants judged the likelihood of thefinal ranking of the men’s NCAA basketball teams one month out.The study occurred in two phases. First, participants were askedto map 50 basketball teams onto a two-dimensional space usinga Spatial Arrangement method. Then, based on their mental rep-resentations, we presented customized triplets of teams designedto elicit context effects in each participant and asked them, across180 trials, to judge the probability of one team ranking higher thanthe other two in the NCAA’s final rankings. Our findings suggestthat similarity and attraction effects can occur in this naturalisticenvironment, and there is some evidence of a compromise effect.These results invalidate the support invariance principle, whichrules out a large class of psychological theories of subjective prob-ability judgments that assume this principle. Furthermore, theysuggest that belief and preference construction may be driven bysimilar processes.
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A runnable neural network model of the structure and dynamics of
human personality embedded in a virtual environment

We present a single-agent neural network model, based on the bi-ologically plausible neural network framework Emergent (O’Reillyet al., 2020), that operationalizes our theory of how individualdifferences in the neural systems underlying motivation interactwith situational characteristics to give rise to within-subject per-sonality dynamics (Read et al., 2010). We first manipulate keyparameters of our neural network model to create "individuals"varying in their underlying motivational structure and dynamics.We then simulate the interaction of these individuals with varyingsituational configurations in virtual environments created with thevideo game engine Unity to provide a complex model explainingmultifarious factors including: A) how situational configurationsproduce high within-subject variability in behavior; B) how certainsituational configurations give rise to some personality factorsmore than others; C) the degree to which one’s personality struc-ture as opposed to one’s environment plays a role in producingbehaviors; and D) how physiological factors influence the presen-tation of the Big Five personality factors through behaviors.
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Cognitive Modeling of Attitude Change Process Through Persuasion

Social psychology has not yet examined the attitude change pro-cess in a situation where someone is persuaded in multiple direc-tions from different sources. To examine the process in such asituation, Nakamura and Miura (2019) conducted an experimentthat manipulated the cognitive resources of the participants andshowed the applicability of the heuristic-systematic model (HSM),which is known as a model of the attitude change process in uni-directional situations.In this study, we propose a cognitive model that can not only teststhe applicability of the HSM in such a situation but also quantifiesthe quality of the stimuli and manipulations used in the experi-ment from the data. In addition, we fitted the data fromNakamuraand Miura’s study (2019) to the cognitive model and estimatedthe parameters in a Bayesian way. As a result of the posteriorpredictive check and the model comparison by the Bayes factor, itwas shown that the HSM is applicable in such a situation; however,some evidence against the HSM was also obtained from the pos-terior predictive check. Moreover, parameter estimates indicatedthat the quality of some stimuli and manipulations was not asintended by the experimenter.
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The wisdom of the crowd when people choose what they rank

The wisdom of the crowd effect is the finding where a group aggre-gation of the crowd is more accurate on average than any randomindividual from the crowd. The wisdom of the crowd can be ap-plied to a variety of tasks, such as a ranking one where participantsare told to rank a set of items according to some criterion. In pastwork that applies the wisdom of the crowd to ranking tasks, par-ticipants are typically asked to rank all items (Lee et al., 2014)although they have also been asked to rank a random subset ofthe items (Lee et al., 2022). We consider how aggregated rankingsare affected when participants are allowed to choose which itemsthey include in their ranking and which items they exclude. Previ-ous work on binary-choice trivia questions found that wisdom ofthe crowd aggregates were more accurate when individual partici-pants chose which questions they wanted to answer (Bennett etal., 2018). We develop a Thurstonian model for our novel subsetranking task and evaluate performance by comparing the model-generated ranking to the correct ranking.References:Bennett, S. T., Benjamin, A. S., Mistry, P. K., & Steyvers, M. (2018).Making a wiser crowd: Benefits of individual metacognitive con-trol on crowd performance. Computational Brain & Behavior, 1,90-99.Lee, M. D., Bradford, N., & Tejeda, H. (2022). Using thursto-nian ranking models to find the wisdom of the crowd. Paperpresented at meeting of the European Mathematical PsychologyGroup. Rovereto (TN), Italy.Lee, M. D., Steyvers, M., & Miller, B. (2014). A cognitive model foraggregating people’s rankings. PloS one, 9(5), e96431.
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Cascading transitions in psych-social systems

Tipping points or phase transitions separate stable states in psycho-social systems. Examples are quitting smoking, radicalization, anddropping-out of school. Two knowledge gaps prevent our abilityto predict and control these tipping points. First, we miss explana-tory mathematical models of such non-linear processes. Second,we ignore the multilevel character of psycho-social transitions.I contend that important changes in many psycho-social systemsare cascading transitions, where individual transitions trigger orare triggered by social transitions. The cascade of radicalization ofindividuals in the context of political polarization in societies is anexample of such a multilevel process.In this talk I will present and discuss a mathematical approach tothe study of cascading transitions.This approach comprises theory construction in the form of math-ematical modelling and innovative empirical analyses. The basiccascading transition model is:
dXi/dt = −X3

i + ai +
∑

jbij
Xj +

∑
jcij

XiXjWith specific choices of a, b and c we can apply this model indifferent contexts. Variants of this complicated model have beenrecently analysed in climate research (Dekker et al., 2018; Kloseet al., 2020; von der Heydt et al., 2019), mostly for the case that
cij = 0.In a newERC project, wewill apply thismodel to: a) opinion changefrom individuals to populations and back, b) learning, where pro-gression and drop-out are embedded in collective processes, c)addiction, where transitions to addiction or abstinence within indi-viduals are part of cascading epidemiological changes of substanceuse in populations, d) muti-figure multistable perception. Theseindividual projects will also be presented as posters.
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Bayesian graphical modeling in network psychometrics

Network psychometrics uses undirected graphical models tomodel the network structure of complex psychosocial systems.This talk will introduce Bayesian graphical modeling, the Bayesianapproach to the analysis of psychological networks and the topic ofthis symposium. Estimating the causal structure of a psychosocialsystem from correlational data is extremely difficult, so the fieldhas focused instead on estimating the conditional independenceand dependence structure. In this context, Markov Random Field(MRF) models are an important class of undirected graphical mod-els because their parameters provide direct information aboutthe conditional independence structure of the underlying system.We discuss new and old MRF models for psychological variables,especially binary and ordinal variables, and the computationaland conceptual challenges in their Bayesian analysis. The ultimategoal of these analyses is the Bayes factor test of conditional in-dependence, and we discuss how this significantly advances thefield of network psychometrics.
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Evaluation of Network Models for Ordinal Data

Network models have become a popular tool for studying multi-variate dependencies in psychological data. The most popularmodels are the Ising model for binary data and the GaussianGraphical Model (GGM) for continuous data. However, mostcross-sectional data are in fact ordinal. For example, personal-ity questionnaires are scored on Likert scales, symptoms are ratedin ordered categories of severity, and opinions and attitudes aremeasured on scales ranging from strong disagreement to strongagreement. Recently, however, appropriate network models forordinal data have been developed that eliminate the need to bi-narize the data or model ordinal variables as continuous. In thispaper, we discuss existing network models for ordinal data that ei-ther use a latent continuous distribution ormodel ordinal variablesas manifest variables. We then provide a large-scale simulationstudy that evaluates the absolute and relative performance ofthese ordinal network models and contrasts them with the mis-specified GGM. Based on these results, we discuss the advantagesand disadvantages of each method and provide guidance as towhen each method is most appropriate.
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An overview of parameter estimation methods in the Ising model

In recent years, graphical models have gained interest in psychol-ogy for modelling relationships between variables. On of the mostpopular models is the Ising model for binary data. The model con-tains parameters for the main effects of the variables as well as in-teraction parameters between the variables. Estimating these pa-rameters is challenging due to the intractable normalising constantin the probability density function. For this reason, the straightfor-ward method of maximum likelihood estimation can only be usedfor small networks (up to 15 nodes). For larger networks, approxi-mate methods are used, in particular the joint pseudo-likelihoodmethod is often used. This method is known to be consistent.However, for finite samples, not much is known about how well itestimates parameters. In addition to this method, other approxi-mate likelihood methods are often used for parameter estimation,such as the independent conditional likelihood method, whichevaluates the conditional likelihood of each variable given the restof the variables separately, or methods that try to simplify the nor-malizing constant, which we call the observed population method.In this talk, an overview of all these parameter estimation meth-ods is provided. First theoretically, discussing the advantages andshortcomings of each method. Secondly, a simulation study willprovide insights into how the methods actually perform againsteach other under different circumstances, such as varying networkstructures and different graph and sample sizes.
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Hierarchical Gaussian graphical models and group level networks

The Gaussian graphical model (GGM) is often used to estimatethe network structure of high-dimensional data. However, thestandard Gaussian graphical model does not describe hierarchi-cal structures in the data, which frequently occur in empiricalresearch. For example, in fMRI studies, each participant has anindividual network, but participants are also related as they forma population. Nevertheless, a common approach to analyze suchdata is to fit a GGM for each participant individually, thereby ne-glecting the shared variance. This talk discusses an extension ofthe GGM that describes hierarchical data. We relate the networksof individuals using Markov random field priors on the edge struc-ture. Specifically, we use the Ising model and the Curie-Weissmodel as Markov random field priors. This approach simultane-ously captures the shared variance between the graph structureof different individuals and estimates a group-level network. Themethod is illustrated with an application on resting state fMRIdata.
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Three approaches for conditional independence testing: An
introduction and application within psychopathology research

In network psychometrics, constructs are oftentimes argued tomap onto causal structures. Researchers have developed thegraphical approach to causal inference as a formal frameworkin which causal relationships are represented as directed acyclicgraphs (DAGs). It is difficult to model the directed, causal struc-tures from correlational data; conditional dependencies and inde-pendencies are key to identifying DAGs that are consistent withobserved data. The Bayesian approach provides three main meth-ods that can test for conditional independence within graphicalmodels: the credible interval, the Bayes factor, and the Bayesianmodel-averaged inclusion Bayes factor. In this talk, we will pro-vide an introduction to these three approaches, highlight theirstrengths and limitations, and discuss a small-scale simulationstudy comparing the performance of these methods. Using theBayesian model-averaging approach, we introduce the edge ev-idence plot for network psychometrics. The edge evidence plotvisualizes the conditional (in)dependence relationship betweenvariables. Its use will be illustrated with an example in the field ofpsychopathology. As such, in this last talk of the symposium, weaim to highlight the benefits of adopting the Bayesian approachto network analysis for applied researchers.
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Optimal and human performance buying airline tickets

Buying an airline ticket is a familiar optimal stopping problem. Thegoal is tominimize the cost of the ticket, but this ismade difficult bychanges in the price over time. Part of the change in ticket pricesis unpredictable fluctuation, but part is a predictable change in theprice distribution, which notoriously increases rapidly as the dayof travel approaches. Managing this uncertainty is the key to gooddecisions, since if a cheap ticket is not purchased it is not possibleto go back in time, but once a ticket is purchased future pricesare not available. We study how people solve this problem in acontrolled experiment, using changing price distributions based onairline industry analysis. Over a set of problems, people are given12 opportunities to buy a ticket ranging from 6 months beforetravel to 1 day before. We characterize their behavior in termsof threshold models, and compare their performance to optimalpurchasing behavior.
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An integrated choice and latent variable decision field theory model
linking preferential choice responses and thinking patterns.

Thus far, models for large-scale multi-attribute, multi-alternativepreferential choice data typically include sociodemographic pa-rameters to capture deterministic heterogeneity in preferencesand use random parameters or latent class constructs to capturestochastic heterogeneity. Integrated choice and latent variable(ICLV) models are also often used to explain both attitudinal re-sponses and preferential choice. Recently, several ideas frompsychology have been incorporated into large-scale choice mod-elling including the use of psychological choice models (decisionfield theory) for travel route andmode choice behaviour. However,thus far, neither econometric or psychological choice models haveincorporated or modelled different possible thinking styles (e.g.‘actively open-minded’ vs ‘closed-minded’; ‘intuitive thinker’ vs‘effortful thinker’) that may vary more substantially across individ-uals from different parts of the world. We collect attitudinal data,responses to questions on thinking style, and choice responses tostated preference tasks on travel mode from 1,100 respondentsfrom the East (China, Singapore), Middle East (UAE) and the West(Sweden, UK, USA). In particular, we use the data to develop anintegrated choice and latent variable decision field theory modelthat disentangles the effects of socio-demographic characteris-tics, attitudes towards the environment/technology adoption andthinking styles on the travel choices. The results reveal that thereare significant differences in environmental awareness, technologyadoption and thinking styles among the respondents. In partic-ular, an individual’s geographical location has a larger impact ontheir choices, attitudes and thinking styles than sociodemographicvariables such as age, gender and income.
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A Simple Model for Mixing Intuition and Analysis

Firefighters, emergency paramedics, and airplane pilots are ableto make correct judgments and choices in challenging situationsof scarce information and time pressure. Experts often attributesuch successes to intuition and report that they avoid analysis.Similarly, laypeople can effortlessly perform tasks that confusemachine algorithms. We utilise research on human intuitive de-cision making to build a model of mixing intuition and analysisover a set of interrelated tasks, where the choice of intuition oranalysis in one task affects the choice in other tasks. In this model,people may use any analytical method, such as multi-attributeutility, or a single-cue heuristic, such as availability or recognition.We make two contributions. First, we study the model and derivea necessary and sufficient condition for the optimality of usinga positive proportion of intuition (i.e., for some tasks): Intuitionis more frequently accurate than analysis to a larger extent thananalysis is more frequently accurate than guessing. Second, weapply the model to synthetic data and also natural data from aforecasting competition for a Wimbledon tennis tournament anda King’s Fund study on how patients choose a London hospital:The optimal proportion of intuition is estimated to range from25% to 53%. The accuracy benefit of using the optimal mix overanalysis alone is estimated between 3% and 27%. Such improve-ments would be impactful over large numbers of choices as inpublic health.
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Informing ethical decisions of autonomous vehicles through
video-based choice experiments and brain recordings.

Autonomous vehicles (AVs) are no longer fictional. The success ofAVs will depend on how they handle ethical issues in a socially ac-ceptable manner. For example, the decisions that AV should makewhen there is no way to save everyone (i.e., the trolley problem).A famous cross-cultural Moral Machine experiment evaluated so-cietal expectations about the ethical principles that should guideAV behavior in scenarios based on the trolley problem paradigmand showed that the subjective beliefs of the population play acritical role in the valuation of the ethical aspects of AV behavior.This study aims to expand our knowledge related to the effect ofsubjective beliefs on the valuation of the ethical aspects of AV be-havior. We hypothesize that the brain activity of respondents mayprovide additional information about the subjective aspects ofthe valuation process. To test the hypothesis, we carry out video-based discrete choice experiments in which participants choosebetween two victims/pedestrians of road accidents involving anAV. The experiment is designed such that the AV has no choicebut to hit one of two pedestrians approaching from both ends ofthe road. We vary the socio-demographics, such as the age andgender of the pedestrians, across trials to reveal their impact onthe participant’s decisions. We fit a discrete choice model (DCM)to experimental data to uncover the impacts of the consideredsocio-demographics on choices. Finally, we test if the differentneural mechanisms (biomarkers) could explain the valuation ofsocio-demographics and incorporate them into DCM to betteraccount for the subjective beliefs of the respondents.Our study contributes to multiple fields, including AV research,choice modeling, and psychology. For AV research, we enhanceour understanding of societal expectations about ethical aspects ofAV behavior. For choice modeling, we advance traditional choicemodels by including brain signals. For psychology, we reveal mech-anisms underlying the perception and valuation of ethical prob-lems.
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What do people mean by “If there is not beer then there is wine”?

A central question in reasoning research is what computationallevel principles, if any, people follow when drawing inferences andwhen making judgments about how strong or weak a particularinference is. Any measure of inference quality depends on themeaning people ascribe to the statements that make up the infer-ence. The statement types with the most contentiously debatedmeaning in the literature are conditionals. For example, whetherthe inference “There is beer or wine. Therefore if there is not beerthen there is wine” is deductive or not depends on how the condi-tional that makes up its conclusion is interpreted. Distinguishingbetween different interpretations of conditionals requires findingsituations in which they lead to non-overlapping behavioral predic-tions. We present a Bayesian latent-mixture model to distinguishbetween a material conditional, a probabilistic conditional, anda probabilistic biconditional interpretation of conditionals alongwith a fourth response to capture guessing. The model correctlyclassifies the responses expected under each interpretation givenpremise and conclusion probability judgments for six inferencetypes. We simulate data to illustrate the behavior of the modeland discuss characteristics of experiments that would be requiredto distinguish between interpretations.
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An integrative model of human response processes in Raven’s Matrices

This paper presents Xyrast, an integrative model of human re-sponse processes on the Raven’s Matrices family of fluid intel-ligence tests, and reports on a simulation study addressing itsresponse characteristics and verisimilitude. Xyrast is implementedin the Clarion cognitive architecture and models the influence ofresponse strategy, working memory capacity, and persistence onperformance. Simulations suggest that the model captures a widerange of phenomena offering, in some cases, novel explanationsfor observed results. These findings suggest several avenues forfuture research.
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From knowledge graph to cognitive model: a method for identifying
task skills

When we learn new tasks, rather than starting from scratch, weoften reuse skills that we have learned previously. By integratingthese previously learned skills in a new way, we can learn how todo new tasks with little effort. In this research, we test a methodaimed at identifying the skills reused between tasks. More specifi-cally, we use a knowledge graph as a tool for identifying reusedskills. From this knowledge graph, we built a cognitive model thatshows how the identified skills can be integrated to solve a newtask. The final cognitive model can successfully solve a variety ofrelated but distinct tasks. This shows it is possible to use knowl-edge graphs to identify the skills reused between tasks. This abilitymay benefit how we approach learning. Knowing, in advance, theskills needed to successfully complete a new task may allow us tolearn said task in an easier, more focused manner.
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Using neural networks to create fast and reusable approximate
likelihood functions for ACT-R

Likelihood functions form the basis for statistical inference tech-niques, including maximum likelihood estimation, and Bayesianestimation/model comparison. Unfortunately, deriving likelihoodfunctions analytically for cognitive architectures such as ACT-R canbe challenging, if not impossible in some cases, often requiringconsiderable time and expertise. Simulation-based approxima-tions are computationally intensive, making them impractical toimplement in real-time applications. We demonstrate how re-cently developed techniques for learning intractable likelihoodfunctions with neural networks can be applied to a visual searchmodel based on ACT-R, and reused once trained. Our work ex-tends prior applications in two ways: (1) we demonstrate that thetechnique can be scaled to a large number of conditions based onthe size of the visual search array, and (2) we demonstrate that thetechnique is applicable to both unimodal and multimodal versionsof the model. We conclude with a discussion for scaling up neuralnetwork techniques for approximating likelihood functions.
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Cognitive Models for Human Error Generation and Detection

Human errors can have significant consequences in various do-mains, such as healthcare, transportation, and finance. The abilityto identify and mitigate human errors is critical for ensuring thesafety and well-being of individuals and organizations. Cognitivemodels have the potential to inform the designers of systemsabout the potential for errors. Replacing users with models thatsimulate users’ behaviors has been a long-standing vision in in-terface design. Cognitive models can simulate users’ cognitiveprocesses and behaviors, but they cannot fully interact with userinterfaces and simulate all types of behaviors. These models cur-rently do not have the ability to detect and mitigate human errors,and there is still much progress to be made in incorporating errorhandling.This work proposed two possible approaches to address the gen-eration and detection of human errors in cognitive models: De-terministic Error Cognitive Model and Automatic Error CognitiveModel. We model user errors in Microsoft Excel. Excel is a widelyused software application that plays an important role in variousindustries, such as data analysis. Users make errors while workingwith Excel spreadsheets, which can lead to financial losses, errorsin data analysis, and other negative outcomes.We utilized existing data from a behavioral study that involved 23participants performing a spreadsheet task in Excel. We focus onthe errors that arise from the participants typing. Understandingthe cognitive processes that contribute to user typing errors inExcel can help improve the software’s design, training programsfor users, and error detection methods. Studying user errors ina task can also identify common mistakes made by users whilecompleting the task and develop strategies to prevent or mitigatethem. Additionally, understanding sub-tasks with higher user er-rors can help us design better task instructions that can reducethe cognitive load on users and reduce the likelihood of errors.The performance of models is compared with human data, andwhile both models show a high correlation, the Automatic ErrorCognitive Model predicts user behavior with a lower error rate.Furthermore, both models operate on the same interface thatusers interact with, utilizing a vision and motor extension toolcalled VisiTor (Vision + Motor).
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Improving machine learning model calibration using probabilistic labels
obtained via wisdom of the crowd

An accurately labeled dataset is required to train a neural networkon a classification task successfully. These labels are typically de-terministic, corresponding to some ground truth. During training,a neural network learns an input-output mapping that maximizesthe probability of the ground truth label for each stimulus. Butwhat about tasks where ground truth is difficult to obtain? Weintroduce the use of incentive-compatible belief elicitation forlabeling data and training machine learning models. Extendingthe work of Hasan et al. (2023), we harness the wisdom of thecrowd through elicited beliefs, and then evaluate these methodsin an experiment in which participants stated their belief that awhite blood cell was cancerous for a series of cell images. We thentrained different neural networks to classify the white blood cellimages, where some networkswere trained using deterministicallylabeled images and others were trained using the probabilisticallylabeled dataset obtained through elicited beliefs, and comparedclassification accuracy and calibration across the networks.
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Measuring processing biases in balanced argument experiments

How do people revise their opinions when exposed to a balancedand diverse information diet? By combining a balanced-argumentexperiment with a computational theory of argument communi-cation we shed new light on this question.Empirical studies repeatedly examined whether or not biasedprocessing of balanced arguments may lead to more extreme at-titudes and contribute to polarization tendencies, but empiricalevidence remains mixed. Two forces counteract one another insuch a balanced-argument setting: first, there is a moderating ef-fect of being exposed to arguments from both sides. Second, thereis a polarizing effect of filtering the information mix in favor of ex-isting beliefs (biased processing). Our theoretical model takes intoaccount that biased processing may come in degrees. Drawing onthe theory we develop an artificial experiment — a computationalminiature of the real one — and analytically derive a responsefunction for the expected attitude changes. This function containsthe strength of biased processing (β) as a free parameter. Theoret-ical analysis reveals a sharp transition from attitude moderation topolarization indicating that small, domain-specific variations in thestrength of biased processing may result in qualitatively differentpatterns of attitude change, both consistent with our theory.In the empirical experiment (N = 1078) individuals are exposedto an equal share of 7 pro and 7 counter arguments regarding 6different technologies for energy production (for each N > 170).Attitudes are measured before and after exposure. Using this datawe estimate the strength of biased processing for the six empiri-cal topics. While the processing bias is in the regime of attitudemoderation for gas and biomass, it is significantly higher and inthe regime of polarization for coal, wind (onshore and offshore)as well as solar power.If time permits, we will discuss the implications of these resultsfor group deliberation processes.
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The Causal Effect of Anxiety on Jumping-to-Conclusion Bias

Using the classic beads task, some research indicates that individ-uals with high anxiety possibly make hasty decisions based on lessinformation (i.e., jump to conclusions) relative to healthy partici-pants. However, themechanisms underlying this psychopathology-related reasoning bias are not well understood. The present studyinvestigated the causal effect of state anxiety on the jumping-to-conclusion bias and explored the underlying reasoning mechanicsusing the Bayesian computational modelling method, specificallyfocusing on the assignment of evidence weights. Approximately50 participants were recruited from a university setting. The partic-ipants were randomly allocated to an anxiety induction conditionwhereby participants were instructed that they were to delivera speech that would be evaluated, or to the control condition inwhich there was no speech task. Participants also completed twovariants of the Beads Task: the classic version and a social variantfocusing on the accumulation of social evaluative information tosupport decision making. The preliminary results suggested nosignificant differences in the number of beads sampled across ex-perimental conditions. However, therewere significant differencesacross experimental conditions in terms of how participants as-signed evidence weights to the information sampled. Participantsin the anxiety condition exhibited a more cautious and slowerbelief updating pattern by allocating significantly heavier weightsto less frequently occurring information compared to those in thecontrol condition. This pattern of results was observed in bothclassic and social Beads Tasks. Importantly, the preliminary find-ings imply that anxiety promotes cautiousness in belief revisioninstead of jumping-to-conclusion bias per se.
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Towards Theory Integration: Connecting Hindsight Bias and Seeding
Effects

When people estimate the quantities of objects (e.g., country pop-ulations), are then presented with the objects’ actual quantities,and subsequently asked to remember their initial estimates, re-sponses are often distorted towards the actual quantities. Thishindsight bias—traditionally considered to reflect a cognitiveerror—has more recently been proposed to result from adaptiveknowledge updating. But how to conceptualize such knowledge-updating processes and their potentially beneficial consequences?Here we provide a methodological and analytical framework thatconceptualizes knowledge updating in the context of hindsight biasin real-world estimation by formally connecting it with research onseeding effects—improvements in people’s estimation accuracyafter exposure to numerical facts. This integrative perspectivehighlights a previously neglected facet of knowledge updating,namely, recalibration of metric domain knowledge, which can beexpected to lead to transfer learning and thus improve estima-tion for objects from a domain more generally. We develop anexperimental paradigm to investigate the association of hindsightbias with improved estimation accuracy. This paradigm allows forthe joint measurement of both phenomena with the same for-mal approach. In Experiment 1, we demonstrate that the classicalapproach to triggering hindsight bias indeed produces transferlearning. In Experiment 2, we provide evidence for the novel pre-diction that hindsight bias can be triggered via transfer learning;this establishes a direct link from knowledge updating to hindsightbias. Our work integrates two prominent but previously uncon-nected research programs on the effects of knowledge updatingin real-world estimation and supports the notion that hindsightbias is driven by adaptive learning processes.
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Procedures for constructing minimal, yet maximally informative tests
for skill assessment

Competence-based knowledge space theory and cognitive diag-nosticmodels are two theoretical frameworks that allow for assess-ing the latent set of skills an individual has available (here referredto as the “skill profile”) from the observed responses to test items.Competence-based test development (CbTD) is a recent and novelapproach for constructing, improving, and shortening tests forskills assessment, that may be of interest to practitioners in thetwo aforementioned frameworks. CbTD exploits concepts origi-nally introduced in rough set theory to construct tests that are asinformative as possible about individuals’ skill profiles (i.e., addingany item does not make the tests more informative) and minimal(i.e., no item can be eliminated without making the tests less in-formative). Let a competency be a set of skills such that an itemrequiring them is available or can be constructed. A fundamentalconcept that underlies the construction of the tests is that of areduct, which is defined as a minimal collection of competenciesthat is as informative about the skill profiles as a larger set. Thetalk presents two procedures for constructing a reduct. One is acompetency deletion procedure that starts with a full set of com-petencies and consecutively deletes one competency at a timeuntil a reduct is obtained. The other is a competency additionprocedure that starts with the empty set of competencies andconsecutively adds one competency at a time until a reduct isobtained. Exemplary applications of the two procedures to testconstruction are presented and discussed.
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Toward a unified perspective on assessment models, a perspective on
KST, CDA, and IRT

In the past years, several theories for assessment have been de-veloped within the overlapping fields of Psychometrics and Math-ematical Psychology. The most notable are Item Response The-ory (IRT), Cognitive Diagnostic Assessment (CDA), and KnowledgeStructure Theory (KST). In spite of their common goals, theseframeworks have been developed largely independently, focusingon slightly different aspects. Yet various connections betweenthem can be found in literature (see, e.g., Junker & Sijtsma, 2001;von Davier, 2005; Stefanutti, 2006; Di Bello, Roussos, & Stout,2007; Ünlü, 2007; Hong et al., 2015; Heller et al., 2015; Noventa etal., 2019, to name only a few). A unified perspective is suggestedthat uses two primitives (structure and process) and two opera-tions (factorization and reparametrization) to derive IRT, CDA, andKST models. A Taxonomy of models is built using a two-processessequential approach that captures the similarities between theconditional error parameters featured in these models and sepa-rates them into a first process modeling the effects of individualability on item mastering, and a second process representing theeffects of pure chance on item solving.
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Modeling symmetries in human problem solving and problem space
homomorphisms

In procedural knowledge space theory (PKST), the family of solu-tions for a given problem is called a "problem space”. The knowl-edge of a problem solver is represented as a specific subset of aproblem space that satisfies the "sub-path assumption". Differenttypes of “symmetries” could be found in a problem space thatmake certain parts of it “equivalent”. These equivalence relationsare introduced here as a homomorphism of one problem spaceinto another problem space. Two types of homomorphisms areexamined, which are named the “strong” and the “weak homomor-phism”. The former corresponds to the usual notion of “operationpreserving mapping”. The latter preserves operations in only onedirection. The practical application of the proposed approachis presented through an empirical application with the Tower ofLondon (TOL) test. A problem of the TOL consists of matching aninitial configuration (i.e., a spatial disposition of colored balls onthe pegs) with a goal configuration using the minimum number ofmoves. Due to the physical features of the TOL, several "symme-tries" can be hypothesized. The introduction of symmetries leadsto the construction of a problem space that is homomorphic tothe original one. In particular, the homomorphic problem space isusually simpler and more abstract than the original one. Differentsymmetries hypothesis lead to different problem spaces whichwere empirically validated and compared with one another. Theresults of the empirical study are presented and discussed.
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On the identifiability of the Polytomous Local Independence Model
(PoLIM)

In the last years, growing attention has been paid to the general-ization of KST deterministic concepts to the case of polytomousitems. As a consequence of this extension, a generalized versionof the basic local independence model (BLIM) has been recentlyproposed, named polytomous local independence model (PoLIM).Some of the main features of this new model have been investi-gated, but, to date, nothing has been specifically stated about itsidentifiability.In this research we present the first theoretical results about theproblem of identifiability of the PoLIM. Such results represent ageneralization to this polytomous model of what has been provenabout the identifiability of the BLIM, which is the most widelyused probabilistic model in dichotomous knowledge space the-ory. The study of the identifiability of the BLIM produced severalresearch articles in the last ten years, especially focusing on therelations between two particular kinds of gradation of the deter-ministic structure, called forward and backward gradedness, andthe unidentifiability of the model when applied to such structures.Here we show that the same kind of gradedness happens to applyalso to the case of polytomus structures, and further attention ispaid to some properties of forward and backward gradedness inthe case of polytomous structures. For instance, we show thatin the polytomous case there is no need to distinguish betweenforward and backward gradedness, but it is possible to simplyspeak about gradedness. Moreover, we show how gradedness ofthe polytomous structure leads to the same kind of tradeoffs stud-ied in the BLIM between the probability of knowledge states andthe error parameters of the items in which the polytomous struc-ture is graded. The tradeoff equations are displayed and furtherdirections to study the identifiability of the PoLIM are discussed.
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The dimension of a knowledge space

The dimension of a partial order P on a set A is a well-known andthoroughly studied concept. It is defined as the smallest numberof linear orders on A whose intersection equals P. It can also becharacterized as the smallest family F of mappings f from A tothe reals such that a P b if and only if f(a) is less or equal to f(b)for all the mappings in F. The interest for this characterizationstems from the fact that it qualifies the problem of determiningthe dimension of a partial order as a measurement theoreticalquestion (Roberts, 1985). The states in a knowledge structureand, in particular, in a knowledge space are partially ordered byset inclusion. Therefore the dimension of a knowledge structureis a well-defined concept, and it corresponds to the dimensionof the restriction of the set inclusion relation to the knowledgestructure itself. We show that, under a rather general condition,named “join escape”, the dimension of a finite knowledge spaceequals the length d of a maximum antichain in its basis. If, for agiven knowledge space, join escape does not hold, then d onlyprovides an upper bound to the dimension of the knowledgespace. It is further found that, under the stated condition, thedimension of a knowledge space coincides with the least numberof maximal chains whose element-wise union reconstructs theentire knowledge space.
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Narcissism and the social context: An agent-based modeling approach

Interpersonal psychological factors are - in addition to intraper-sonal psychological factors - crucial for the development of men-tal health problems. Testing underlying factors of mental healthproblems for causality is difficult because they can hardly be ma-nipulated experimentally. As a possible solution, we propose touse one major, in other research fields already approved cognitivemodeling approach, called agent-based modeling (ABM). To illus-trate the application of this approach in psychological research,especially clinical psychology, we develop a model based on theunderlying factors of grandiose narcissism as personality trait andimplement it as ABM. This way, we examine the characteristicsthat are crucial for the development of grandiose narcissism, focus-ing on the role of social interactions. To validate our findings, weevaluate the simulated data using a Social-Network-Analysis (SNA)approach and compare it with results of SNA from real data. Afterexamining underlying factors, it is possible to derive possible in-terventions that can be tested using ABM. Our approach providesa promising example for applying ABM in psychological research,especially when examining interpersonal factors of mental healthproblems.
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Mental model evolution in social networks

This paper investigates the impact of different mental models onthe formation of belief clusters and the spread of opinions withinsocial networks, using an agent-based model. Every behaviourcan be grouped into two categories: fundamental and emergentbehaviours. A fundamental behaviour is a property of an agentthat is independent of other properties or agents, while emergentbehaviours are caused by the interactions of fundamental or otheremergent behaviours. This paper studies fundamental behavioursto understand which ones are better to explain the emergent be-haviours that are empirically observed. In our simulations, agentsinteract within a randomly generated network and observe signalsabout whether climate change is real or is a conspiracy. Then, theyuse various mental models to update their beliefs, where mentalmodels are defined as functions which agents employ to updatetheir beliefs in response to new information. We create threemen-tal models: a Bayesian updating rule which rational agents use,a heuristic-based updating rule which boundedly rational agentsuse, and a Dirac-Von Neumann rule which agents who can beirrational use. Furthermore, we use state-of-the-art random net-works to understand how community structures respond to thesemental models, how clusters are formed to represent conspiracytheory groups, and in which models conspiracy theory groups cangrow by convincing rational agents. We aim to reveal which beliefupdate methodologies tend to create more realistic clusters inwhich polarizations arise due to agents being resistant to novelinformation. Moreover, we explore if rational agents can end upbelieving in conspiracy theories under any community structure.This paper is the first one to study multiple belief update method-ologies in social networks using agent-based modelling, allowingus to reveal novel behaviours of belief diffusion.
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A formal model of affiliative interpersonality

Capturing the complexity of interpersonal dynamics – emergingfrom the approach and avoidance motives of two individuals indyadic interplay that unfolds simultaneously on multiple timescales in order to satisfy their psychological needs – remains ascientific challenge. In line with calls for embracing complexity inpsychological research using formal modeling, the purpose of thismathematical study is to investigate the underlying mechanismsof the formation and maintenance of affiliative interpersonal rela-tionships using evolutionary game theory.After formalizing interpersonal situations based on the affiliativemotives of their interactants, a relational state space is constructedthat reflects theways of relating available to the interactants in themomentary state of their interpersonal relationship. This allowsfor modeling the evolution of an interpersonal relationship as atrajectory – driven by positive and negative reinforcement – in therelational space.Depending on the motives of both interactants, three qualitativelydifferent interpersonal dynamics emerge: (1) global stability withonly one relational attractor (e.g., an interpersonal relationship ofpure friendliness in the long run), (2) bistability with two mutuallyexclusive relational attractors (e.g., either pure friendliness or puredistance), and (3) cyclicality with periodic orbits in the relationalspace (e.g., oscillation between friendliness and distance).Grounded in empirically supported psychological constructs, theformal model generates the well-known pattern of interpersonalcomplementarity. Over and above, novel interpersonal patternsemerged that might point to some underlying mechanisms ofthe interpersonal maintenance of psychopathology. The modellimitations as well as avenues for empirical tests and further de-velopment are discussed.
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A Cognitive Model of a Temporal Binding Task

Temporal binding (TB) is the subjective compression between avoluntary action and its associated outcome.It is regarded as an implicit measure of the sense of agency; how-ever, an underlying mechanism has yet to be agreed upon. Previ-ous research suggests memory as an alternative explanation forTB in two publicly available datasets. Here, we test this idea byimplementing a model within the ACT-R cognitive architectureand leveraging its existing memory and time perception mecha-nisms to simulate participants from these datasets. Our modelsimulations provide evidence to suggest that memory and timeperception mechanisms can explain the pattern of results. Im-plications for temporal binding and the sense of agency will bediscussed.
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ACT-R Modeling of Rapid Motor Learning Based on Schema
Construction

The environment surrounding organisms changes dynamically, andhumans acquire motor skills by improving the prediction of suchenvironmental changes. The research on cognitive architectureshas so far proposed several mechanisms explaining the processof human motor learning. Adaptive Control of Thought-Rational(ACT-R), one of the representative cognitive architectures, hasperceptual and motor modules for interaction with the externalenvironment. However, the performance of thesemodules is insuf-ficient for real-time environments, especially in terms of learningspeed. This study proposes a method to simulate human-levelrapid motor learning using a pre-trained motor learning module.We assume that in a novel perceptual-motor task, a pre-trainedmotor schema is rediscovered/recalled. In the simulations, wetrained the motor learning module in advance and conducted asimulation where difficulties of rediscovering schemata were ma-nipulated. As a result, we confirmed that the pre-trained phaseincreased the human-model fitting in motor learning.
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An initial cognitive model of a radar detection task

In adversarial operational environments like radar monitoring, hu-mans have to monitor large amounts of information, multitask,and manage threats. They may also face electronic disruptionor attacks aimed at degrading radar monitor effectiveness (a.k.aelectronic warfare or EW). In these settings, it is unclear howfrequent changes in personnel, training, and updates to visualdisplays affect an operator’s readiness. A recent experiment usedan analogous radarmonitoring task to investigate effects of displaydensity and electronic warfare on an operator’s threat detectionperformance. Here, we present a cognitive model capable of com-pleting a scaled down version of that task to better understandthe experimental results and underlying cognitive processes. Sim-ilar to the human experiment, our cognitive model completedconditions comprised of changes to the nature of the task(s), thenumber of targets to track, and the presence or absence of dis-tractors, deemed ’friendlies’. Although this initial cognitive modeluses primarily default ACT-R parameters, it was able to capturepatterns in human performance across conditions. We presentthe results and discuss limitations to address in future work.
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Improving Visuomotor Control of a Cognitive Architecture

Symbolic/hybrid computational cognitive architectures, includingthe ACT-R framework, are adept at capturing a wide variety of hu-man cognitive processes and behaviors including problem-solving,memory, and language. However, such cognitive architectures donot capture visuomotor behaviors that tightly couple perceptualand motor processes – such as manual tracking. In this study, weaimed to improve the cognitive fidelity of manual tracking be-havior within the ACT-R framework by implementing the positioncontrol model (PCM) – a continuous, linear control model thateffectively captures human tracking behavior (Powers, 1978). Weintegrated PCM within a MATB task model developed within theACT-R framework, to examine if the integrated ACT-R/PCM modelshowed improvement in capturing human tracking performancerelative to the Standard ACT-R model. Results indicate that theACT-R/PCM Integrated model showed improved performance incapturing certain aspects of human tracking behavior, in compari-son to the Standard ACT-R model.
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Long Road Ahead: Lessons Learned from the (soon to be) Longest
Running Cognitive Model

We present a cognitive model that plays a video game of driving abus for a long time. The model was built using the ACT-R cogni-tive architecture and an extension to support perceptual-motorknowledge of how to interact with the environment (VisiTor andACT-R/PM). Our extension includes bitmap-level eyes and robothands. The model was run for a long time, over 6 hours on theway from Tucson to Las Vegas. We employed a design approachbased on the ADDIE model to create different knowledge repre-sentations and actions; the model’s predictions can be matchedto some aspects of human behavior on the fine details regardingthe number of course corrections and average speed and learningrate. However, it does not exhibit the same level of fatigue ashuman behavior. This contrasts with the way humans typically per-form such long tasks. This model shows that perception opens upnew interfaces and provides a very accessible testbed for examingfurther aspects of behavior. and adding components of humanbehavior that remain missing from ACT-R.
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Neither measurement error nor speed-accuracy trade-offs explain the
difficulty of establishing attentional control as a psychometric construct:
Evidence from a latent-variable analysis using diffusion modeling

Attentional control refers to the ability to maintain and implementa goal and goal-relevant information when facing distraction. Sofar, previous research has failed to substantiate strong evidencefor a psychometric construct of attentional control. This has beenargued to result from two methodological shortcomings: (a) theneglect of individual differences in speed-accuracy trade-offswhenonly speed or accuracy is used as dependent variable, and (b) thedifficulty of isolating attentional control from measurement er-ror. To overcome both issues, we combined hierarchical-BayesianWiener diffusion modeling with structural equation modeling. Were-analyzed five datasets, which included data from three to eightattentional-control tasks and from young and older adults. Overall,the results showed that even when accounting for speed-accuracytrade-offs and removing measurement error, measures of atten-tional control failed to correlate with each other and to load suc-cessfully on a latent variable. These findings emphasize the neces-sity of rethinking attentional control.
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The Role of Salience-Driven Attention on Multialternative
Multiattribute Choice

Attention has been shown to play a central role in decision-makingand multi-alternative multiattribute choice. However, the role ofattention has been elusive and characterized in different ways. Inthis project, we explore the role of attention by manipulating thesalience of different options in a multi-alternative, multi-attributechoice display. We include two sets of trials. In one set of trials,there is a dominant option that is better on both attributes thanthe other alternatives. In the second set, we use attraction effecttrials, where a target option dominates a decoy option but nota competitor. We observe that salience interacts with choice,where the salient option is selected more often, especially in quickdecisions in both sets of trials. This suggests that salience plays animportant role in the dynamics of multiattribute choice. We testdifferent hypotheses for how salience-driven attention impactspreferences using an evidence accumulation modeling frameworkwhere the salient option is given an initial starting point boostor more attention is paid to comparisons with the salient optionduring deliberation.
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Degenerate boundaries for multiple-alternative decisions

Integration-to-threshold models of two-choice perceptual deci-sion making have guided our understanding of human and animalbehavior and neural processing. Although such models seem toextend naturally to multiple-choice decision making, consensuson a normative framework has yet to emerge, and hence the impli-cations of threshold characteristics for multiple choices have onlybeen partially explored. Here we consider sequential Bayesianinference and a conceptualisation of decision making as a particlediffusing in n-dimensions. We show by simulation that, within a pa-rameterised subset of time-independent boundaries, the optimaldecision boundaries comprise a degenerate family of nonlinearstructures that jointly depend on the state of multiple accumula-tors and speed-accuracy trade-offs. This degeneracy is contrary tocurrent 2-choice results where there is a single optimal threshold.Such boundaries support both stationary and collapsing thresh-olds as optimal strategies for decision-making, both of which resultfrom stationary representations of nonlinear boundaries. Our find-ings point towards a normative theory of multiple-choice decisionmaking, provide a characterisation of optimal decision thresholdsunder this framework, and inform the debate between stationaryand dynamic decision boundaries for optimal decision making.
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Frustration of the achievement motive: Insights from a diffusion model
analysis

The present study aims to replicate and extend the experimentconducted by Brunstein & Maier (2005) on the impact of per-formance feedback and the strength of the implicit achievementmotive on task performance. Brunstein andMaier found thatmoreachievement motivated individuals show a reduction in mean RTswhen they get bogus negative intraindividual performance feed-back. The reduction in mean RTs is interpreted by the authors asenhanced effort. This feedback by achievementmotive interactioneffect is cited as one key finding of motive literature. However,the effect has not yet been replicated. In our study, participantscomplete an attention task akin to the d2-R task while receivingeither positive or negative bogus intraindividual performance feed-back. The study has two primary objectives: firstly, to replicatethe feedback by achievement motive interaction effect reportedby Brunstein and Maier, and secondly, to gain a more detailedunderstanding of the cognitive processes involved using the diffu-sion model (Ratcliff, 1978). In addition to presenting the resultsfrom our replication study, we will show the results of a pre-studydemonstrating the applicability of the diffusion model to the typeof task employed by Brunstein and Maier. Overall, we argue thatdiffusion model analyses can help to gain a better understandingof the effects of achievement motive frustration.
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A Spatially Continuous Diffusion Model of Visual Working Memory

I present results from four or five visual working memory (VWM)experiments in which subjects were briefly shown between 2 and6 colored squares. They were then cued to recall the color of oneof the squares and they responded by choosing the color on acontinuous color wheel. The experiments provided response pro-portions and response time (RT) measures as a function of anglefor the choices. Current VWMmodels for this task include discretemodels that assume an item is either within working memory ornot and resourcemodels that assume thatmemory strength variesas a function of the number of items. Because thesemodels do not include processes that allow them to account forRT data, we implemented them within the spatially continuousdiffusion model (SCDM, Ratcliff, 2018) and use the experimentaldata to evaluate these combined models. In the SCDM, evidenceretrieved from memory is represented as a spatially continuousnormal distribution and this drives the decision process until acriterion (represented as a 1-D line) is reached, which produces adecision. Noise in the accumulation process is represented by con-tinuous Gaussian process noise over spatial position. The modelsthat fit best from the discrete and resource-based classes con-verged on a common model that had a guessing/zero evidencecomponent (a zero-drift process) and that allowed the height ofthe normal memory-strength distribution to vary with numberof items. The combination of choice and RT data allows mod-els that were not identifiable based on choice data alone to bediscriminated.
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The impact of warning cues on detection decisions in continuous
monitoring situations

In many real world situations, sensory events of interest mightappear at any moment and require us to act. Perceptual deci-sions like these, especially when stimuli are ambiguous or noisy,are thought to be facilitated by the accumulation of perceptualevidence over time until reaching a decision bound - a criterionamount of evidence. Temporal uncertainty requires a fine bal-ance between accumulating evidence for better accuracy whileavoiding false-alarms based on noise alone, as well as account-ing for the cost of continuously maintaining a state of readiness.The decision-maker can, however, use cues in the environmentto make top-down dynamic adjustments of the decision-makingprocess. Previous research has shown that cues can have multi-ple modulatory effects spanning the sensorimotor pathway, buthow such effects translate to computational adjustments in thedecision-making process remains unknownHere, we examine the effect of external auditory warning cues,while participants indicated the direction (left/right) of intermit-tent 1.4-second periods of coherent motion targets within other-wise incoherent, continuouslymoving dots. Behaviouralmodellingshowed that participants respond to the cue by quickly loweringtheir decision bound, which is supported by a shifting of electroen-cephalogram signatures of motor preparation (β power) towardsan action-triggering bound as response to the warning cue. How-ever, this is unlikely to be the only adjustment. We further exploreadditional adjustments looking at neural signatures tracing 1) basicsensory encoding of evidence strength (steady state visual mo-tion evoked potentials; SSMEPs), and 2) evidence accumulation(centro-parietal positivity; CPP). In ongoing work, these signalsallow us to map out the multiple effects of the cue on the decision-making processes, using neurally-informed modelling.
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Dissecting time-varying decision dynamics in the basal ganglia: how the
weighing of distinct sensory information contributes to task difficulty
and perceptual conflict

Perceptual decision-making evolves from interactions betweencortical neurons which decode sensory information, and the basalganglia which integrate across sources of information to preparefor action. The subthalamic nucleus (STN) dynamically controls thedecision threshold, determining the necessary amount of corticos-triatal evidence for response initiation. Past research focused onevidence accumulation models with fixed decision bounds, whileneural data and biophysical simulations suggest that STN activity ishighly dynamic. These dynamics may be mechanistically reflectedby theta- and beta-band oscillations.In this study, we aimed to use these e-phys biosignatures to deter-mine if dynamic activity in the STN is mostly modulated by activeconflict, task difficulty, or both. To do so, we recorded electrophys-iological activity in the STN and globus pallidus (GP) of 17 patientswith Parkinson’s disease (n = 14) or dystonia (n = 3) during adirection discrimination task. Stimuli involvedmoving random-dotpatterns that independently varied inmotion strength (coherence),and motion direction (angular trajectory). These conditions sepa-rately manipulated task difficulty (easy, hard) and active conflict(low, high). Leveraging recent advances in likelihood-free infer-ence, we tested the aforementioned aims by using a wide varietyof sequential sampling models (SSMs). First, we found that mod-els with Weibull-informed collapsing boundaries outperformedclassical Diffusion Decision models, Ornstein-Uhlenbeck models,and models with linear collapsing boundaries. Second, motionstrength coherence (difficulty) affected evidence accumulation(drift rate), while angular trajectory (active conflict) affected re-sponse caution (decision threshold). Finally, preliminary modelingresults based on neural regressors suggest that within-trial dy-namics of STN and GP theta and beta activity influence decisiondynamics.This study advances our understanding of how neural dynamics inthe basal ganglia influence decision dynamics as a function of taskdifficulty and perceptual conflict. It has the potential to resolvesome discrepancies in previous studies assuming a fixed decisionboundary that is impacted by a single measure of neural activity.
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Bayesian Decoding As A Testing and Development Link Between
Behavioral and Neurological Models

Formalmodels of behavior express or explain an expected relation-ship between stimuli and responses in a controlled (repeatable)experiment. Formalmodels in the behavioral neurosciences (moreoften, "computational models") describe, at one or more levels,such as neurotransmitter uptake, single neuron spike trains, orregions of the brain, the neurochemical events that lead to anactivity downstream in the network, which is sometimes but notalways the observable response. In both fields, the question whya given response is observed on a given trial is answered by repro-ducing the behavior or activity (statistically) in the model.At least with respect to cross-communication and mutual benefits,there are two well-known problems with this shared paradigm.First, behavioral models are specified at a level of abstraction farbeyond the level of neurological models. It is not obvious, there-fore, whether there should be any relationship at all between thetwo constructions, or whether an apparent similarity is meaning-ful or constitutes ’evidence’ to support the two theories. Second,neurological activity, even at the level of single neurons, is ex-ceedingly complex, and this complexity is observable in minutedetail. The idea of limiting the number of free parameters so thatgoodness-of-fit statistics can be compared is self-defeating fromthe outset.In this paper/proposal, I will briefly explain how a relatively newstatistical methodology in the neurosciences, called Bayesian de-coding, can connect the two sciences in a rigorous manner. Basi-cally, instead of asking what events give rise to intelligent behavior,the modeler asks what information about the stimulus and thepossible responses is contained in the events that lead to the re-sponse, that is, what properties of these events can be predictedand to what degree.
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The Penn Electrophysiology of Encoding and Retrieval Study

The Penn Electrophysiology of Encoding and Retrieval Study(PEERS) aimed to characterize the behavioral and electrophysio-logical (EEG) correlates of memory encoding and retrieval in highlypracticed individuals. Across five PEERS experiments, 300+ sub-jects contributed more than 7,000 ninety-minute memory testingsessions with recorded EEG data. Here we tell the story of PEERS:it’s genesis, evolution, major findings, and the lessons it taught usabout taking a big science approach to the study of memory andthe human brain. In particular, we focus on the role of big data incombining computational modeling approaches to cognitive withthe study of individual differences.
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On the best-worst choice model of Marley and Louviere

In the best-worst choice paradigm pioneered by Louviere (Finnand Louviere, 1992), the subjet is asked to select her best and herworst alternatives in any set of alternatives. TonyMarley conceiveda random utility model providing a possible explanation for thechoice frequencies (Marley and Louviere, 2005). He then asked fora characterization of the prediction range of the model, and since2006 had been working from time to time on the problem withseveral collaborators (Samuel Fiorini, Mike Regenwetter, ReinhardSuck, and the speaker). The problem was quickly turned into thesearch of an affine description of the convex polytope formed bythe model predictions. However, not much is known about thepolytope. In the particular case of four alternatives, a descriptionconsists of 26 affine equalities and 144 affine inequalities (Doignon,2023), and the Gale transform of the set of vertices fully revealsthe polytope structure: the transform is a family of 24 vectors in aone-dimensional vector space. Thus the expert eye can read thefull structure of the polytope from 24 vectors on a line. For morethan four alternatives, Marley problem remains open.
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The role of reinforcement learning in shaping the decision policy in
methamphetamine use disorders

The prevalence of methamphetamine use disorder (MUD) asa major public health problem has increased dramatically overthe last two decades, reaching epidemic levels, which pose highcosts to healthcare systems worldwide and is commonly asso-ciated with experience-based decision-making (EDM) aberrant.However, precise mechanisms underlying such non-optimally inchoice patterns still remain poorly understood. In this talk, touncover the latent neurobiological and psychological meaningfulprocesses of such impairment, we apply a reinforcement learn-ing diffusion decision model (RL-DDM) while methamphetamineabuser participants (nIdentifyingcontextsweetspots18, allmen; mean (±SD) age: 27.3±5) and age/sex-matched healthy con-trols (nIdentifyingcontexteffecr25, all men; mean (±SD)age: 26.8.0± 3.63) perform choices to resolve uncertainty withina simple probabilistic learning task with rewards and punishments.Preliminary behavior results indicated that addicts made mal-adaptive patterns of learning that mirrored in both choices andresponse times (RTs). Furthermore, modeling results revealedthat such EDM impairment (maladaptive pattern in optimal selec-tion) in addicts was more imputable to both increased learningrates (more sensitive to outcome fluctuations) and decreased driftrate (less reward sensitivity) compared to healthy. In addition,addicts also showed substantially longer non-decision times (at-tributed to slower RTs), as well as lower decision boundary criteria(reflection of impulsive choice). Taken together, our findings re-veal precise mechanisms associated with EDM impairments inmethamphetamine use disorder and confirm the debility of theoptions values assignment system as the main hub in learning-based decision-making.
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Best, worst, and best&worst choice probabilities for logit and reverse
logit models

This paper proposes new models for analyzing best, worst, andbest&amp;worst choice probabilities for logit and reverse logitmodels, building on the pioneering work of Tony Marley. Weassume individuals have a stochastic underlying ranking of alter-natives and posit a rationality assumption relating to the randomutility model. We focus on models applicable to best and worstchoice scaling experiments, utilizing an inclusion-exclusion iden-tity to propose a variety of best-worst choice probability modelsthat can be implemented in specialized software packages. Wedemonstrate the versatility and utility of logit and reverse logitmodels in capturing the underlying ranking of alternatives. Finally,we discuss the practical implications of these models and futureresearch directions in this field. Our models can be implementedin popular software packages such as Apollo.
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An integrated choice and response time decision field theory model:
new insights on choice response times in multi-attribute,
multi-alternative choice.

Decision field theory (DFT), although popular in mathematicalpsychology, has only recently been used in choice modelling forconsumer and travel choices. A key difference that DFT has fromstandard choice models is that it has preference values for eachalternative that update over the course of the decision-makingprocess. This results in a different probability of picking eachalternative depending on how long a decision-maker considerstheir alternatives. However, the computational complexities ofDFT have resulted in failures to utilise its dynamic nature. Re-cent advances in the underlying computational methods for DFThave allowed for the calculation of the probability of choosingalternatives at any time point. Consequently, the number of pref-erence accumulation steps can be linked to the choice responsetime. In the work in this paper, we develop an integrated choiceand latent variable decision field theory model to predict choiceresponses and choice response time. We use these models toexplore the confounding nature of choice response time. A keyassumption within DFT and other accumulator models is that pref-erence grows over time, contradicting a well-known result thata longer response time often indicates a less certain and henceless deterministic choice from a decision-maker. In line with DFTand preference accumulation, we find that across model resultsfrom three datasets, a longer mean response time indicates thata decision-maker appears more deterministic. However, within adecision-maker, our models suggest that fast decisions are typi-cally more deterministic, demonstrating that a longer responsetime indicates a less certain decision. Whilst there is a weak corre-lation between choice response time and the estimated numberof preference updating steps, results frommultinomial logit (MNL)models suggest that DFT’s time parameter performs a similar func-tion to an MNL’s scale parameter. This suggests that caution isrequired in interpreting the outputs from accumulator models.
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Machine Learning approaches to estimating and comparing models of
intertemporal choice

Subjective value has long been measured using binary choiceexperiments to assess individual differences in intertemporal pref-erences. Dynamic, stochastic models of choice permit meaningfulinferences about cognition from process-level data, explainingvalue in terms of underlying mechanisms in a way that simpler,static models cannot. However, the usability of complex genera-tive models is severely limited by the technical difficulty of modelfitting and model comparison steps, along with the computationalpower they require. In this talk, we develop and test an approachthat uses deep neural networks to estimate the parameters ofthree behavioral models and performmodel comparison betweenthe three to assess their ability to better account for intertemporalchoice. The models we explore differ in their complexity and thetheoretical assumptions they make when it comes to the study ofpreference; the traditional and static hyperbolic discount and hy-perboloid functions compared with a probabilistic attribute-wisemodel constructed by direct and relative differences in delay andpayoff. Once trained, the neural networks allow for accurate andinstantaneous parameter estimation and model comparison, asopposed to traditional methods that can take several hours andin some cases days. We compare different network architecturesand show that they are able to accurately recover true intertem-poral preferences related to each model’s parameters, and thencompare each model’s performance in their ability to predict in-dividual choice. The models were applied to a large data set ofsubstance users in protracted abstinence from Sofia, Bulgaria whocompleted a short, 27-question choice task. The results illustratethe utility of machine-learning approaches for wider adoption andintegration of cognitive and economic models, providing efficientmethods for quantifying meaningful differences in intertemporalpreferences from simple experiments.
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Preference estimation from point allocation experiments

Point allocation experiments are widely used in the social sciences.In these experiments, survey respondents distribute a fixed totalnumber of points across a fixed number of alternatives. This paperreviews the different perspectives in the literature about whatrespondents do when they distribute points across options. Wefind three main alternative interpretations in the literature, eachhaving different implications for empirical work. We connect theseinterpretations to models of utility maximization that account forpoint and budget constraints and investigate the role of budgetconstraints in more detail. We show how these constraints impactthe regression specifications for point allocation experiments thatare commonly used in the literature. We also show how a formu-lation of a taste for variety as entropy that had been previouslyused to analyse market shares can fruitfully be applied to choicebehaviour in point allocation experiments.
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Do Discrete Choice Experiments and Rating Scales Elicit the Same
Preference Judgments?

Discrete choice (DCE) and rating scale experiments (RSE) are com-monly applied procedures for eliciting preference judgments ina plethora of applied settings such as consumer choices, healthcare, and transport economics. An almost universal assumptionunderlying their use is that the two procedures elicit reports gen-erated from a common internal preference state; that is, actual“ground truth” preferences are not dependent on which proce-dure is used to elicit them. It is usually not possible to test thisassumption, because typical studies using DCE and RSE methodshave response options for which there is no objectively correctresponse, and no ground truth. To facilitate a comparison of DCEand RSE, we conducted a perceptual discrimination experimentwhere response options varied on a single attribute – stimulussaturation level – with a known objectively correct response. Wehad the same participants complete both a DCE and RSE version ofthe experiment, allowing a direct examination of the assumptionthat a common representation underpins responses in both. Forthis purpose, we developed a cognitive model with a responsemechanism for both DCE and RSE based on latent Gaussian stimu-lus representations. This enabled us to compare a model versionthat featured one shared latent stimulus representation acrossDCE and RSE versus a model version which featured a separatelatent representation for DCE and RSE. Our results support theassumption that a single internal state supports both DCE andRSE responses, and also suggest that the DCE method might pro-vide more sensitive measurement of internal states than the RSEmethod.
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The role of decoy effects in nudging preferences for electric vehicles: A
novel approach to fuse preference data with and without eye-tracking

Eye-tracking data such as the gaze patterns reveal importantattention-related information about the evidence accumulationprocess in stated preference (SP) experiments but can only becollected in the lab with a relatively limited number of subjectsowing to time and resource constraints. On the other hand, theonline SP experiments offer a large sample size but at the expenseof eyemovement data. Extant literature uses online and lab-basedeye-tracking data in isolation. This study develops an approachto elicit consumer preference by jointly leveraging both datasetsand validatie it by collecting stated preferences of Singaporeanride-hailing drivers to rent electric vehicles in lab-based (N = 40)and online/street-intercept (N = 300) choice experiments. Thisstudy is relevant in the local context due to the very high cost ofvehicle ownership.To explore the general and accountable interactions betweendecoy effect strength, attention, and preference formation, animproved Multi-attribute Linear Ballistic Accumulator model con-cerning absolute attribute valuewith hierarchical structure (hence-forth, HA-MLBA) is adapted and calibrated using both lab-basedand online datasets. Specifically, the posterior distribution of HA-MLBA parameters estimated by lab-based data is considered asthe prior distribution for the corresponding parameters (includingprocess, alternative-specific parameters, and attribute-specificparameters) while estimating HA-MLBA using online data. To high-light the superiority of this data fusion method, in-sample andout-of-sample performances in fitting choice and response timedistribution of the HA-MLBA model with non-informative prior(baseline) and data-fusion prior (informative) are compared. Thisresearch demonstrates the presence of the decoy effects (similar-ity effect and Attraction Effect particularly) in the vehicle rentalmarket. With the increased online purchase of vehicle rentals,such context effects could be vital in nudging ride-hailing driversto adopt electric vehicles.
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Cube model: Predictions and account for best-worst choice situations
with three choice alternatives

The Cube model (Mallahi-Karai and Diederich, 2019) is a dynamic-stochastic approach for decision making situations including mul-tiple alternatives. The underlying model is a multivariate Wienerprocess with drift, and its dimension is related to the number ofalternatives in the choice set. Here we modify the model to ac-count for Best-Worst setting. The choices are made in a number ofepisodes allowing the alternatives to be ranked from best to worstor from worst to best. The model makes predictions with respectto choice probabilities and (mean) choice response times. Weshow how the model can be implemented using Markov chainsand test the model on data from (Hawkins et al., 2014b).
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Safe anytime live and leading interim meta-analysis

In this talk we introduce the Anytime Live and Leading Interim (ALL-IN) meta-analysis approach that allows experimenters to adap-tively design multi-lab replication experiments in a safe manner.In this context, safe refers to the fact that the procedure comeswith explicit guarantees regarding the tolerable type I error rate*during* data collection.This approach to meta-analysis is based on a so-called meta e-value that combines the currently available evidence across allstudies. At any moment in time, experimenters can safely consultthis meta e-value to decide whether it is worthwhile to (i) extendthe meta-analysis with another (replication) study, (ii) continuerecruiting participants in the currently active studies, or (iii) stopthe data collection of all studies, because the combined evidenceis already compelling. It is important to note, that despite thisdata-driven approach leading to interdependent studies, the sta-tistical inferences from ALL-IN meta-analyses remain valid.This is unfortunately not the case for conventional meta-analysesbased on p-values and confidence intervals, because, when usedadaptively, they over-inflate the type I error, thus, have a highchance of mistaking random noise for structural effects. Statis-tical reliable use of conventional methods, therefore, requiresexperimenters to confine themselves to rigid designs, in which ameta-analysis is only conducted retrospectively once all –eithertoo few, or too many– studies are completed.The ALL-IN procedure frees experimenters from the statisticalshackles imposed by conventional methods and empowers themwith a more flexible, efficient, and safe approach to conductingmeta-analyses.
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Robust Bayesian Meta-Regression: Publication bias adjusted moderator
analysis

Publication bias is a well-recognized threat to research synthe-sis. Although a variety of models have been proposed to adjustfor publication, no single model performs well across differentmeta-analytic conditions (Carter et al., 2019; Hong &amp; Reed,2021). One possible remedy to this problem lies in Bayesian modelaveraging with Robust Bayesian Meta-Analysis (RoBMA; Maier etal., 2022). RoBMA addressed publication bias by averaging over36 candidate models of the publication process and was shown toperform well under diverse conditions (Bartoš et al, 2022). In thistalk, we extend RoBMA to meta-regression settings. The newlyintroduced moderator analyses enable testing for the presenceas well as the absence of continuous and categorical moderatorsusing Bayes factors. This advances existing frequentist methodolo-gies by allowing researchers to also make claims about evidencefor the absence of a moderator (rather than the mere absenceof evidence as implied by a nonsignificant p-value). Furthermore,RoBMA’s meta-regression does not only model average over thedifferent publication process models, but also over the includedmoderators. Consequently, researchers can draw inferences abouteach moderator while accounting for the uncertainty in the re-maining moderators. We evaluate the performance of the devel-oped methodology in a simulation study and illustrate it with anexample.
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Temporal structure in sensorimotor variability is a reliable trait, but is
unrelated to attentional state measures

Behavioural performance shows substantial endogenous variabil-ity over time, regardless of the task at hand. This intra-individualvariability is a reliable marker of individual differences. Of growinginterest to psychologists is the realisation that variability is notfully random, but typically exhibits short- and longer-range tempo-ral structures. However, the measurement of temporal structurescome with several controversies, and their potential benefit forstudying individual differences in healthy and clinical populationsremains unclear. The interpretation of these structures is alsocontroversial. Behavioural variability is often implicitly associatedwith fluctuations in attentional focus, which also fluctuates overtime between on- and off-task (e.g., “I was performing poorlybecause my mind was wandering elsewhere”). However, empiri-cal evidence for this intuition is lacking. In the current research,we analyse the temporal structures in reaction (RT) series fromnew and archival datasets, using 11 different sensorimotor andcognitive tasks across 526 participants. We first investigate theintra-individual repeatability of the most common measures oftemporal structures. Secondly, we examine inter-individual dif-ferences in these measures using: 1) task performance assessedfrom the same data, 2) meta-cognitive ratings of on-taskness fromthought probes occasionally presented throughout the task, and3) self-assessed attention-deficit related traits. Across all datasets,autocorrelation at lag 1 and Power Spectra Density slope showedhigh intra-individual repeatability across sessions and correlatedwith task performance. The Detrended Fluctuation Analysis slopeshowed the same pattern, but less reliably. The long-term com-ponent (d) of the ARFIMA(1,d,1) model showed poor repeatabilityand no correlation to performance. Overall, these measures failedto show external validity when correlated with either mean subjec-tive attentional state or self-assessed traits between participants.Overall, temporal structures may be stable within individuals overtime, but their relationship with subjective state and trait mea-sures of attentional state remains elusive.
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g-distance: A new framework for comparison of model and human
heterogeneity

This work explores model adequacy as a function of heterogeneity,prediction and a priori likelihood. Models are often evaluatedwhen their behaviour is at its closest to a single group-averagedempirical result. This evaluation neglects the fact that both mod-els and humans are heterogeneous. Models’ and humans’ be-havioural repertoire is not restricted to a single unit of behaviourbut is composed of a range of distinguishable behaviours - ordinalpatterns. In this framework, we develop a measure, g-distance,that considers model adequacy to be the extent to which modelsexhibit a similar range of behaviours to the human behavioursit models. We then continue to apply this framework to modelsof an irrational learning effect, the inverse base-rate effect. Weinclude 6 models in our model comparison. In the process ofanalysing the human data, we show that the canonical averagedgroup-level empirical result hides theoretically important and ro-bust relationships between pairs of stimuli. These are amongstthe most commonly observed ordinal results on a subject level.Models are unable to accommodate these relationships. They allperform unanimously poorly in our benchmark. In addition, themodel that best accommodates human behaviour also predictsalmost all unobserved possible behaviours. We show that all mod-els unanimously predicted many more unobserved behavioursthan accommodated already observed behaviours. We discussthese sets of results in terms of how well they approximate hu-man behaviour in the inverse base-rate paradigm if most of thebehaviours they produce are not exhibited by humans. Finally, wepropose various new avenues for formal computational modellingby clearly defining a handful of scientific problems.
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Detecting multiple sequential decisions within a single trial using EEG

Simple decision processes can be regarded as one of the mostimportant building blocks of behavior. A decision process is heredefined as any cognitive process that develops over time and re-sults in a conceptual representation. This includes – but is notlimited to – a decision that results in the representation of a courseof action, a decision on the content of a perceptual object, anda decision on the meaning of a perceived word. Although cur-rent state-of-the-art evidence accumulation models (EAMs) areexcellent predictors of behavior that is determined by single de-cisions, they cannot be used to investigate multiple sequentialdecisions. It therefore remains unclear how latent decision pro-cesses influence subsequent cognitive processes and decisions,and ultimately overt behavior. This has resulted in a lack of under-standing of behavior that involves a sequence of decisions – whichis imperative, as this is a situation that occurs almost immediatelywhen addressing slightly more complex laboratory tasks, let alonewhen leaving the lab to investigate real-life situations.In this presentation, we discuss a novel approach in which we firstapply machine learning to discover sequential processing stagesin EEG data (called Hidden semi-Markov Modeling and Multivari-ate Pattern Analysis or HMP) and then characterize the durationeffects in such identified stages using EAMs. This approach leadsto a more fine-grained understanding of decision processes bydemarcating the relevant processing stage. Moreover, it allowsfor understanding multiple decision processes in a single trial thatare convoluted in behavior.
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When does evidence accumulation begin after a visual stimulus?
Evidence from neurocognitive modeling of EEG and behavior

Mypreviouswork has focused on the possibility that Event-RelatedPotentials (ERPs) recorded with electroencephalography (EEG) canreflect the beginning of evidence accumulation during speededdecision making. Specifically, N200 peak latencies, negative localpeaks in occipital-parietal electrodes around 180 ms, are thoughtto reflect this onset. I discuss why this matches convergent find-ings in the literature, and why evidence accumulation is not likelyto begin immediately after visual information reaches the occip-ital cortex in most decision-making tasks. I discuss our recentfindings on replication of this work with multiple new sources ofdata, including a preregistered data set. The replication work wasperformed with a number of analysis procedures, ranging from:basic regressions of N200 latency estimates compared to vari-ous Non-Decision Time (NDT) estimates, to fitting neurocognitivemodels that predict both choice-response times and single-trialN200 latencies. Multiple datasets were used to assess the theoryof N200 latencies reflecting evidence accumulation onsets. Theresults are presented in the context of the best modeling proce-dures that generate inference about the truth of N200 latencies,as judged in simulation. We use hierarchical Bayesian modeling,simulation-based Bayesian inference, and computational mod-els of ERPs. While little support was found for a 1 ms to 1 mscorrespondence between NDTs and N200 latencies, significantpositive relationships were found in most analysis procedures anddatasets. I discuss what this means for the theory of the beginningof evidence accumulation during visual tasks. I also discuss thefuture of understanding ERPs in terms of their computational rolein cognition.
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Untangling frequency and word type effects on lexical decision
processes

Many studies have reported that word frequency influences lan-guage processing. For example, the lexical decision (LD) - decidingwhether a character string is a word or not - becomes faster andmore accurate when word frequency is increased. Yet, our un-derstanding of the precise way continuous changes in frequencyimpact the different cognitive processes involved in reaching LDsremains limited. To address this, we conducted an EEG LD study inwhich we manipulated the continuous frequency of Dutch wordsand non-words (pseudo words and random character strings) andobserved the impact on the duration of LD processing stages usinga recent machine learning technique.To obtain frequency scores compatible with words and non-wordswe relied on Google result counts. The trial-level duration esti-mates of LD processing stages were recovered from EEG usinga combination of Hidden semi-Markov models and multivariatepattern recognition (Anderson et al., 2016, Psychol. Rev.). Theseduration estimates for each processing stage were then analyzedusing generalized additive mixed models. We included (potentiallynonlinear) effects of frequency and word type as predictors.Confirming previous research, we found evidence for six process-ing stages. For the first three processing stages (0-70, 70-150,150-240 ms) stage duration increased for more frequent stimuli.However, already in these earliest stages the effect of frequencydiffered slightly yet reliably between word types. For the last threeprocessing stages we observed more complex effects of frequencyand word type. In contrast to earlier findings, this suggests thatfrequency has an effect on virtually every process involved in LD,including the earliest ones likely related to visual processing andorthographic encoding.
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Linking stages of conflict-processing across behavioral and
electrophysiological data

In the arrow flanker task (Eriksen &amp; Eriksen, 1974), partici-pants have to respond to a central target stimulus while ignoringirrelevant flankers. Mathematical models of conflict processing inthe task assume that the response selection process is affectedby the processing of interfering flankers until those have beeninhibited. For example, the dual-stage two-phase (DSTP) modelassumes that attention is in a first stage evenly distributed acrossthe target and flanking stimuli and in the second stage focusedsolely on the target once irrelevant flankers have been inhibited.In contrast, the shrinking spotlight (SSP) model assumes that at-tention gradually shifts toward the target stimulus (White et al.,2011). Although both models capture main trends in behavioraldata, little is known about how they relate to electrophysiologicalcorrelates of conflict resolution and response selection such asthe stimulus-locked lateralized readiness potential (sLRP).Using data from 150 participants who completed an arrow flankertask while their EEG was recorded, we integrated parameters ofthe two mathematical models and electrophysiological correlatesof conflict resolution (sLRP peak latencies) in a multi-layer struc-tural equation model framework. Parameters of the mathematicalmodels and electrophysiological correlates of conflict resolutionwere meaningfully related to each other and demonstrated con-vergent validity. Both models produced comparable results, butthe DSTPmodel was found to be superior to the SSPmodel in map-ping to ERP measures that reflect sequential processing stages.The findings suggest that both models can help understand howindividuals resolve conflicting stimuli, and the DSTP model may bemore easily related to electrophysiological measures that capturesequential processing stages.
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Modulations of theta frequency for cognitive control in behavior and in
EEG

Neural oscillations at theta frequency (4-8 Hz) are thought to playan important role in guiding behaviour (Cavanagh &amp; Frank,2014), a phenomenon sometimes labeled as cognitive control. Inparticular, theta amplitude increases when an unexpected eventhappens or something goes wrong. However, the computationalrole of theta has remained unclear. We present a computationalmodel of how theta guides faster (gamma) frequencies, thus tosynchronize (functionally, attend to) specific neural modules. Inthis model, theta amplitude and theta frequency are two dimen-sions that can be controlled for optimal cognitive control.The model predicts that theta frequency decreases when a moredifficult task is upcoming, because slower waves allow more timefor competing representations to settle. This decreased frequencyshould be visible in both neurophysiology (measured via EEG) andbehavior (measured via accuracy). In line with model simulations,we find empirically in the EEG spectrum that a cue predictingan upcoming difficult (relative to easy) stimulus, leads to an de-creased theta frequency. Similarly, theta frequency measured atthe behavioral level is slowed down on such difficult stimuli. Thisresult demonstrates how different aspects of theta oscillations(amplitude and frequency) can be recruited for cognitive control,and how they can be manifested in EEG and behavior.
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Are you sure? Modelling Local Confidence of a Driver

When a person makes a decision, it is automatically accompaniedby a subjective probability judgment of the decision being correct,in other words, a (local) confidence judgment. Confidence judg-ments have among other things an effect on justifications of futuredecisions and behaviour. A better understanding of themetacogni-tive processes responsible for these confidence judgements couldimprove behaviour models. However, to date there is little to noapplied research done into confidence in dynamic environmentsas for example driving. Confidence judgments are mostly studiedin a fundamental manner, focusing on confidence in simplistic per-ceptual or preferential tasks. At the same time, cognitive modelsof decision making of drivers have not accounted for confidencejudgments yet. In this study, we made a first attempt of connect-ing these two fields of research by investigating the confidenceof human drivers in left-turn gap acceptance decisions in a driversimulator experiment (N = 17). The study aimed to, firstly, in-vestigate if confidence can be properly measured in a dynamictask. Secondly, it sought to establish the relationship betweenconfidence and the characteristics of a traffic situation, in thisstudy constituting the gap size described by the time to arrival ofand distance to oncoming traffic. Thirdly, we aimed to model thedynamics of the underlying cognitive process using the evidenceaccumulation approach. We found that self-reported confidencejudgements displayed a similar pattern as expected based on theearlier fundamental studies into confidence. Specifically, confi-dence increased with the gap size when participants decided toaccept the gap, and decreased with gap size when the gap wasrejected. Moreover, we found that confidence judgments can becaptured through an extended dynamic drift diffusion decisionmodel. In our model, the drift rate of the evidence accumulator aswell as the decision boundaries are functions of the dynamic per-ceptual information perceived by the decision-maker. The modelassumes that confidence ratings are based on the state of theaccumulator after post-decision evidence accumulation. Overall,the study confirms that principles known from the fundamentalresearch into confidence also hold for dynamic applied tasks.
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Magnitude-sensitive sequential sampling models of confidence

Magnitude-sensitivity refers to the effect that decisions betweentwo alternatives tend to be faster when the intensities of both al-ternatives (e.g., luminance, size, or preference) are increased evenif their difference is kept constant. Previous studies proposed sev-eral computational models to describe decision and response timedistributions in experimental paradigms with changes of stimulusmagnitude. However, with only responses and response times asdependent variables, there was a high degree of model mimicry.We suggest to include confidence judgments as an additional de-pendent variable in experiments and models. We present threeexperiments, two brightness discrimination tasks and a motiondiscrimination task, in which the intensities of both alternativeswere varied and confidence judgments were recorded. Undersome stimulus manipulations, confidence increased with stimulusmagnitude while accuracy remained constant. We generalizedseveral previously proposed dynamical models of confidence andresponse time to account for magnitude-sensitivity by addingintensity-dependent noise parameters. We fitted each modelto the data and compared models quantitatively. The intensity-dependent dynamicalweighted evidence, visibility and timemodel(iddWEVT) was best in fitting the joint distribution of responsetimes, choice and confidence judgments for the different experi-mental manipulations. Previous studies explained increasing con-fidence but constant accuracy with stimulus magnitude by a posi-tive evidence bias, i.e. for the computation of confidence, peoplemight rely only on the evidence supporting their decision andignore evidence for the alternative. However, sequential samplingmodels offer an alternative explanation for these effects by con-sidering the dynamics of a decision and by taking response timesinto account in the computation of confidence. We suggest thatidentification of computational models of decisionmaking but alsomodels of confidence can be improved by considering decisions,reaction times, and confidence at the same time.
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Evidence accumulation explains the duration of perceptual experience
and its associated confidence

Evidence accumulation is a fundamental process whereby noisysensory information is accumulated over time up to a threshold.Although numerous studies have explored the link between evi-dence accumulation and decision formation, its contribution toperceptual consciousness remains unclear. Here, we propose aleaky evidence accumulation model that accounts for qualitativeaspects of perceptual experience such as its perceived onset andduration, as well as confidence in perceptual judgments. Ourmodel assumes that the onset of perceptual experience (i.e., stim-ulus detection) is triggered by the crossing of a perceptual boundby the accumulation process. Crucially, we hypothesized that per-ceptual experience lasts as long as accumulated evidence remainsabove the threshold, and that confidence is read out from themaximum reached by accumulated evidence over time. We testedthese predictions in a pre-registered computational modellingstudy. Four healthy participants were asked to detect 3500 faceswith different intensities and durations and either report theirconfidence in having perceived a face or no face or reproduce theduration of their perceptual experience of a face. As predicted,participants detected better and faster stimuli with high intensityor longer physical durations. Similarly, faces presented at highintensity or long duration were perceived with longer subjectivedurations and higher confidence. We fitted our computationalmodel to response times and detection performance using theVariational Bayesian Monte Carlo toolbox. Using this model, wecould parsimoniously reproduce effects of stimulus intensity andduration on perceived duration and confidence better than withalternativemodels that were not based on leaky evidence accumu-lation. Together, these results support leaky evidence accumula-tion as a mechanism explaining stimulus detection, but also somephenomenal aspects of perceptual experience such as subjectiveduration and confidence.
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Computational models of decision confidence for uni- and
multi-dimensional perceptual decisions

Decision confidence plays a crucial role in humans’ capacity tomake adaptive decisions in a noisy perceptual world. Often, ourperceptual decisions, and the associated confidence judgements,require integrating sensory information from multiple modalities.Empirical investigation of the cognitive processes used for decisionconfidence under these conditions, however, has been severelylimited. To bridge this gap, in this study we investigated the com-putations used to generate confidence when a decision requiresintegrating sensory information from both vision and audition andthe extent to which these computations are the same when sen-sory information is solely visual or auditory. Participants (N = 10)completed three versions of a categorisation task with visual, au-ditory or audio-visual stimuli and made confidence judgementsabout their category decisions. In each version of the task, wevaried both evidence strength, (i.e., the strength of the evidencefor a particular category) and sensory uncertainty (i.e., the in-tensity of the sensory signal). We evaluated several classes ofmodels which formalise the mapping of evidence strength andsensory uncertainty to confidence in different ways: 1) unscaled ev-idence strength models, 2) scaled evidence strength models, and3) Bayesian models. Our model comparison approach therefore,provides a compelling specification of the class of algorithms usedfor decision confidence bothwhen a signal hasmultiple perceptualdimensions and a single perceptual dimension. Where the signalhad multiple perceptual dimensions, we were able to specificallyquantify how both evidence strength and sensory uncertainty areintegrated across modalities and the extent to which this inte-gration was biased towards a particular modality. Furthermore,by generating predictions from the unidimensional signals andcomparing these predictions to behaviour from the multidimen-sional signals, we determine the extent to which the computationsused for decision confidence directly generalise across differentdecisional contexts.
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Measures of metacognitive efficiency across cognitive models of
decision confidence

Meta-d’/d’ has become the quasi-gold standard to quantifymetacognitive efficiency in the field of metacognition researchbecause it has been assumed that meta-d’/d’ provides controlfor discrimination performance, discrimination criteria, and confi-dence criteria even without the explicit assumption of a specificgenerative model underlying confidence judgments. Here, I showthat only under a very specific generative models of confidence,meta-d’/d’ provides any control over discrimination performance,discrimination criteria and confidence criteria. Simulations using avariety of different generative models of confidence showed thatfor most generative models of confidence, there exists at leastsome combinations of parameters where meta-d’/d’ is affectedby discrimination performance, discrimination task criteria, andconfidence criteria. The single exception is a generative model ofconfidence according towhich the evidence underlying confidencejudgements is sampled independently from the evidence utilizedin discrimination decision process from a Gaussian distributiontruncated at the discrimination criterion. These simulations implythat previously reported associations with meta-d’/d’ do not nec-essarily reflect associations with metacognitive efficiency but canalso be caused by associations with discrimination performance,discrimination criterion, or confidence criteria. It is argued that de-cent measures of metacognition require explicit generative modelof confidence with decent fits to the empirical data.
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A pipeline for analyzing decision-making processes in a binary choice
task

In this study, we propose a roadmap for the analysis of variousfactors on cognitive models’ parameters and utilizing different cog-nitive models to better understand the human decision makingprocess in a binary choice task. Our experiment of a binary choicetask is a biased coin flip game, where users predict the outcome of150 trials of biased coin flips without knowing the coin’s bias. In aprevious study, we conducted a factorial ANOVA on the biased coinflip game to identify factors that significantly influence users’ deci-sion making strategies, such as Gender, Win rate visibility, and thecoin’s bias value. In this paper, we employed genetic algorithmsto identify cognitive models that fit users’ behaviors the best inspecific scenarios for each combination of the effective factors.Subsequently, we fitted linear models to examine the relationshipbetween the identified parameters and the influential factors. Byanalyzing and interpreting the coefficients of these linear mod-els, we aim to gain insights into how these factors affect users’decision making processes and understand human decision mak-ing better. Our proposed roadmap serves as a valuable resourcefor researchers aiming to interpret cognitive model parametersfor diverse user behaviors. By providing a systematic approachto investigating the relationships between influential factors andcognitive model parameters, this work provides a deeper under-standing of human decision making processes and baselines forfuture modeling approaches in this domain.
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A Straightforward Implementation of Sensorimotor Abstraction in a
Two-Layer Architecture for Dynamic Decision-Making

Cognitive and sensorimotor functions are usually assessed sepa-rately and therefore also modeled individually although they arestrongly intertwined. Oneway to link these two levels conceptuallyis sensorimotor abstraction. It is the simplification of complex sen-sorimotor experiences, and it might enable goal-directed planningin situations with high uncertainties. We propose a computationalmodel for dynamic decision-making that employs two distinctlayers, a (lower) sensorimotor control layer holding sub-symbolicinformation, and a (higher) cognitive control layer holding ab-stracted information as symbols. In this two-layer architectureinformation about action control is passed upwards in the hier-archy, abstracted, and used to generate explicit action intentionswhich are passed downwards again. The hierarchization of modelcomponents is intended to represent the different levels of regula-tory control (automated vs. fully conscious). We also use differentforms of modeling for the individual layers. We employ predictivecoding for sensorimotor and ACT-R for cognitive control. An agentequippedwith the two-layer architecture is situated in a grid worldand tasked to reach a finish line. However, the environment poseschallenges onmotor control by causing perturbations in the actionexecution of traversal reflecting varying uncertainty encounteredin the real world. Here we describe a straightforward approach tothe multi-layer architecture and relate it to the embodied cogni-tion perspective. We also discuss possible extensions that we planto introduce which depict fundamental cognitive functions suchas representing the visual environment in varying granularity.
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Comparing Classical and Quantum Probability Accounts of the
Interference Effect in Decision Making

Prior research has found interference effects (IEs) in decision mak-ing, which violate classical probability theory (CPT).We developed a model of IEs called the probability theory +noise (PTN) model and compare its predictions to an existingquantum model called the Belief-Action Entanglement (BAE)model. The PTN assumes that memory operates consistentlywith CPT, but noise in the retrieval process produces violationsof CPT. Using parameter space partitioning, we identified thatboth models can produce all qualitative patterns of IEs. Wefound that the BAE tends to produce IE distributions with alarger variance compared to the PTN. We also show that PTNpredicts a relationship we term the conditional attack probabilityequality (CAEP) which is violated in previously reporteddata. The CAEP holds for the PTN regardless of chosen parametervalues. However, the BAE is not constrained by theCAEP.
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Quantifying performance in magnitude comparison tasks using a
drift-diffusion model

We investigate the viability of the drift-diffusion framework toaccount for behaviour on magnitude comparison tasks. Data fromboth published studies onmagnitude comparison and a simulationare analysed to estimate the key drift-diffusion model parameters,using the EZ-diffusionmethod and HDDMpackage. All methods re-sulted in linearmappings between drift rate and difficulty (indexedusing 1 - smaller/larger), with an intercept that was consistentlyclose to zero for non-symbolic tasks. The EZ method was rapidand simple to apply, but subject to bias when using aggregatedata or when accuracy was very high. In contrast, the HDDM toolproduced results that were less biased, but individual differenceswere under-estimated. We conclude that application of param-eter estimation methods, particularly in research on individualdifferences, requires careful consideration of their limitations.
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Towards a Generalized Bayesian Model of Category Effects

An individual stimulus from a category is often judged to be closerto the center of that category than its true location. This effecthas been demonstrated across different domains of perceptionand cognition and has been explained by the Category AdjustmentModel (CAM; Huttenlocher et al., 2000), which posits that hu-mans optimally integrate noisy stimuli with prior knowledge tomaximize their average accuracy. Subsequent extensions to CAMhave been proposed to account for more complex category effects,such as when there is more than one category involved or whenprior knowledge involves multiple levels of abstraction. However,the question remains whether there exists an underlying generalframework for the way people perceive categories across differenttasks. To fill this gap, we propose a generalized Bayesian modelof category effects, called the generalized CAM model (g-CAM).We demonstrate that CAM and its previous extensions are specialcases of g-CAM, and that g-CAM can additionally capture novelexperimental effects involving atypical examples.
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Time pressure affects response precision but not psychological similarity
in inferences from multiple features

People excel in categorizations–even under time pressure. Weinvestigated how the human mind copes with time pressure dur-ing category inference by comparing three cognitive mechanismswithin a framework, in which inferences about new objects are in-formed by similar previous objects. Specifically, we testedwhethertime pressure causes people to focus their attention to fewer ob-ject features, to respond less precisely, or to simplify the similaritycomputation by counting the number of differing features be-tween objects but ignoring the precise feature value differences.To this end, we collected experimental data in the domains ofcategorization and similarity judgments and combined inferen-tial statistics and computational cognitive modeling within theexemplar-similarity framework. In the categorization experiment,participants (N = 61) solved a trial-by-trial supervised, binarycategory learning task without time pressure, followed by unsu-pervised transfer categorizations with individually-calibrated timepressure for half the participants (M = 902 ms). The experi-mental design was optimized in simulations to maximally discrimi-nate between the formal models in the transfer task. The resultsshow that participants categorized the transfer stimuli less con-sistently with than without time pressure. In turn, we found nocredible evidence that time pressure induced an attention focusor a simplified similarity. In the similarity judgment experiment,participants (N = 175) rated on a slider the similarity of vari-ous stimulus pairs once without time pressure and once with anindividually-calibrated time pressure, manipulated across partic-ipants to be either weak (N = 64,M = 2018 ms), medium(N = 55,M = 1225 ms), or strong (N = 56,M = 510 ms).The results corroborate those from the categorization experiment,strongly suggesting that time pressure lowers response precision.Participants’ similarity judgments got more variable with timepressure, plateauing at medium time pressure, with SDs being .13(no time pressure)< .17 (weak)< .19 (medium)= .18 (strong),signs denote statistical significance in a linear mixed model. Inturn, participants’mean similarity judgments for the stimulus pairsfollowed the same rank order across all experimental conditions.This strongly suggests that time pressure did not change partic-ipants’ similarity judgments qualitatively, as would be expectedfrom an attention focus or a simplified similarity. In sum, we foundthat cognitive load in similarity-based categorizations and judg-ments does not necessarily affect computational processes relatedto attention or psychological similarity, but rather the precisionwith which people translate their internal beliefs to manifest re-sponses.
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Coupled Hidden Markov models for Categorization

One intuition in the categorization literature is that how we assigna stimulus to a given category depends on the assignment of otherstimuli that we have encountered in the past. In other words, it isassumed that stimulus–stimulus interactions can affect categoriza-tion decisions. Nevertheless, categorization models typically avoidmodeling this feature by either considering the “true” categoryassignment for the stimulus, for a fixed experimental design, orby taking some function of a participants’ previous responses. Aconsequence of these assumptions is that learning about the as-sociations between a specific stimulus and the categories can onlyoccur on trials when that stimulus is presented. Coupled HiddenMarkov models (CHMM) allow stimulus-stimulus interactions incategorization to be modeled directly, so that association to cate-gories are continuously updated The key idea under this approachis that the category (state) that a given stimulus (chain) is assignedto on a trial is a function of its assignment on the previous trial andthe category that all other stimuli are inferred to be in. In otherwords, category assignments are updated continuously by a latentprocess based on participants’ trial-by-trial choices. We present aBayesian implementation of a CHMM on two classic categoriza-tion tasks: Lewandowsky’s (2011) replication of the Shepard et al.(1961) Type VI category structures, and the extension of this taskto ternary stimuli presented by Lee and Navarro (2002). We showthat the CHHM model allows us to obtain posterior inferencesabout the category assignment (state) of each stimulus at everytrial in the experiment.
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Towards unifying category learning, probability learning and risky
gambling using the CAL framework of rule and attention learning

Stimulus classification is an everyday feat (e.g., in medical diag-noses by differentiating ultrasound images). Category feedback,however, is often non-deterministic (e.g., by 25% chance untruea.k.a. probabilistic feedback) rendering experiences as somewhatunreliable, and the question is how humans (still) learn stimulus-category regularities. In probability learning and economic de-cisions, such as risky gambles, however, the question usually re-verses to why humans do not perfectly exploit regularities whencorrect categorization leads to reward (e.g., non-rational proba-bility matching; Feher da Silva, et al., 2017; Plonsky, Teodorescu,& Erev, 2015). Here, we address both questions in a domain-general framework formalizing how humans, in probabilistic tasks,learn sequential feedback regularities in parallel to visual categorystructures. We use our recently introduced Category AbstractionLearning (CAL) framework (Schlegelmilch, Wills, & von Helversen,2021), a connectionist category learning model able to extrapolateand contextually modulate simple rules. We implement the ideathat participants count the streak of common events (stimulus)to predict when rare events or violations of a learned rule willoccur (e.g., conditional hypotheses). We show that CAL’s learningmechanisms readily extend to the mentioned domains, predictingprobability matching in general based, but also the proportionof strategies often discussed as Win-Stay-Lose-Shift (WSLS), andmore recently studied sequential pattern learning (akin to gam-blers fallacy). CAL also provides an account of expectancy priors(see Koehler & James, 2014), proposing that they stem from anawareness that unobserved stimuli lead to unobserved outcomes(contrasting) which are continuously updated during experience-based decision making. We present CAL simulations and briefreanalyses of studies on risky gambles, probability learning andfear conditioning (e.g., Szollosi et al., 2022) showing CAL’s potentialto address long-standing questions regarding non-stationary ex-pectations of stimulus-outcome probabilities and risk preferencein terms of rule abstraction.
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Human category inference is mostly independent of the distribution of
features within categories

People habitually assign objects to categories based on the objects’features. In each category, the object features are distributed,meaning that they can vary and correlate across the categorymembers. Past research has found mixed evidence concerningthe extent to which people make use of the distribution of fea-tures in categories to categorize new objects. To investigate howwithin-category feature distributions affect people’s categoriza-tions, we collected and analyzed data from two categorizationexperiments. Participants classified geometrical figures with twofeatures in a trial-by-trial supervised, binary category learning task,followed by an unsupervised transfer task with new feature valuecombinations. In both experiments, the experimental designswere optimized to compare categorization models that either con-sider or ignore within-category feature distributions. Experiment1 used a high-variance category and a low-variance category, andthe transfer stimuli fell between the categories. In Experiment 2,both categories had a strong feature correlation, and the transferstimuli were located in the correlational direction of one categorybut closer to the members of the other category. Importantly,processing the within-category feature distributions affected howthe transfer stimuli would be classified. Our results show thatparticipants’ classifications of the transfer stimuli were in line withignoring the within-category feature distributions in both exper-iments. This means that participants (bothNs = 43) assignedthe transfer stimuli predominantly to the low-variance categoryin Experiment 1 (M = 71%) and to the closer category with anincongruent feature correlation in Experiment 2 (M = 88%).Computational cognitive modeling showed that the model whichignores within-category feature distributions described most par-ticipants in both experiments with strong evidence (n = 27 inthe variance experiment; n = 32 in the correlation experiment),suggesting that people mostly ignore the within-category featuredistributions when they categorize new objects. One reason forthese findings might be the computational costs involved in esti-mating the distribution of features in categories.
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To simulate or not: the mechanistic underpinnings of predicting the
decisions of other people

Sequential sampling models (SSM) assume that decisions for one-self are made by accumulating evidence for the available options,until the choice of one option has been triggered. As such, it seemsplausible that predicting the decisions of another individual couldbe achieved similarly, by simulating the other person’s evidenceaccumulation process with one’s own cognitive mechanisms – the‘simulation hypothesis’. Although SSMs have been successfullyused to describe predicted decisions of other agents, that in itselfis insufficient evidence in support of the simulation hypothesis.However, one concrete implication of the hypothesis is that, if peo-ple use their own mind to simulate and predict the decisions ofothers, then biasing an individual’s own decision-making processshould result in a corresponding bias when they make predictions.To test this, we first biased participants’ risk perception (n = 172)by adapting them to a high-risk/low-risk context when they madedecisions for themselves, and subsequently asked them to predictthe decisions of a risk-seeking and risk-averse (hypothetical) agentin a medium-risk context. On average, participants in the high-riskadaptation group predicted a more risk-accepting behaviour thanthose in the low-risk group, indicating that the predicted decisionswere made with participants’ own biased decision-making system- consistent with the simulation hypothesis. Surprisingly, this effectwas only present during prediction for the risk-averse, but not risk-seeking agent, suggesting that the mechanisms of prediction maydepend on the specific characteristics (e.g., similarity) of the otherperson. We also fit our data with a version of the drift diffusionmodel devised to account for risky decisions, to understand howthe seemingly different mechanisms of prediction across agentsare captured in the SSM framework.
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Do not make decisions on an empty stomach: the impact of hunger
state on attention and dietary choice processes

Hunger is a biological drive, with the function of motivating amechanism to eat to reach homeostasis. Hungry participantsare particularly likely to choose hedonic food options. Here weapply a version of a sequential sampling model to elucidate themechanisms underlying the hunger-driven impairment in healthydietary choice. We implemented a binary food choice task, inwhich two food images (representing tastiness of the option) andtheir respective Nutri-Score (representing healthiness of the op-tion) appeared on the screen. Participants completed the task ina hungry and a satiated state (within-subject design) while theireye-movements were being recorded. In line with our hypothesis,behavioral evidence demonstrated that participants were morelikely to choose tasty over healthy food items, and this differencewas amplified by hunger state.To identify hunger-driven effects on decision processes, we used anextension of the Drift DiffusionModel, the multi attribute-time de-pendent Drift Diffusion Model (mtDDM) (Sullivan & Huettel, 2021,Nat Hum Behav), which allows the options’ underlying attributes(here taste and health) to influence the decision process with dif-ferent latencies and different weights. Applying the mtDDM toour data, we found that in both conditions’ health latencies weresignificantly later than taste latencies and health weights weresignificantly lower than taste weights. When comparing condi-tions, there was no significant influence of hunger state on theattributes’ latencies. However, we found that health weights weresignificantly reduced in the hungry compared to the sated condi-tion, while taste weights were unaffected. This suggests that poordietary choices under hunger are driven primarily by an impair-ment in health consideration in the decision process.Notably, our modeling results also revealed that the mtDDM pre-dicts that more than 20% of the estimated responses are madefaster than the estimated latencies, that is, before any attribute in-formation comes into play. While the purpose of the mtDDM is topredict multi-attribute choice, we would argue that it may not besuited for tasks in which the underlying attributes are representeddistinctly. Further analyses of the eye-tracking data, combinedwith different implementations of dynamic process model of deci-sion making will extend our understanding of the effects of hungeron attentional dynamics and preference formation in dietary deci-sion making.
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A discrete mixture decision field theory model for capturing preference
and decision process heterogeneity in health choices.

Discrete choice experiments in healthcare typically include onlya small number of choice tasks for each participant to minimisethe burden on responders. The complexity of healthcare issuesmeans that choice tasks often include many attributes and/oralternatives. Consequently, individual-level models are not possi-ble. Differences in behaviour, preferences, and decision-makingprocesses must be captured with the use of more complex be-havioural models. The inclusion of sociodemographic parametersin the model aids the detection of deterministic heterogeneity,while stochastic heterogeneity is typically captured using randomparameters or latent class structures. However, neither of thesemethods are particularly well-suited to disentangling confoundingsources of heterogeneity, that is, to detect individuals who makedecisions in different ways separately from the identification ofdifferent preferences. In the current work, we address this issueusing a discrete mixture model. This model estimates probabilitiesfor each individual having particular tastes, and separately esti-mates probabilities of using different decision-making processes.In particular, we develop a discrete mixture decision field theory(DMDFT) model to capture preference heterogeneity through dif-ferent attribute importance parameters whilst accommodatingthe different processing speeds of decision-makers and propensi-ties to be subject to the similarity effect through different processparameters. We apply the model to datasets from discrete choiceexperiments on tobacco preferences. We demonstrate that (a)DMDFT models outperform latent class DFTs, providing clearerinsights on individual differences (b) the models outperform theircounterpart econometric choice models, and (c) the models findclear differences in the individuals’ decision-making processes aswell as preferences.
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Understanding the dynamics of serial dietary decisions through the lens
of sequential sampling modeling

Often in our lives, we need to take a series of sequential actionsrather than making a single, isolated decision. A typical everydayexample is to decide which and how many items we want to putin our shopping basket. Multiple previous studies have investi-gated the temporal dynamics of these sequential decisions usinga virtual shopping paradigm (Wolf et al., 2018, 2019; Xu et al., inpress). Specifically, these studies have examined the probabilityand speed of dietary decisions with various constraints but didnot further study the underlying cognitive mechanisms. Here,we show how a process model based on the sequential samplingmodeling framework can elucidate thosemechanisms and providea comprehensive account of the reported choice and responsetime (RT) patterns. In the virtual shopping paradigm, participantsdecided for sequentially encountered items whether or not to addthem into their shopping basket (“pick” or “leave”). The numberof food items that could be added to the basket was limited andmanipulated in one experiment. In some conditions, participantswere given the opportunity to defer the food item by placing it on awaiting list. Importantly, “pick” decisions tended to be longer than“leave” decisions, and this difference was most pronounced whenfewer food items could be selected. Decisions to wait were slowerthan both “pick” and “leave” decisions. On the inter-individuallevel, the RT difference between “pick” and “leave” decisions washigher for participants who rejected more options. We accountfor these choice and RT patterns using a new variant of the Feed-Forward Inhibition model (FFI) (Shadlen & Newsome, 2001) withthree separate accumulators for the decisions "leave", "pick", and"wait". The “leave” and “pick” accumulators, but not the “wait”accumulator, inhibit each other. Due to the limited basket space,we assume that participants have a default preference for leavingthe food item, which we implement by shifting the starting pointof the accumulation process in favor of “leave” vs. “pick” decisionsas a function of the basket size. Our simulations show that thismodel can account for the various choice and RT patterns in thevirtual shopping paradigm, including the RT difference in “leave”vs. “pick” decisions, the excessively long “wait” decisions, and thedependency of these differences on the basket size. In addition,when inspecting our simulations, we see that the drift rate of“pick”-choices is considerably higher than average, mimicking thefact that only high-value food items are chosen for the basket. Incontrast, the drift rate of “wait”-choices is only slightly above av-erage, suggesting that food items which are of a somewhat highervalue are put on the waiting list.
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Drift diffusion model-informed EEG and dynamical systems to uncover
the mechanisms of depressive thinking and decision making

Major depressive disorder is characterized by among others diffi-culty in letting go of negative and self-deprecating thoughts. Toallow for a deeper mechanistic understanding of rumination anddepression more generally, cognitive tasks and computationalmodeling play a major role. We have shown that thinking that isdifficult to disengage from, such as rumination, can be captured intasks that track spontaneous thinking. In fact, we demonstratedthat this sticky thinking is associated with increased alpha oscil-latory power. Moreover, using alpha power in the drift diffusionmodel shows that high alpha is associated with a lower drift rate,suggesting that sticky thinking disrupts the decision making pro-cess. Using a very different kind of modeling, a dynamical systemsanalysis shows that sticky and self-related thinking is more difficultto control.
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One does not simply correct for serial dependence

Serial dependence is present in most time series data sets col-lected in psychological research. This paper investigates the im-plications of various approaches for handling such serial depen-dence, when one is interested in the linear effect of a time-varyingcovariate on the time-varying criterion. Specifically, the serialdependence is either neglected, corrected for by specifying auto-correlated residuals, or modeled by including a lagged version ofthe criterion as an additional predictor. Using both empirical andsimulated data, we showcase that the obtained results dependconsiderably on which approach is selected. We discuss how thesedifferences can be explained by understanding the restrictions im-posed under the various approaches. Based on the insight thatall three approaches are restricted versions of an autoregressivedistributed lag model, we demonstrate that accessible statisticaltools, such as information criteria and likelihood ratio tests can beused to justify a chosen approach empirically.
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Sequential ANOVA: An Efficient Alternative to Fixed Sample Designs

The replication crisis has shown that researchers often collect insuf-ficient sample sizes for their studies or use questionable researchpractices such as data peeking. Sequential testing proceduresare one possible solution to these shortcomings. The SequentialProbability Ratio Tests (SPRTs) offer interesting possibilities withinFrequentist Statistics. Here, a likelihood ratio is calculated as a teststatistic, which can be computed continuously by adding new datapoints. After each iterative step of data collection, SPRTs decidewhether the evidence is sufficient to accept the null or alternativehypothesis or whethermore data points are needed. SPRTs controlfor alpha and beta error rates and require, as a test specification,a minimum expected effect size. We show in simulation studiesthat the one-way sequential ANOVA is very efficient compared toa classical fixed ANOVA. In 87% of the simulated cases, the sequen-tial samples are smaller than the fixed samples. On average, 56%of the data can be saved using the sequential design. However,sequential designs show biases in effect size estimation. Thus, wewant to discuss the benefits and limitations of sequential testing.The R package sprtt can be used to calculate sequential versionsof t-tests and one-way ANOVAs.
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Assessing goodness-of-fit of the queueing model of visual search to
accuracy data

The queueingmodel of visual search proposed by Li, Schlather, andErdfelder (in press) is a novel mathematical model that accountsfor both accuracy and response time in standard visual search withinterpretable parameters. One of the merits of the model is thatthe probabilities of correct and incorrect responses are specifiedas analytical functions of the experimental manipulations, namelythe set size (i.e., the number of stimuli in the display) and thepresence or absence of the target. As a result, the number ofmodel parameters remains constant even if the number of set sizelevels increases. However, its ability to incorporate quantitativefeatures of the experimental condition comes with the cost thattailor-made goodness of fit tests need to be developed. The appli-cation of a standard likelihood ratio test provides too conservativeresults because the model implies more restrictive patterns thanits number of free parameters suggests. In this presentation, Ishow that the distribution of the commonly used likelihood ratiostatistic under the null hypothesis cannot be approximated asymp-totically by the chi-square distribution with degrees of freedomthat equal the difference in the number of free parameters. I ex-plain the reasons in detail and compare alternative goodness-of-fitmeasures based on various approaches.
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Towards a formal approach for (negative) Delta-Plots

Delta-Plots (DPs) are valuable for analyzing reaction time (RT) ex-periments. They help to differentiate between various cognitivemodels and theories and to identify different mechanisms behindobserved effects, such as the Simon or Stroop effect.The conventional definition of DPs is based on empirical data (em-pirical DPs; e.g. Schwarz & Miller, 2012), which contrasts withother statistical definitions relying on population distributions orestimators of population properties. Moreover, the details of theestimation procedure, e.g. the number of bins, can affect theproperties of the estimates. While a definition using populationdistributions exists (distributional DPs; Speckman et al., 2008), itis less common. Nevertheless, we show that the distributionaldefinition in combination with psychological models poses someinteresting implications regarding, e.g., the monotonicity of DPs.Unfortunately, it is unclear how these two definitions relate for-mally, e.g. if empirical DPs can be considered an estimator ofdistributional DPs. Furthermore, both definitions only concernindividual DPs for single participants, but it is open how populationDPs should be defined. Consequently, the concept of a DP for aspecific task, such as the Simon or Stroop task, is not well-defined.To address some of these issues, we present an algorithm thatuses kernel-density estimations of the cumulative density func-tion (CDF) to estimate DPs. Our algorithm leverages the Newton-Raphson method to enable the computation of the empirical DPsat arbitrary RTs. By using a direct estimation of the CDF, ourmethod is closer to the formal definition of DPs based on pop-ulation distributions and allows for the computation of DPs atany RT. Hence, it offers new ways to generalize individual DPs topopulation DPs.We also discuss open questions regarding negative DPs (nDPs) forpopulation distributions and propose possible definitions of nDPsthat address these questions.
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Navigating cognitive parameter space

In fitting computational models to data, we represent the data(e.g. reaction time distributions) in terms of a small set of psy-chologically meaningful latent dimensions (e.g. parameters in anevidence accumulation model). Fitting a model to observed datathen involves finding a point in this "cognitive parameter space"that is likely to have generated the data. Typically that is where themechanistic explanation ends and we do not specify or, indeed,ask how an agent ended up at that point. The (often implicit)assumption is that agents try to maximise some objective func-tion through some optimisation process (e.g. gradient descent).However, we rarely take the agent’s perspective and consider theinformation and cognitive mechanisms available to conduct theirsearch through the parameter space. This search is subject to sev-eral constraints. Sampling the objective is necessarily serial, localand time-consuming: objective estimates at a given location arelikely to be uncertain and the agent may need several interactionswith the environment to reduce this uncertainty. In light of theseconstraints, we explore a cognitively more plausible (i.e. minimal)search strategy. This strategy is based on local sampling of anobjective function and making ordinal comparisons with only themost recently visited location in the parameter space. We reportsimulation results for the behaviour of this algorithm for optimis-ing and satisficing agents, under a range of boundary conditions(e.g. noise in the objective estimates and the granularity withwhich objective comparisons can be made). Our overall argumentis that identifying the information and mechanisms available toagents for navigating the cognitive parameter space is critical forunderstanding variation in cognition and behaviour over time, be-tween different environmental conditions and between differentpopulations or individuals.
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Measurement of memory

For over 70 years, recognition memory has been modelled usingsignal detection theory. An unsolved problem with this approachis that the shapes of the distributions of memory strength for stud-ied and unstudied items are unknown. Although they are oftenassumed to be Gaussian, with different location and scale param-eters, such models often fail to fit observed data. This has had theeffect of sustaining the viability of alternative approaches such asdiscrete state models, mixture models, and hybrid dual processmodels. However, it is now possible to estimate the shapes of theproposed memory strength distributions using the monotonic lin-ear regression algorithm developed by Dunn and Anderson (underreview). We describe this algorithm, show how it can recover therelevant distribution shapes under the signal detectionmodel, andshow that it fails to do so under alternative models. We apply it todata from three item recognition experiments. Each experimentused the same set of stimuli and varied the number of study pre-sentations (1, 2, or 4) and the nature of the study item or the studytask: visual vs. auditory presentation (Experiment 1), read vs. gen-erate task (Experiment 2), and focused vs. divided attention task(Experiment 3). While the results confirm the predictions of thesignal detection model, the recovered distributions deviate fromthe Gaussian. Furthermore, we show that the regression weightassociated with each condition can be interpreted as a measure ofmemory strength for that condition, replacing traditional indicessuch as d-prime.
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ROC Asymmetry and the Target-Probe Invariance Assumption in
Recognition Memory

When modeling recognition-memory judgments, it is typicallyassumed that requesting participants to judge whether a giventest item is ‘old’ is mnemonically equivalent to asking whetherthat very same item is ‘new’—an assumption denoted as target-probe invariance. Contrary to this notion, results we recentlyobtained by means of a detection-plus-identification tasks (Meyer-Grant & Klauer, 2023, Memory & Cognition) seem to suggest thatthe mnemonic information available to a decision maker in factchanges depending on the status of the target being probed (i.e.,that target-probe invariance is actually violated). For example,one of the key observations was an impairment of identificationperformance when new items instead of old items were definedas targets to be detected and identified. As a side-effect of thisfinding, an important earlier test of receiver operating characteris-tic (ROC) asymmetry may be questioned inasmuch as a violation oftarget-probe invariance provides an alternative interpretation ofeffects observed with this test. Interestingly, however, assuming acontamination of identification responses with occasional guess-ing in trials where no target is detected allows one to accountfor the observed difference in identification performance whileretaining the target-probe invariance assumption. To enable amore conclusive resolution of this issue, we conducted furtheranalyses of our previously published data and a new experimentthat comprised no target-absent trials. Overall, the results indicatethat identification responses in our original studymay indeed havebeen contaminated by occasional guessing, thus rehabilitating thetarget-probe invariance assumption as well as the previous test ofROC asymmetry. This highlights the importance of carefully consid-ering the experiment model in addition to the theoretical modelwhen conducting critical tests that are motivated by mathematicalmodels of cognitive processes.
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Improving Memory Search through Model-Based Cue Selection

We often use cues from our environment when we get stucksearching our memories, but prior research in memory searchhas not observed a facilitative effect when providing cues after re-call ended. What accounts for this discrepancy? We propose thatthe content of the cues critically determines their effectivenessand sought to select the right cues by building a computationalmodel of how memory search is affected by cue presentation (in aprocess we refer to as cued memory search). We hypothesize thatcuedmemory search consists of (1) a basic memory search process,identical to memory search without external cues as captured bythe existing Context Maintenance and Retrieval model (CMR), and(2) an additional process in which a cue’s context influences one’sinternal mental context. Formulated this way, our model (withparameters pre-determined from a group of participants) was ableto predict in real-time (over a new group of participants) whichcues would improve memory search performance. Participants(N = 195 young adults) recalled significantly more items on trialswhere our model’s best (vs. worst) cue was presented. Our formalmodel of cued memory search provides an account of why somecues are better at aiding recall: Effective cues are those most simi-lar to the remaining items, as they facilitate recall by tapping intoand reactivating an unsearched area of memory. We discuss ourcontributions in relation to prominent theories about the effectof external cues.
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Retrieving dynamically and effectively from memory (D-REM): A
recognition memory model with dynamic decision making mechanism

The recognition memory models explain the processes of repre-sentation, encoding, and retrieval of items, andmake performancepredictions. These models are mostly based on the basic stages offamiliarity calculation for a probe and a recognition decision basedon a threshold value for endorsement of the probe. However, thecourse of decision making during recognition has been widelyignored in the recognition modeling literature. The research hasmostly focused on explaining accuracy data but ignored the re-sponse time (RT) findings until the advent of dynamic recognitionmemory models (e.g. Cox & Shiffrin, 2012, 2017; Diller et al., 2001;Malmberg, 2008; Hockley & Murdock, 1987; Osth, Jansson, Den-nis, & Heathcote, 2018). In recent years, dynamic recognitionmodeling research achieved promising results to account for themajor findings on RT data. In the current study, we have beendeveloping a novel dynamic version of Retrieving Effectively fromMemory (REM, Shiffrin & Steyvers, 1997), which is one of the ma-jor recognition models. The model, called Retrieving Dynamicallyand Effectively from Memory (D-REM), incorporates the represen-tation, encoding and likelihood calculation mechanisms of REMwhile including a dynamic decision making process based on se-quential sampling. D-REM assumes that items are represented asvectors of item features. According to REM, encoding is a stochas-tic process with errors. Retrieval is made by comparisons betweenthe test item and the memory traces, and the recognition decisionis made by the likelihood calculation based on these comparisons.During retrieval, the features of the memory traces gradually en-ter into the buffer system in which the likelihood calculations aremade. Thus, the evidence as to whether the probe is old or newaccumulates in time towards the decision boundaries. The accu-mulation of evidence continues until it reaches one of the “yes”or “no” decision boundaries. The memory is updated accordingto the recognition decision. With this mechanism, D-REM pro-poses a novel account for the course of decision making duringrecognition. Including a time-varying boundary mechanism and astarting point parameter, the model aims to be the most extensivedynamic model in the REM framework. Examination of alterna-tive variants of the model with differing drift rate and boundarymechanisms will provide further evidence on the time-course ofevidence accumulation and response caution during a decision.We will present the simulations for standard yes-no recognitiontask and recognition with response deadline procedure via thepreliminary variants of D-REM model. The model will be revisedand improved according to the comparisons between alternativevariants.
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Order-Constrained Models of Memory

Hypotheses in free recall experiments often predict a greater av-erage recall for one type of stimuli compared to another type. Afrequent assumption – often implicit in statistical tests of thesehypotheses – is that item recall is normally distributed. However,this assumption can be problematic in the domain of memory. Ad-ditionally, common statistical testing methods for testing theoriescan be blunt instruments. Researchers may be interested in morenuanced hypotheses that are cumbersome to test with traditionalmethods. For example, ideal theories might even make granularpredictions about the memorability of each studied item, includ-ing that certain individual items are equally memorable. Here,we propose order-constrained models for recall data as a fruitfulmethod of analysis that allows researchers to formulate, and test,nuanced and fine-grained hypotheses about recall. We illustratethe benefits of order-constrained modeling by re-analyzing datafrom a pre-registered experiment on the memorability of super-natural, bizarre, and natural concepts. We formulate and test aseries of plausible and nuanced hypotheses. Order-constrained in-ference reveals differences in evidential support between differentpossible mathematical formulations of a single verbal theory.
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MathPsych/EMPG poster abstracts

Type I error rates for ANOVA, GLM, and GLMM for binary outcomes
when simulating from binomial logistic model and Ratcliff diffusion
model

Logistic regression models are often recommended for analysingbinary response variables, such as accuracy, that commonly arisein psychological research designs. One of the main reasons forthis recommendation are simulation studies showing that bino-mial logistic models outperform ordinary ANOVA models whensimulating from a binomial logistic model. However, such a sim-ulation setup is at risk of circularity as the logistic model is boththe data generating and winning candidate model. To overcomethis limitation, we compared different candidate models whensimulating from two data generating models – a binomial logis-tic model and the Ratcliff diffusion model. For each simulationstudy, we simulated a two-group between-participants designwith 30 participants per condition. We also varied the numberof observations per simulated participant, either 1 observation or100 observations. We then compared the type I error rates (i.e.,the proportion of false positive errors) from three popular candi-date methods, linear regression (ANOVA), generalised binomiallogistic regression (GLM), and generalised binomial logistic mixedmodels (GLMM).Our results suggested that ANOVA shows the best performance interms of type I errors across different simulation setups and datagenerated by both logistic and diffusion models. For the GLM, thetype I error rate was around 0.05 only for 1 observation per par-ticipant and severely anti-conservative (i.e., too high type I error)for 100 observations. GLMM yielded an acceptable type I errorrate with 100 observations per participant but varied amountsof type I errors dependent on the data generation models with1 observation per participant. When simulating from the logisticmodel GLMM produced acceptable type I error rates but too hightype I error rates when simulating from the diffusion model. Ad-ditionally, the type I errors from GLMM with 1 observation perparticipant increased as the overall performance level approachedthe boundary of the parameter space. Overall, our results suggestthat in terms of type I error rates, ANOVA generally perform betterthan logistic models in most cases and the performance of logisticmodels depend exactly on the simulation setup.
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Contiguity Effect Is Asymmetric Across Pairs, How About Within?

In the memory literature, paired associates and list recall havebeen studied separately. Recall probabilities of forward and back-ward recalls have been found approximately equal in paired as-sociates. Whereas in free recall, subjects tend to successivelyrecall words studied in nearby positions, denoted as the conti-guity effect, favoring the following word over the preceding one.Temporal Context Model (TCM) proposes that items studied innearby positions have similar study contexts and recalling an itemactivates its context along with its neighbors’ which results inthe contiguity effect and forward asymmetry. Kılıç et. al. (2013)developed a probed recall task to test the contiguity effect byinterrupting the linearity of the experimental procedure. In thecurrent study, we employed their probed recall task on the pairedassociates where participants studied multiple lists of pairs. Attest, they were given a pair to recognize and required to go backto the list that the member was presented in and recall anotherword from the list. Conditional response probability (CRP) curvesindicated both within and between list contiguity with the forwardasymmetry, however a symmetric retrieval was observed in pairedassociates. These two patterns of recall data from the probedrecall task are in line with the previous findings in the literature ofpaired associates and list recall patterns which fits the contextualcoding mechanism of TCM.
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Estimating multilevel signal detection theory models using maximum
likelihood

Signal detection theory (SDT) is one of the most influential model-ing frameworks in psychological research. One of its main contri-butions is the possibility to disentangle two central componentsin decisions under uncertainty: sensitivity, the ability to differenti-ate between signal and noise, and response bias, a tendency tofavor one decision over the other. When applying such models tocommon psychological data comprising multiple trials of multipleparticipants, multilevel modeling is considered the state-of-the-art in psychological research. While the estimation of non-linearmultilevel models such as SDTmodels is usually done in a Bayesianframework, this is not necessary to benefit from the advantages ofthis modeling approach: Multilevel SDT models can, in principle,also be fitted using maximum likelihood (ML) – although this israrely done in practice, presumably due to the lack of appropriatesoftware for doing so. We present our work on an R package thatis aimed at supporting the straightforward application of this ap-proach for researchers applying SDT. To fit multilevel SDT modelsusing ML, we exploit the equivalence of SDT models and a sub-class of generalized linear models (GLMs; DeCarlo, 1998). GLMscan easily be extended to multilevel models by including randomeffects in the model, yielding generalized linear mixed models(GLMMs). Thereby, multilevel SDT models can be fitted with MLby using commonly-known software packages for fitting GLMMs.Our R package allows one to fit different variants of multilevel SDTmodels with sensitivity and response bias parameters that canvary according to user-specified predictor variables and differentsources of random variation. It "translates" the given SDT modelto a GLMM, selects an appropriate random-effects structure, esti-mates the parameters, and transforms the parameter estimatesfor both population and subject level back to the SDT framework.In addition, likelihood ratio tests for given predictors can be calcu-lated. We demonstrate the validity of our implementation throughsimulation studies.
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Cross-modal matching and internal references

’Make the light as bright as the sound is loud.’ This is a typicalinstruction in experiments dealing with the cross-modal matchingof stimuli. According to Luce’s (Luce, Steingrimsson, & Narens,2010) theory of global psychophysics, in such a cross-modal taskthe perceived stimulus intensities are judged against respondent-generated internal reference intensities, all represented on acommon psychological scale. Heller (2021) generalizes Luce’stheory by distinguishing the internal references with respect totheir role in the experimental setup, that is, whether they pertainto the standard or to the variable stimulus in the matching task.By testing Heller’s generalization of Luce’s theory of globalpsychophysics on cross-modal data, the present study aimsat thoroughly investigating the role-sensitivity of the internalreference intensities. For achieving this, it replicates a classicalexperiment by Stevens and Marks (1965), who made participantsadjust the brightness of a light to the perceived loudness of anoise sound and vice versa. This allows for complementing thetraditional group-level analysis by evaluating the data at theindividual level, and for fitting the global psychophysical model tothe data in a cognitive modeling approach. We find that on theindividual level, the cross-modal matching curves differ in slope,and show a regression effect as reported in the classical literature.This implies role-dependent reference intensities as suggested byHeller’s model. In order to experimentally manipulate the internalreferences’ role-(in)dependence, an alternative psychophysicalmethod is discussed. Using an adaptive staircase procedurewithin the method of constant stimuli, and if instructed to choosethe more intense stimulus, the subject is not aware which of thestimuli is the standard and which the variable stimulus. Underthese conditions the internal references are expected to berole-independent, and the regression effect should vanish.
Heller, J. (2021). Internal references in cross-modal judg-ments: A global psychophysical perspective. Psychological Review,128(3), 509–524. https://doi.org/10.1037/rev0000280Luce, R. D., Steingrimsson, R., & Narens, L. (2010). Are psychophys-ical scales of intensities the same or different when stimulivary on other dimensions? Theory with experiments varyingloudness and pitch. Psychological Review, 117(4), 1247–1258.https://doi.org/10.1037/a0020174Stevens, J. C., & Marks, L. E. (1965). Cross-modality matching ofbrightness and loudness. Proceedings of the National Academy ofSciences of the United States of America, 54(2), 407.
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Quantitatively fitting the Autocorrelated Bayesian Sampler to accuracy
and response time data

The Autocorrelated Bayesian Sampler (ABS, Zhu et al., 2021) is asequential sampling model that assumes people draw autocor-related samples from memory of hypotheses according to theirposterior beliefs, producing choices, response times, confidencejudgments, estimates, confidence intervals, and probability judg-ments. Decisional evidence accumulation times are exponentiallydistributed and samples are aggregated until those in favour ofone response category exceed those in favour of the other, thenthe favoured option is chosen. While this mechanism qualitativelyaccounts for a range of effects of accuracy and response time(e.g., fast and slow errors), it has never been quantitively evalu-ated. Therefore, we compared the ABS with the well-establishedand widely-used Drift Diffusion Model (DDM, Ratcliff, 1978; Rat-cliff & McKoon, 2008; Ratcliff & Rouder, 1998) to investigate thestrengths and limitations of the ABS. We fit both models to thedata from Murphy et al.’s (2014) research, a random dot motiontask, using a Bayesian formof quantilemaximum likelihood (Heath-cote et al., 2002) to evaluate how well the models account for thedata. Comparing the two models will illustrate how differencesin their assumptions and approaches affect their performance indifferent scenarios, and point to what is necessary to make theABS competitive with the best models of accuracy and responsetimes.
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Markov-switching models enable precise recovery of cognitive events
from trial-level pupil dilation time courses

Pupil dilation time courses are assumed to be a slow and indirectreflection of the latent cognitive events involved in task perfor-mance. Additive models of pupil dilation can be used to recoverthese events through deconvolution, promising a more precisestudy of cognitive processes. To this end, the conventional de-convolution method assumes that cognitive events all trigger adelayed pupil response. The weighted sum of these individualresponses is then believed to be reflected in the pupil dilationtime course.Importantly, the conventional method typically assumes the sameshape for the pupil responses elicited by all events. Additionally,the method is usually applied to averaged time courses. Thus,it neglects the possibility that the timing between events andthe shape of the response differs not just between subjects butalso between trials and even different cognitive events. How-ever, accounting for trial and event-level variability is crucial toachieve precise recovery of latent events and thereby a detailedunderstanding of cognitive processing. Moreover, accounting fortrial-level variability is necessary when investigating how trial-levelpredictors (e.g., continuous word frequency) influence cognitiveprocesses involved in task performance.To ensure a precise recovery of latent cognitive events, we proposean extendedmodel that combines generalized additivemixedmod-els with Hidden semi-Markov models. We will show that despitethe added complexity the model recovers parameters accuratelyand that the risk of overfitting is minimized through efficient andautomatic regularization. Finally, we will apply this model to datafrom a lexical decision experiment in which participants processedwords and two types of non-words which differed in their fre-quency (approximated with Google result counts), to investigatethe cognitive events involved in lexical decisions and how they areaffected by word type and frequency manipulations.
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Bayesian-frequentist p-values: The best of both worlds

Currently, researchers need to choose between one of two dif-ferent statistical frameworks, a frequentist or Bayesian approach.Frequentist inference – null hypothesis significance testing – is thede-facto standard. It is computationally relatively cheap and com-paratively convenient as it does not require the researcher to spec-ify a prior on the effect to be tested. Bayesian inference is becom-ing increasingly popular, in large parts due to easy-to-use softwaresuch as brms that make it easy to estimate complex models withlittle programming. In contrast, where Bayesian estimation is con-venient even for quite complex models, Bayesian testing via Bayesfactors is computationally expensive and rather cumbersome asit requires the specification of a prior that can largely influenceresults. We evaluate a compromised approach that combinesBayesian estimation with frequentist testing: Bayesian-frequentistp-values, where Bayesian model estimation is combined with fre-quentist Wald-based p-values. To assess this combination, we ex-amine the type I error rates of Bayesian-frequentist p-values acrossthree different settings: regular analysis of variance (ANOVA), lo-gistic regression, and logistic mixed-model designs. Our resultsshowed that Bayesian models with improper flat priors producednominal type I error rates mirroring the behaviour of frequentistmodels across all designs. However, non-zero-centred priors re-sulted in too high (i.e., anti-conservative) rates of type I errorsand zero-centred models produced low (i.e., conservative) ratesof type I error, with the degree of conservativity depending on thewidth of the prior. Overall, our results indicate that frequentisttesting can be combined with Bayesian estimation if the prior isrelatively non-informative. Bayesian-frequentist p-values offer anattractive alternative to researchers, combining the ease of fre-quentist testing with the convenience and flexibility of Bayesianestimation.
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On the consistency and relative efficiency of a generalized
Robbins-Monro process for threshold estimation

In classical psychophysics, the study of threshold and underlyingrepresentations is of theoretical interest, and the relevant issue offinding the stimulus (intensity) corresponding to a certain thresh-old level is an important topic. In the literature, researchers havedeveloped various adaptive (also known as ‘up-down’) methods,including the fixed step-size and variable step-size methods, forthe estimation of threshold. A common feature of this family ofmethods is that the stimulus to be assigned to the current trial de-pends upon the participant’s response in the previous trial(s), andvery often a Yes-No response format is adopted. A well-knownearlier work of the variable step-size adaptive methods is theRobbins-Monro process. However, previous studies have paidlittle attention to other facets of response variables (in additionto the Yes-No response variable) that could be embedded in theRobbins-Monro process. This study concerns a generalization ofthe Robbins-Monro process by incorporating other response vari-ables, such as response confidence, into the process. We firstprove the consistency of the generalized method and explore pos-sible requirements, under which the proposed method achieves(at least) the same efficiency as the original method does. Wethen conduct a Monte Carlo simulation study to explore somefinite-sample properties of the estimator obtained from the gen-eralized method, and compare its performance with the originalmethod.
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Can self-generated choice options result in reduced choice satisfaction?

Making decisions often requires generating a list of candidatechoices from memory and considering the value of the generatedcandidates before making a decision. That posits a dilemma: atwhich point should we stop generating candidates and choosefrom the current options? Models of multiattribute choice sug-gest that more extended evidence accumulation will result in lessnoisy evidence, and, as a result, the value assigned to candidatechoices should more closely resemble one’s true preferences. Thisaccount would predict that longer intervals of generating candi-date choices should result in higher satisfaction with one’s choices.However, research in consumer Psychology has highlighted that,in many cases, having access to more options can be detrimentalfor choice satisfaction (Scheibehenne et al., 2006). Therefore, itis plausible that considering more candidates when generatingpotential choices can result in lower choice satisfaction. Here, weperform the first systematic analysis of choice candidate gener-ation and resulting choice satisfaction. We first investigate therelationship between the number of candidates produced beforedeciding on the resulting choice satisfaction, expecting that peo-ple who list more options end up less satisfied with their choice.In a second experiment, we will further explore this effect by ma-nipulating the number of candidate options participants generatebefore deciding. Finally, we will extend current models of choice(Bhatia et al., 2021) to build a model that can produce diminishedchoice satisfaction with larger numbers of candidate options. Ourapproach rests on the idea that longer consideration durationincreases the likelihood of more heterogenous candidates, mak-ing comparing and evaluating these candidates more complex.Our approach combines current models of memory search withdecision-making and choice satisfaction allowing us to shed lighton the processes that govern everyday decision-making.
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Towards utilizing evidence accumulation models in applied settings –
using informative prior distributions to decrease sample size demands

A hurdle preventing Evidence Accumulation Models (EAMs) fromwide utilization in applied settings, where individuals cannot (orwill not) provide many repeated decisions, is their sample sizedemands. In this project, we investigated whether Bayesian hier-archical modeling approaches offer a solution: We hypothesizedthat informative prior distributions decrease these sample sizedemands to numbers that are obtainable in practice. Througha simulation study and a reanalysis of experimental data, we ex-plored the lower limit on the sample size to still reliably estimateindividual participants’ data-generating parameters.In the simulation study, we first compared the effects of varioussample sizes and types of prior distributions (uninformative prior;informative and accurate prior; informative but inaccurate prior)on the estimation of parameters for Diffusion Decision Models(DDMs), a class of EAMs. Results revealed that several DDM pa-rameters can be recovered with sample sizes as small as 10, if theprior is correct and informative. However, especially for very smallsample sizes, the type of prior distributionwas critically important.Subsequently, we assessed the effect of sample size on parameterrecovery under more realistic circumstances by reanalyzing datafrom a driving experiment. We tested how well parameters canbe recovered based only on a few observations from a single par-ticipant if data of the remaining participants provide informativeprior distributions. For most assessed DDM parameters (drift rate,boundary separation, and bias, but not non-decision time), weachieved satisfactory levels of parameter recovery with 20 obser-vations. Additionally, we confirmed that we meaningfully updatedthe prior distributions towards the ground truth by including these20 observations.This work opens the door for reliable estimation of decision-making processes under real-life circumstances (e.g., when in-dividuals cannot provide many repeated decisions; or when weare interested in real-time estimation of parameter fluctuationsto monitor changes in people’s mental states).
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The Effects of Non-Diagnostic Information on Confidence and Decision
Making.

Many decision-making tasks are characterized by a combination ofdiagnostic and non-diagnostic information, yet models of respond-ing and confidence almost exclusively focus on the contributionof diagnostic information (e.g., evidence associated with stim-ulus discriminability), largely ignoring the contribution of non-diagnostic information. An exception, Baranski and Petrusic’s(1998) doubt-scaling model, predicts a negative relationship be-tween non-diagnostic information and confidence, and betweennon-diagnostic information and accuracy. In two perceptual-choice tasks, we tested the effects of manipulating non-diagnosticinformation on confidence, accuracy, and reaction time (RT).In Experiment 1 (N=56), participants viewed a dynamic grid consist-ing of flashing blue, orange andwhite pixels and indicatedwhetherthe stimulus was predominantly blue or orange (using a responsescale ranging from low confidence blue to high confidence orange),with the white pixels constituting non-diagnostic information. In-creasing non-diagnostic information reduced both confidence andaccuracy, generally slowed RTs, and led to an increase in the speedof errors. Experiment 2 (N = 20) was a near exact replicationof Experiment 1, however this time participants were not askedto provide a confidence rating. This was to determine whetherasking participants to make a decision and provide a confidencerating simultaneously influenced choosing behaviour. Like the firstexperiment, Experiment 2 found that increasing non-diagnosticinformation reduced both accuracy and generally slowed RTs (withan increase in the speed of errors), providing further support forthe doubt-scaling model of confidence.
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Exploring the Feasibility of Across-Trial Variability in Boundary
Separation

The Diffusion Decision Model (DDM) is an effective tool for study-ing human decision-making across various domains (Krajbich,2019; Ratcliff et al., 2016). In practice, including across-trial vari-ability parameters allows the model to account for a variety of be-havioral patterns, including fast errors, slow errors, and crossovereffects (Ratcliff & Rouder, 1998; Ratcliff & Tuerlinckx, 2002; VanZandt & Ratcliff, 1995). In this study, we are interested in using theDDM to fit data frommany participants but with few observationsper participant. By doing so, the across-trial variability parametersin the original model then become across-trial participant param-eters. Though typically, across-trial variability has been estimatedfor the drift rate (sv), starting point (sz), and non-decision time (st)parameters (Boehm et al., 2018; Ratcliff & Childers, 2015; Ratcliff& Tuerlinckx, 2002). However, we know different participantshave different boundary separation parameter values. To accountfor that, we modify the DDM to include across-trial variability inboundary separation (sa). Through simulation, we demonstratethat across-trial variability in boundary separation can producedistinct patterns, including fast errors, a reduction in the fastestresponse quantiles, and an increase in the slowest response quan-tiles. We next demonstrate the parameter’s identifiability by suc-cessfully recovering across-trial variability in boundary separationfor an extensive set of parameters. Ultimately, this study providesinitial support for the feasibility of using across-trial variability inboundary separation to examine group-level parameters using afew observations per participant.
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Comparing Amortized to MCMC-based Bayesian Inference for Cognitive
Models of the Stop-Signal Paradigm

Amortized Bayesian Inference (ABI) is an emerging technique thatimproves on the ideas of approximate Bayesian computation byintegrating non-parametric model learning via deep learning, onlyrequiring a data-generative model.This makes it a promising approach for cognitive modelling wheremore complexmodels often lack algebraic solutions to enable stan-dardMarkov-chainMonte Carlo (MCMC) approaches to parameterestimation. However, while simulation studies show promisingconvergence for cognitive models with ABI, it is not clear whichconditions are needed to ensure its usefulness. Furthermore, it isoften not clear if marginal and joint posterior estimates are truereflections of Bayesian inference for complex statistical models.The presented research investigates how ABI compares to MCMC-based methods in the context of cognitive models of the stop-signal paradigm. Specifically, we investigated convergence andcomputational effort in ABI as implemented by BayesFlow (Radevet al., 2020) compared to the MCMC-based BEESTS as imple-mented by the DMC R package functions (Matzke et al., 2013;Heathcote et al., 2019).We present numerical comparisons for and draw conclusions andtake-aways for the application of ABI for (ExGaussian) models forstop-signal detection tasks.
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Quantum Zeno effect in decision-making: time delay and no
information about previous responses reduce coherence

The quantum cognition approach employs the mathematics ofquantum theory to develop models of cognition and decision mak-ing. This theory predicts the quantum Zeno effect: when thestate of a system is observed continuously, the evolution of stateslows down because the quantum state is less likely to change ifmeasures are taken within brief intervals. In the quantum cogni-tion framework, the state vector represents the current cognitivestate. When a judgement is made the vector collapses onto thecorresponding axis. Over time, the vector oscillates moving awayfrom the axis. By asking the same question multiple times, it isobserved that the shorter the interval, the nearer the state vectorwill be to the axis. This implies a higher probability of giving thesame response, resulting in a high coherence of judgement. Wetested this prediction with two scenarios describing a hypotheticalperson and asking for a judgement about him/her. We gave twoclues about the characteristic of this individual at once for threetimes. A total of 3241 participants completed the task, online andin person. We manipulated the time interval between each judg-ment (immediate vs 30 minutes), the availability of the previousresponses given by each participant and the social desirability ofshowing coherence. In both scenarios, we observed an interactioneffect between the time interval and the availability of informa-tion about previous responses. The coherence was reduced in thecase of 30 minutes interval only if information was not availablecompared to the other conditions. Results are discussed in thelight of the comparison between the quantum cognition frame-work and the classical approach as well as the cognitive processingunderlying the coherence of judgements.
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The role of task-relevant and task-irrelevant information in congruency
sequence effects: Applying the diffusion model for conflict tasks

In conflict tasks, such as the Simon, Eriksen flanker, or Stroop task,the congruency effect is often reduced after an incongruent com-pared to a congruent trial: the congruency sequence effect (CSE).It was suggested that the CSE may reflect increased processing oftask-relevant information and/or suppression of task-irrelevantinformation after experiencing an incongruent relative to a congru-ent trial. In the present study, we contribute to this discussion byapplying the Diffusion Model for Conflict tasks (DMC) frameworkin the context of CSEs to flanker and Simon tasks. We argue thatDMC independently models the task-relevant and task-irrelevantinformation and thus is a first good candidate for disentanglingtheir unique contributions. As a first approach, we fitted DMCconjointly or separately to previously congruent or incongruenttrials, using four empirical flanker and two Simon data sets. Forthe flanker task, we fitted the classical DMC version. For the Si-mon task, we fitted a generalized DMC version which allows thetask-irrelevant information to undershoot when swinging backto zero. After considering the model fits, we present a secondapproach, where we implemented a cognitive control mechanismto simulate the influence of increased processing of task-relevantinformation or increased suppression of task-irrelevant informa-tion. Both approaches demonstrate that the suppression of task-irrelevant information is essential to create the typical CSE pattern.Increased processing of task-relevant information, however, couldrarely describe the CSE accurately.
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How expectations influence scene gist recognition: A diffusion model
analysis.

When we perceive the world, visual input follows a meaningfulstructure, which can be considered as “grammar” of the visualscene, as the relationships between scenes have been learnt im-plicitly from the rules of the world like learning a language. Forexample, we expect to see scenes of the hallway – rather thana parking lot – when leaving an office. In the present study, weaim to disentangle the effect of expectations on the scene gistrecognition process. In each trail of the experiment, participantswill see a sequence of visual scenes, where the previous picturesserve as primes for the latter ones. The experimental design com-prises three within-subject factors: We manipulate whether thereis scene category change at superordinate level (i.e., a change fromindoor to outdoor), whether there is basic-level scene change (e.g.,a change from office to classroom), and whether there is high orlow expectancy for target scenes. In the high expectancy condi-tion, the primes and target will be displayed in a spatial temporalcoherent sequence, whereas in the low expectancy conditions,primes and the target will be shown in a randomized sequence.We hypothesize that high expectancy will facilitate gist extractionand thus speed up response times and accuracy of scene catego-rization. Further, we expect that the facilitation effects result fromfaster speed of evidence accumulation (i.e., drift rate) in high ex-pectancy than low expectancy. Besides, we also test for an effectof scene category change on the starting point of the diffusionprocess. To test these hypotheses, we fit diffusion model withparameters depending on different conditions using a hierarchicalBayesian parameter estimation procedure.
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A Bayesian graphical model for matching law behavior

In environments that have multiple sources of reward available si-multaneously, organisms generally invest effort proportionately toexploit them. This general and robust behavioral finding is knownas “the matching law” and has been documented in humans andseveral non-human species, under a variety of experimental vari-ations as well as in observational settings. In a typical matchingpreparation, two alternatives of reward would pay at differentrates. For example, alternative A would deliver, on average, tworewards per minute, while alternative B would deliver only one.Under these constraints organisms tend to invest, on average,twice as many resources exploiting alternative A than B. In otherwords, the matching law states that the relative rate of invest-ment is a linear function of the relative rate of reward. The twoparameters of the linear matching model represent, respectively,sensitivity to relative reinforcement rates and bias to some alter-native regardless of its relative richness. The perfect matchingrelation is the special case of this linear model in which the or-ganism shows equal sensitivity to all alternatives (slope 1) and nobias towards any (intercept 0). Deviations from that equilibriumconstitute an active field of research in that they may account forsuboptimal behavior. Crucial to this endeavor, especially whensample sizes are small, is the proper accounting of statistical un-certainty over inferred parameter values.In this work we present a novel Bayesian graphical model to quan-tify matching behavior and show its potential by analyzing previ-ously published datasets. The key contribution of the model liesin its generative nature: while most published analyses under thematching law framework summarize and collapse data across ses-sions, subjects, or both, our model is able to generate raw countsof responses directly for each individual under every experimen-tal condition. Furthermore, hierarchical extensions of the modelallow the inclusion of differences and effects both at individualand session level, paving the way for explanatory extensions toaccount for potential sources of optimal or suboptimal behavior.The Bayesian implementation we propose naturally quantifies theevidence in favor or against the matching equilibrium for eachunit and for the hyperparameters that control their hierarchicaldistribution without loss of uncertainty. These novel tools mayshed new light on a behavioral finding that has been central inanimal decision-making over the last half century.
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Extending the basic local independence model for the assessment of
(un)learning items in knowledge space theory

Probabilistic Knowledge Space Theory (PKST; Doignon & Falmagne,1999) provides a set-theoretic framework for the assessment ofa subject’s mastery of items within a knowledge domain whileaccounting for response errors (i.e., careless errors and luckyguesses). For usage in longitudinal contexts, a skill-based exten-sion of PKST has been suggested to incorporate two points ofmeasurement (Anselmi et al., 2017; Stefanutti et al., 2011), whereskills may be gained or lost from one point of measurement to thenext, and the associated parameters for gaining and losing skillsmay vary between multiple groups. For some of these models,MATLAB code for maximum likelihood parameter estimation viathe expectation-maximization algorithm (ML-EM) is available. Itsknown drawback of potentially inflating response error proba-bilities is dealt with by introducing (arbitrary) upper bounds forthese parameters. In the present work, we develop models thatextend the Basic Local Independence Model of PKST with param-eters for gaining (or losing) item mastery between two points ofmeasurement. We establish ML-EM parameter estimation and, inorder to avoid parameter inflation, both a minimum-discrepancy(MD) method that minimizes response errors and a hybrid MDMLmethod (Heller & Wickelmaier, 2013). All estimation methods areimplemented in R. Results on parameter recovery and identifiabil-ity are presented.
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Convergent hierarchical curiosity loops in a multi-objective intrinsic
reinforcement learning agent

During the learning process, the brain processes various sources,including sensory and motor input, memory, and attention. How-ever, it can only produce a single output at a time, i.e. motorcommands, which are crucial for actively controlling the learn-ing process. In real-world scenarios, a reinforcement learningagent may need to balance multiple conflicting objectives. Fur-thermore, the field of artificial curiosity, in which intrinsic rewardis linked to learning progress has gained much attention. Here,we are investigating the use of convergent intrinsic reward func-tions, which incentivize the agent to pursue learning goals thatalign with multiple objectives. Previous work in Multi-ObjectiveReinforcement Learning (MORL) with intrinsic reward has focusedon developing algorithms that can optimize multiple objectivessimultaneously while also incorporating intrinsic rewards to en-courage exploration and the discovery of new strategies. Thesealgorithms have used multi-objective optimization frameworkssuch as Pareto optimization and hierarchical RL to achieve thisgoal. To investigate the scenario of a learning agent with multiplesensory-motor learning objectives that can only take one actionat a time, we generated a hierarchical composition framework, inwhich all possible learners are co-learned, each represented bya neural network that explores unique two-to-one correlations.This adaptable system has a generic structure and can adjust todifferent input types. These networks’ learning progress is trans-lated to intrinsic rewards, which were fed to a singular actor. Ourfindings indicate that certain networks achieve convergence, whileothers do not, which sheds light on the types of correlations thatare learnable and those that are not. Moreover, the singular ac-tor eventually develops a policy that produces more successfullearning networks compared to random. This study has the po-tential to provide insights into how convergent intrinsic rewardfunctions correlate with mechanisms underlying human cognitionand behavior.
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Catastrophes in learning: Dynamical system models for the reciprocal
relation between practice and success

We propose a dynamic system model for the investigation of thereciprocal relation between practice and success in learning underconditions of free practice, where practice leads to success andsuccess reinforces practice. In free practice, one may quit, in con-trast to forced practice, a case that has been extensively studied inmathematical learning theory. The forced ‘law of practice’ modelsstudied in mathematical learning theory are the main buildingblocks of our model. It is shown that the equilibrium behavior ofthe reciprocal practice-success (RPS) model depends mainly onthe choice of the ‘law of practice’ function. For concave practicefunctions, the resulting dynamics can be characterized as a foldcatastrophe. For S-shaped practice functions, the behavior is gov-erned by a cusp catastrophe, in which sudden transitions betweenoptimal and deprived learning states occur. As such, the modeloffers new explanations for drop-out, the Matthew effect, and thedevelopment of expertise. The psychological interpretation of thismodel, its practical implications, and limitations are discussed.
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Learning in the Context of Partial Information

In our everyday lives, there are often more aspects of the envi-ronment than we can reasonably attend. As a consequence, weselectively attend to some aspects of the environment – usuallythose aspects which are most relevant to our goals – and ignoreaspects that are deemed irrelevant. It follows then, that usingselective attention can limit a learner’s impression of an environ-ment, because the information that is stored in memory is only abiased sample or partially encoded version of that environment.However, many classic models of category learning make a sim-plifying assumption that dimensions of information are perfectlyencoded. Here, we investigate the merits of this assumption byevaluating categorization and memory performance in a catego-rization paradigm designed to discern learning strategies and par-tially encoded representations. We demonstrate how particularlearning strategies and corresponding representations can influ-ence generalization to novel stimuli presented in a testing phase.We build upon existing models of categorization to illustrate howpartial encoding can account for differences in learning.
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Modern Preference Learning Model Evaluation for Individual Discrete
Choices

Learning individual behavioral choice rules is difficult due to themalleability of choice rules, heterogeneity across individuals, andthe limited availability of choice sets. Statistics and machine learn-ing (ML) methods can perform choice rule estimation, but it iscurrently unknown what method can best estimate individualpreferences without prior knowledge of the choice rules decision-makers will use. This study evaluates four preference learningmodels (Multinomial Logistic Regression, Generalized AdditiveModel, Twinned Neural Network, Gaussian Process) with respectto their capacity to learn and predict five choice rules that areimportant in behavioral science and mathematical psychology(Linear Strong Utility, Monotonic Strong Utility, Ideal Point, Lexico-graphic Semiorder, and Multiattribute Linear Ballistic Accumula-tor). Three Monte Carlo experiments were performed to assessmodel performance when increasing a) number of attributes inthe choice alternatives, b) number of training choice sets, and c)choice rule determinism. The results indicate that some modelscan outperform others for individual choice rules. For example,GAM outperforms other models using limited choice sets in recov-ering Linear Strong Utility by 0.004 (Twinned Neural Network),0.016 (Multinomial Logistic Regression), and 0.027 (Gaussian Pro-cess), as measured by Brier Score. However, no model dominatesin performance across all choice rules and contexts. Model perfor-mance improved by 8% to 68% in Brier Score with an increase intraining choice sets and improved by 1% to 63%with an increase inchoice rule determinism, but the impact of number of attributesdiffers by choice rule and model.
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Using multidimensional scaling and convolutional neural networks to
probe mental representations of complex images

Understanding the mechanisms of anxiety disorders requires anunderstanding of how fear-inducing stimuli are mentally repre-sented. Because similarity is central to recognizing objects andstructuring representations, similarity judgment data are oftenused in cognitive models to reveal psychological dimensions ofmental representations. However, both collecting similarity dataand predicting the positions of newly added objects in the existingdatabase are resource-intensive. Thus, previous studies mainlyfocused on small-scale databases, and characterizing representa-tions for large-scale fearful stimuli is still limited. In this work, weconducted an online experiment using a large image database of314 spider-relevant images to collect similarity judgments. Partici-pants first completed the Fear of Spider Questionnaire (FSQ). Wethen used a rejection sampling method to select participants andensure that the resulting FSQ scores were uniformly distributed.Next, selected participants performed the Spatial ArrangementTask, in which they arranged spider images on a 2D canvas accord-ing to the subjective similarity between each pair of images. Withthe collected data, metric multidimensional scaling (MDS) wasapplied to create low-dimensional embeddings. We comparedBayesian information criterion and cross-validation as model se-lection procedures in a simulation and these two methods wereused to determine the dimensionality. We then reproduced theseembeddings and predicted the positions of new images usingconvolutional neural networks (CNNs). Taken together, this workexplores the application of MDS and CNNs to large-scale compleximages for the first time, and the methodology employed couldbe applied to a wide range of stimuli in psychological research.
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About cross-modal commutativity in magnitude production

Canwe compare the loudness of a tone to the brightness of a light?The answer is yes. We are intuitively capable of these cross-modalcomparisons. Psychophysical researchers such as Stevens havelong assumed that these cross-modal comparisons are mediatedby a single scale of subjective intensity. Luce (2002) developeda psychophysical theory for physical intensity making Stevens’assumptions towards an underlying scale of perceived intensityexplicit and formulating empirically testable conditions for it. Theyidentified cross-modal commutativity as a property through whichthe theory can be tested. We investigated this property in a cross-modal magnitude production task between auditory and visualstimuli, concerning their loudness and brightness respectively. Par-ticipants were presented with the two stimuli and instructed to,for example “make the tone 3 times as loud [as the visual stim-uli appears bright]”. This was partly a replication of Ellermeieret al. (2021). They concluded that cross- modal commutativityholds whereaswe find inconclusive evidence in a Bayesian analysis.More importantly, in a theoretical analysis, we find evidence thatrole-independence of the internal references used in magnitudeproduction is violated. In an expansion of Luce’s theory, Heller(2021) concluded that cross- modal commutativity holds if andonly if the internal references are role-independent, meaning theyare not dependent on whether the reference pertains to the stan-dard or the variable stimulus. This means, if role-independenceof the internal references is violated, the assumed intensity scalecan hold even if cross- modal commutativity doesn’t. Evidence to-wards this conclusion as well as its implications will be discussed.
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Integrated information to predict consciousness state - An exploratory
analysis

Integrated Information Theory (IIT) is considered the most ad-vanced formal theory of consciousness within neuroscience lit-erature. However, only limited and indirect empirical evidencesupports IIT. Computational, empirical, and theoretical limitationsmake it hard to test the predictions of IIT. To verify the hypothesisthat higher values of integrated information (PHI) are associatedwith a higher level of consciousness, we leveraged data collectedby two previous studies (Taghia et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2020).Such data is amenable to an IIT analysis employing the PyPhi tool-box (Mayner et al., 2018). In both studies there are conditionsassociated with different levels of consciousness (e.g., sedatedparticipants vs controls as in Huang et al., 2020) and a transitionprobability matrix between brain states, obtained by means ofmachine learning techniques. We investigated if integrated infor-mation is able to predict consciousness level based on the state-by-state matrix generated according to transition probabilities.We observed that the PHI values are not related with conditionswhere brain states are characterized, according to neuroscienceliterature, by a greater consciousness level. Finally, we discussedlimitations and future opportunities of our approach.
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Cascading transitions in multistable perception and cognition

Human nature comprises multilevel complex systems, and we hy-pothesize that these systems undergo critical changes throughcascading transitions. For example, individuals who become ex-tremists are often part of a massive societal shift, such as polar-ization. To model these complex systems, we aim to develop ageneral mathematical model of cascading transitions. For this pur-pose, two simplified cases will be tested: multifigure multistableperception and logical paradoxes. Our work builds on previousmodels and experimental studies of single multistable figure per-ception and binocular rivalry. We hypothesize that different casesof multifigure multistable perception and logical paradoxes can berepresented as unique instances of the general model for cascad-ing transitions. We will examine fundamental phenomena, createand test new predictions, and employ innovative experimental de-signs and recently developed psychophysiological measurementmethods. In addition, we will apply eye-tracking and EGG tech-niques to novel situations. We will fit cascading transition modelsto psychophysiological data to advance our understanding of thesemodels. Furthermore, we will expand this newly developed the-ory to include logical reasoning and multimodal perception. Theexpansion of a quantitative theory of cascading transitions willoffer a tangible societal impact by improving our understandingof psycho-social systems. In conclusion, the core objective of thisstudy is to examine whether the cascading transition model couldserve as a thorough explanation for both multifigure multistableperception and logical paradoxes.
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Connecting the sample size of mental sampling with working memory
capacity

The sampling framework has been proposed to provide an inte-grative perspective of how people make probability judgments.It posits that people approximate probabilities by drawing men-tal samples from memory or mental simulation. Sampling-basedmodels have successfully reproduced a wide range of observedeffects in probability judgments. Yet, they have also been criticizedfor lacking a robust coupling of model terms and psychologicalprocesses (Coenen, Nelson, & Gureckis, 2018). We addressed thiscritique by testing the positive association between an importantmodel term – the sample size of mental sampling – and individualdifferences in working memory capacity (WMC). Such a relationhas been widely assumed in the sampling framework (e,g., seeLloyd et al., 2019). Nevertheless, as far as we know, the validity ofthe assumption has yet to be investigated. Here we use the coher-ence of people’s probability judgments as a proxy of sample size,as larger samples are less vulnerable to sampling variability. There-fore, an empirical examination of the association between WMCand coherence would provide evidence for the assumed positiverelation between WMC and sample size. To measure coherencein probability judgments, we adopted the novel event-rankingtask proposed by Liu et al. (in prep). In such a task, participantsare asked to provide rankings for different sets of events, eachconsisting of two pairs of complementary events, {A, not-A, B,and not-B}. A logically correct ranking follows the complementrule, such that when A is ranked above B, not-A is ranked belownot-B. The probabilities of participants providing logically correct(versus incorrect) ranking would manifest the level of coherencein probability judgments. The present study critically examinedthe assumed link between the sample size of mental sampling andWMC, thereby contributing to the theory-testing of the samplingframework.
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Cognitive and neural underpinnings of cognitive control in the
Dot-Pattern Expectancy Task.

Continuous Performance Tasks (CPTs) arewidely used for assessingcognitive function in psychological, psychiatric, and neurologicaldisorders. The present study seeks to establish the construct andpredictive validity of a commonly used CPT - The Dot Pattern Ex-pectancy Task (DPX), by showing how neural measures relate tospecific patterns of behavioural performance. To achieve this,we first fit generative models to parse individual biases and pa-rameters that characterise the evidence accumulation processat a single-trial level. Second, we investigate whether electroen-cephalographic (EEG) activity recorded during the same task tracksindividual differences in the cognitive modelling parameters. Re-sults indicate that evidence accumulation models can, in principle,separate preparatory and corrective mechanisms in the DPX. Inaddition, different spatiotemporal patterns of evoked activity cor-related with different model parameters allowing a finer-grained,theory-driven perspective on cognitive and neural processes un-derpinning variability in CPT performance.
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Using ACT-R to model racial biases in a semantic knowledge graph

ConceptNet is a semantic knowledge graph made with the in-tention of drawing conclusions between words and expressions.This semantic network intakes information from various databases,largely originated from text gathered fromonlinewebsites, definesthe relationship between words based on the context in which itwas found being used and assigns a relational strength betweeneach of thewords. But due to the sources of these datasets and de-gree of human influence over the spaces that this data is collectedfrom, biases have been detected in the relationship aspects of thisnetwork. Our work focuses specifically on the racial biases thathave multiplied in this environment. By using this network as adeclarative memory knowledge source in a cognitive architecture,we can dissect some of these relational values and gain further in-sight into how the conceptual space of Blackness is treated amongthese representations andwhat this means for cognitive processesand behavior. While we are aware of (canonical) ACT-R’s capabilityof representing a semantic knowledge graph, our goal with thismodel is to create an extended declarative memory that wouldhold the knowledge that ConceptNet contains—which consistsof well over 1 million nodes. We plan to use this extended ACT-Rsystem to understand the socio-cognitive processes used by partic-ipants in a human-AI cooperation study by Atkins et al. (2021). Thestudy reported by Atkins and colleagues explicitly explored how(likely implicit) racialization of AI agents might affect human coop-eration with those agents during a task. Thus, a cognitive modelfor that task would need some representation of socioculturalknowledge, particularly knowledge to represent the conceptualspace of systems of oppression that result in racial categorizationand racialization.
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The Comparison of Operating System Timing Performances in Interval
Timing Study Using the AGI

Timing accuracy is very important in human behavioral experi-ments, especially in timeperception experiments. In this study, theprospective interval timing experiment conducted by Taatgen, vanRijn, and Anderson in 2007 was repeated using the ACT-R Graphi-cal User Interface (AGI) to compare the timing performances ofoperating systems. Considering that almost all psychology experi-ments are run on operating systems that require a multitaskingenvironment today, it can be said that under which conditionssuch operating systems provide timing accuracy is an importantpractice that researchers should acquire. Ensuring such precisionon a computer can be challenging, especially when using multi-tasking operating systems likeWindows, UNIX, or Linux. Therefore,the experiment developed using Python programming languageand AGI was tested on bothWindows and Linux operating systemsto evaluate duration of the experiment. The original experimenthad four different conditions, there are three of these conditionsin this study. In each phase, the task was either Letter or Addition.These three conditions are as follows: The LLL condition with onlyletter task, the AAA condition with only addition task, and theAAL condition with both addition and letter task. In this study,prospective interval timing performance is evaluated, thus timingaccuracy is important. In the original experiment trial durationis 13 s. However, when the timer duration has been set as 13 sin the Python code, it is observed that the trial duration lastedalmost twice this time. To solve this issue, a mathematical func-tion that calculates the deviation has been added to the code.Although the deviation was minimized with this function, the trialduration was not precisely 13 s. It is thought that the reason forthis problem is weak timer resolution of the AGI. Apart from that,the performance and hardware specifications of the computersystems can differ, which can impact the time taken for the codeto execute. After analyzing the data, it has been found that theaverage durations of the AAA, LLL, and AAL conditions when runon the Windows operating system are 13.35 s, 14.11 s, and 10.76s, respectively. Similarly, the average durations of these sameconditions when run on the Linux operating system are 13.28 s,13.77 s, and 10.6 s. Based on the results, it can be observed thatthe experiment runs for comparable durations on both operatingsystems. However, upon examining the averages, it appears thatthe experiment runs slightly faster on Linux. Linux is known forits efficient file system and memory management, which reducesthe amount of overhead required to run the operating system.So, this efficient memory management allows Linux to run fasterand smoother, even on older or less powerful hardware. Accord-ing to the results of the study, despite the timer resolution ofAGI is not constant in itself, it can be seen that the experimentdeveloped with Python and AGI work stably on both operating sys-tems. Considering that AGI’s timing performance is dependent onmany factors, including task complexity and computer hardware,this study shows that AGI has consistent timing performance indifferent operating systems.
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Comparing Capacity Estimates for Genuinely No-signal vs Target Absent
in Systems Factorial Technology

Ideally, the capacity of a single channel in a multichannel systemshould be unaffected by task type (e.g, logical “AND” vs “OR” tasks).However, Howard et al. (2021) reviewed studies in which capacityestimates for “AND” tasks differ greatly from “OR” tasks. In theclassic definition of capacity, the absence of a component is notexplicitly considered. They suggest a need to incorporate pro-cessing time random variables from the no-signal channels intothe capacity formulation. We recently collected data from thestandard double factorial paradigm that allows us to evaluate theutility of this modification. In one experiment, observers detectedthe presence or absence of components in Navon-like stimuli (i.e.,global shape is composed of local shapes) for both the “OR” andthe “AND” task instructions. Absence of a target feature was thepresence of a neutral distractor. Hence, the no-signal channelactually contained shape information. In contrast, a second exper-iment used complex Gabor patches composed of two sinewavegratings in the same tasks. Hence, the absence of one grating doesimply nothing is present on that channel. We show that modifyingthe classical capacity coefficient to account for empty channels ismore effective for Gabor patches when compared to the Navonstimulus example.
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Playing with Memory: Working Memory Development in Primary
School

Working memory, a cognitive system involved in the retention andmanipulation of stored information, plays a critical role in manycognitive processes and in cognitive development. Understandinghow WM processing develops over time and how it interacts witheducation is critical for improving cognitive outcomes in children.In this study, we analyzed data from a large online adaptive learn-ing platform to examine the development of working memory(WM) processing in children. Data were collected from elementaryschool students between grades 3 and 8 who played two differentworking memory games, a verbal WM task, and a visuospatialWM task. Using item response theory, multilevel modeling, andcognitive modeling, we examined classic WM benchmarks to gaininsight into the dynamic developmental trajectory of WM process-ing. We found that item characteristics, particularly set size, affectitem difficulty across the age range. We also investigated primacyand recency effects and found that position effects vary acrossage groups, suggesting that there are dynamic changes in WMprocessing as children grow older. Finally, we analyzed differenttypes of errors and found that children were more likely to forgetan item than to add or repeat it. However, as childrenmatured, weobserved a decreased tendency to forget items but an increasedtendency to erroneously repeat them. Our findings provide anunderstanding of the dynamic development of WM processing inchildren and highlight the robustness of classical WM findings.
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Modeling memory impairments in cancer survivors: Impaired retrieval
processes

Cognitive impairment is an often-overlooked issue that cancersurvivors face, with a third of non-CNS cancer survivors reportingmemory problems. Memory, however, is complex and consistsof various underlying cognitive processes. The objective of thisresearch is to investigate memory problems more thoroughly incancer patients. This was done through an adapted Hierarchi-cal Bayesian cognitive model from the Alzheimer’s Disease litera-ture, which splits memory into several processes relating to eitherlearning or retrieving words from any of three memory states (un-learned, partially learned, learned).Participants were cancer survivors (n=187) of various non-CNS tu-mors (breast, prostate, and others) who received various cancertreatments (chemo-, endocrine-, radio- and immunotherapy) andno-cancer controls (n = 204). The participants completed theAmsterdam Cognition Scan (ACS), in which classical neuropsycho-logical tests are digitally recreated for online at-home administra-tion. The specific test used to investigate verbal memory was theACS equivalent of a Verbal Learning Test, in which participants aretasked with recalling a list of 15 words five times. Later in the testbattery the participant is asked to recall these 15 words again, asa delayed recall trial.A traditional analysis of the sum of trials 1-5 indicated a small ef-fect size difference between patients and controls, t(385.23) =
2.81, p < .01, d = .28. There was no significant difference be-tween patients and controls in the delayed recall trial. For theunderlying memory processes, significant differences were foundin the immediate retrieval process parameters, both retrieval froma partially learned state (t(378.47) = 2.6, p < .01, d = .26) andretrieval from a learned state (t(381.57) = 2.44, p = .02, d =
.25). No differences were found in any parameters related to learn-ing processes, nor in the delayed retrieval process parameter.The results indicate that the memory problems in cancer survivorsare likely due to selective impairment of memory retrieval pro-cesses, rather than through learning impairment or a generalimpairment.
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Researcher diversity, equity, and inclusion: A critical blind spot of the
computational modeling movement within psychological science

Computational psychology is a growing field that uses computersimulations and mathematical modeling to explain and predictcomplex behavior in psychology, psychiatry, and neuroscience.It is now one of the priority areas for research funders, scien-tific journals, and faculty hiring. However, anecdotal evidencehas always pointed to longstanding diversity issues in the fieldwith a lack of representation among women and black individuals.We sought to move beyond anecdotal accounts and examine theextent of these disparities in awards given and authorship of peer-reviewed articles. Our goal was to highlight the need for increaseddiversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) within computational psychol-ogy. Name-based classifiers were used to estimate individuals’gender and race based on first and last names. From these classi-fications, we examined demographic trends among N=27,163 au-thors and N=390 award-winners in preeminent journals/societiesacross computational psychology (including computational psychi-atry, mathematical psychology, and computational neuroscience),psychology/neuroscience, and computational science. Resultsindicated that women represented just 23% of authors and 15%of award-winners within computational psychology—markedlylower than computational science (authors: 29%) and psychol-ogy/neuroscience (authors: 40-47%; award-winners: 38%). Blackindividuals were underrepresented among authors (2-4% of au-thors in computational science and psychology/neuroscience), butrepresentation was lowest in computational psychology, whereblack individuals represented a mere 0.8% of authors. Taken to-gether, these findings highlight major gender and racial disparitiesamong computational psychology researchers. Evidence suggeststhat diverse teams tend to show better performance, more cre-ativity, and produce more novel, high-impact science. Therefore,these disparities emphasize the necessity of targeted efforts (e.g.,outreach, mentorship programs) to increase DEI within compu-tational psychology to ensure equitable access to resources andpromote scientific advancement.
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Towards a formal model of addiction in individuals

We aim to create an explanatory formal model for addiction. Wedeem earlier attempts to create this type of model for addictiontoo complex and thus we propose to use just one ordinary differ-ential equation:
dN/dt = r ∗N ∗ (1−N/K)− (B ∗N2)/(A2 +N2)This equation has been studied extensively since originally pro-posed by Ludwig et al. (1978) to model the outbreak of sprucebudworms. From only the first term it would follow that N growswith rate r until limit K is reached. However, the second termcontrols the growth of N. The larger B in the second term themore the growth of N is controlled, with maximum control of thegrowth at A. How these parameters are interpreted in addictiondepends on the specific type of addiction. In general, N can bethought to represent the consumption of an addictive substanceor the frequency with which addictive behavior occurs. The r canbe interpreted as the rate at which consumption leads to moreconsumption, which could for example be influenced by brainprocesses and peer pressure. B could represent the upper limit ofself-control, which is reached if consumption gets so high that be-havioral control is lost. 1/A can be thought of how fast self-controlstarts to influence behavior, which can for example be influencedby the social environment and beliefs about the consequences ofthe addictive behavior.The equilibrium states of the model we propose can be describedby a cusp catastrophe model. In the cusp, there are two stablestates, which could correspond to problematic or non-problematicbehavior in terms of addiction. The behavior of the cusp catas-trophe model can reproduce some of the important phenomenathat are present in addiction. For one, quitting in addiction ishard, which corresponds to the hysteresis effect that we see inthe cusp. Moreover quitting and relapsing are often sudden phasetransitions just as can occur in a cusp catastrophemodel. The cuspmodel also allows for more gradual changes which can be moreappropriate for the initial transition to problematic behavior orsubstance use.
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How do doctors use the quantitative and quantitative probability
language to communicate the chances of pregnancy in fertility
treatment contexts.

I am broadly interested in applied statistics with particular em-phasis on cognitive psychology. In particular, my current projectexplores how doctors and patients use the qualitative and quanti-tative probability language to communicate the chances of preg-nancy in fertility treatment contexts. Doctors commonly useprobabilistic language when communicating the evidence-basedchances that a treatment will be successful. When asked aboutterms used by doctors — such as that pregnancy is “likely” or has“little chance” — doctors and patients showed heterogeneity inboth their behavior and their ordinal rankings of terms and theirquantitative ratings. Specifically, the wide variety between andwithin individuals in terms of their judgement of probability esti-mates across contexts; the fatigue from participants causing theindividuals fluctuation among a long list of identical probabilityterms (e.g., likely, probably, probable, better than even, unlikelyetc.). Furthermore, a pairwise correlation test between partici-pants’ ranking responses explicitly showed three clusters withinthe dataset. The clusters illustrated three types of participants inthe dataset, who ranked the terms in the requested order; a smallproportion of participants ranked the terms in a reversed order;and some compiled the task partially. I am interested in formallymodeling the probability judgements to understand both differ-ences across people within a group (individual differences) anddifferences between groups (doctors). In the results of the dataanalysis, I am looking forward to providing insightful and referableguidance for doctors so that they have a certain level of knowl-edge regarding if using probability language actually facilitates theclearness of a conversation. If that is helpful, what specific formsor certain words are recommended in the fertility conversations.By studying the unique characteristics fertility patients might havein terms of understanding probability language, they are expectedto benefit from both emotionally and physically because moreunderstandable information can be derived from the effectivecommunication facilitating their decision-making process. There-fore, all sources of heterogeneity should be taken seriously in thedata analysis in expecting a meaningful result.
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Role of racial implicit associations on numerical estimation of faces

Prior research has pointed to the role of emotion on the estimationof quantity. For instance, angry faces tend to be overestimated innumber, but their presentation durations are more accurately re-produced. Oneof themechanisms underlying these findings is thatthreatening faces, which activate the amygdala, might demandgreater attentional resources, thereby causing better accuracy andoverestimation. In a separate line of work, skin tone bias has beenshown to moderate race-related amygdala activation, with other-race faces yielding greater amygdala activation than own-racefaces. Further, the level of amygdala association appears to belinked to implicitly held biases. Namely, individuals who showedthe strongest associations, as measured by the Race Implicit As-sociation Test (IAT) showed the greatest amygdala response toother-race faces. The IAT is an indirect measure of associationbetween positive/negative evaluations (eg, good vs. bad) and so-cial groups (e.g., Black vs. White). This attentional preference forother-race faces has also been observed in behavioral measures.For instance, in visual search and perceptual discrimination tasks,White participants detected Black target faces faster than they didWhite target faces. An important question is whether the over-estimation effects found in estimating angry faces are also foundwhen estimating other-race versus own-race faces. If other-racefaces yield greater amygdala activation and demand greater at-tentional resources similar to the processing of angry faces, thenwe should expect to find an overestimation of other-race facesversus own-race faces. Furthermore, given that implicitly held bi-ases moderate the level of amygdala activation, we should expectto see the greatest overestimation of other-race faces in thosewith the greatest implicit biases. The present study examines theperformance on a numerical estimation task, during which par-ticipants are shown an array of faces and asked to judge whetherthere are more Black faces or White faces. All participants thencomplete a race IAT. The central question is the extent to whichimplicit associations drive estimation measures for own versusother-race faces. The findings from this study will fill a crucial gapin the literature on the role of attention, arousal, and other-racebias on numerical estimation tasks.
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Transitions in Synchrony and their Effects on Affiliation: an Adaptive
Dynamical System Model

Interpersonal synchrony is associated with stronger interpersonalaffiliation. No matter how well-affiliated people are, interruptionsor other transitions in synchrony rebound to occur. One mightintuitively expect that transitions in synchrony negatively affectaffiliation or liking. Empirical evidence, however, suggests thattime periods with interruptions in synchrony may favor affiliationor liking even more than time periods without interruptions insynchrony. This paper introduces an adaptive dynamical systemmodel to explain how persons’ affiliation might benefit from tran-sitions in synchrony over and above mean levels of synchrony. Weevaluated the dynamical system model in a series of simulationexperiments for two personswith a setup inwhich a number of sce-narios were explored where different (time) episodes occur. Thedesigned adaptive dynamical system model can be used to modelthe interaction in therapy or counselling sessions. Its dynamics de-scribe not only the emergence of interpersonal synchrony in suchsessions and its adaptive effect on affiliation between therapist orcounsellor and client, but also regularly occurring transitions ofsuch synchrony and their adaptive effect.
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Examining the relationship between environmental distributions and
belief

In a complex and volatile environment, agents must learn to capi-talize on regularities in their surroundings to be able to infer un-known quantities and generalize past knowledge. However, whatproperties are learned when adapting to environmental regulari-ties is still unclear. One possibility is that only a few representativeexamples are stored in memory (Mozer, Pashler, & Homaei, 2008).Alternatively, one could infer rough summaries of the distributionof instances, such as the expected value over all instances andtheir variability (Tran, Vul, & Pashler, 2017). Finally, agents mightacquire full distributional knowledge about environmental regu-larities, for instance, that instances are distributed according toa powerlaw distribution (Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2006). Theseaccounts differ in complexity and, as a result, in their ability tocapture complex environmental distributions. Intuitively, an agentshould strive to match the environmental statistics as closely aspossible, with an ideal observer considering the exact environ-mental statistics as prior information when performing inferences.//However, this intuitive notion has been challenged based ontheoretical arguments and simulations, arguing that reproducingthe environmental frequencies exactly is not robust to possibleenvironmental changes and amounts to overfitting. Instead ofveridical environmental frequencies, ideal observers should favormore entropic prior beliefs (Feldman, 2013). Here, we test thisargument empirically by contrasting people’s beliefs about every-day statistics with their corresponding environmental frequencies.By adopting a novel elicitation technique, random generation asbelief elicitation (León-Villagra et al., 2022), we gain access topeople’s belief distributions for a set of eight domains with differ-ent distributional properties. Participants (N = 120) producedrandom draws from everyday quantities (e.g., cake baking times,movie lengths, life expectancies), uttering each item aloud. Wetranscribed the sequences of utterances, obtaining a trace of "ran-dom" draws. Then, we compared the distributions resulting fromthese draws and the entropy of these distributions to the cor-responding environmental distributions and their entropy. Wefound a significant effect of the domain on the participants’ beliefentropy, with six out of eight domains resulting in participants ex-hibiting higher entropy than the environmental data. Our resultsprovide initial evidence for Feldman’s theoretical argument foragents’ learning beliefs that are more entropic than their encoun-tered environmental frequencies.
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Investigating the belief bias in everyday political reasoning

The belief bias is most often investigated with syllogisms varyingon two dimensions, logical validity (valid vs. invalid) and believ-ability (believable vs. unbelievable). Typically, participants candistinguish valid and invalid syllogisms (albeit imperfectly), but arealso more likely to rate syllogisms as logically valid if they have abelievable versus unbelievable conclusion. Additionally, the abilityto distinguish between valid and invalid syllogisms can be reducedwhen their conclusions are believable compared to when they areunbelievable. However, syllogisms are formal reasoning forms un-like arguments we typically see in everyday or informal reasoning.We investigated the belief bias effect in the context of everydayarguments regarding controversial political topics such as thoseencountered on (social) media (e.g., ‘abortion should be legal’).Arguments in our study differ in their (informal) argument qual-ity; ‘good’ arguments provide an explanation for their conclusion,whilst ‘bad’ arguments do not provide an explanation and containa reasoning fallacy (e.g., appeals to authority). Participants ratedtheir beliefs about a series of political claims on a scale from 1 to 7and rated the strength of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ arguments about theseclaims on a scale of 1 (extremely bad argument) to 6 (extremelygood argument). Participants exhibited the belief bias effect foreveryday arguments; they consistently rated good arguments asstronger than bad arguments, but were also biased in rating argu-ments in line with their beliefs as stronger than arguments thatwere not.The interaction between the quality of an argument and partic-ipants’ beliefs about the claims that argument makes is unclear.If we assume the belief and argument strength rating scales arecontinuous and the relationship between these variables is linear,we fail to find evidence of this interaction using a linear mixedmodel. However, if we analyse the data using a signal detectionapproach after binarising the argument strength ratings we findevidence for an interaction, but in an unexpected direction. Theability to discriminate between good and bad arguments increaseswith the strength of participants’ beliefs about these arguments.The difference in these results is possibly due to assumptions of anonlinear relationship between the variables in the latter modeland raises questions about the most appropriate way to measurethe belief bias in everyday reasoning.
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Unfreezing attitudes: Understanding pretest sensitization in the Ising
attitude model

Van der Maas and colleagues (2020) have recently proposed amathematical model of opinion formation using Ising networks ofattitude elements in order to study polarization and attitude forma-tion A fundamental aspect of this type of network is that it allowsfor continuous as well as discrete behavior; attention/involvementpolarizes attitudes. When individuals are not highly involved in atopic, new information gradually shifts their opinions. However,when individuals are highly involved, their opinions are discreteand require more information to change. This implies that tochange someone’s opinion, we need to manipulate informationwithout increasing attention. However, explicit attitude measure-ments can unintentionally increase attention (mere thought effect;Tesser 1978), which has important implications for standard exper-imental designs. Pretest questionnaires can "freeze" the network,making it difficult for interventions to have an effect - this consti-tutes a new explanation of an effect known as pretest sensitization.On the other hand, this "freezing" effect may be beneficial for post-testing as this may preserve the effect of the intervention.We propose a study using an extension of the Solomon four-groupdesign to test these hypotheses and identify the most appropriateexperimental designs for testing opinion change. In addition tothe four-group design (1. pretest-intervention-posttest, 2. pretest-posttest, 3. intervention-posttest, and 4. posttest), we will in-clude three additional conditions: 5. an early pretest-intervention-posttest condition to test whether pretest-induced involvementfades, 6. an intervention-delayed posttest condition and 7. anintervention-posttest-delayed posttest condition to test the effectof posttest intervention preservation.The polarizing effect of attention can have important implicationsfor attitude change interventions and experimental designs, high-lighting the need to carefully consider how to measure attitudesand control for potential confounding factors. This study can fur-ther advance our understanding of attitude formation and helpdevelop effective strategies for changing attitudes.
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Exploring human representations of facial affect by integrating a deep
generative model into Markov Chain Monte Carlo With People

People’s internal representations of natural categories play a cru-cial role in explaining and predicting how people perceive, learn,and interact with the world. One of the most powerful meth-ods for estimating these representations is Markov Chain MonteCarlo with People (MCMCP) which uses pairwise decisions to sam-ple from very complex category representations. Unfortunately,MCMCP requires a large number of trials to converge, particu-larly for high-dimensional stimuli such as faces. To address thisshortcoming, we integrate a deep generative model, specificallya Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE), into MCMCP, which reducesthe dimensionality of the search space and accelerates conver-gence by using VAE’s implicit knowledge of natural categories.VAE provides MCMCP with a compact and informative represen-tation space via a non-linear encoder, and then focuses humandecisions in areas of the representation where the VAE believesthe category to be. Otherwise, MCMCP would search in a highlysparse representation space aimlessly until reach its target areaswith greater gradients, which is typically lengthy. To test this ap-proach, we ran a new experiment applying VAE-guided MCMCPto recovering people’s representations of happy and sad faces.While past applications of MCMCP to facial affect categories haverequired chaining across participants, consuming thousands ofpairwise decisions before obtaining representative estimates ofthe means of the two categories, VAE-guided MCMCP convergeson an individual’s representation within a single session of lessthan 150 trials, makingMCMCPmuchmore feasible. The study notonly provides a method that enables MCMCP to uncover humanrepresentations of natural categories more efficiently at individuallevel, but also provides an innovative and generalizable frameworkthat uses deep neural networks to enhance research into humaninternal representations.
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Careless responses in questionnaire data: A knowledge structure
perspective on the detection performance

The detection of careless responses in questionnaire data is ofincreasing importance in a time online surveys and web-basedexperiments. There are many statistics that aim at detectingcareless responses in already collected data. Based on classicaltest theory and item response theory these indices have beentested and compared. But until now no evaluation is availablefrom the perspective of knowledge structure theory. Wecompared representatives from various classes of indices withina simulation study based on knowledge structure theory. Fortwo subscales of the Freiburg Personality Inventory (Fahrenberg,Hampel, & Selg, 2001) derived from the respective normativesample, knowledge states and response patterns were simulated.Careless responses were characterized by increased careless errorand lucky guess rates, or systematic responses (e.g., answering”no” throughout). The number of careless responders and theextent of their carelessness were varied. Signal detection theorywas used to evaluate the performance of the indices.
ReferencesFahrenberg, J., Hampel, R., & Selg, H. (2001). FPI-R. Das FreiburgerPersönlichkeitsinventar, 7.
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Bayesian hierarchical Ornstein-Uhlenbeck models for intervention
designs

TheOrnstein-Uhlenbeck (OU)model represents time series data asmean-reverting stochastic processes that gravitate towards a par-ticular level. The OUmodel is widely used in fields such as finance,physics, and biology to model the dynamics of non-linear timeseries data. The model has three main parameters, namely theattractor, the elasticity, and the volatility, which are interpreted asthe steady-state level of the variable, the speed of reversion to themean, and the intensity of random fluctuations around the mean,respectively. Hierarchical Bayesian implementations of the OUmodel allow for flexible and robust data analysis by incorporatingpopulation-level parameters and individual-level heterogeneity.It also allows flexibility in the structure of the model, so that wecan include time-varying parameters, latent class indicators, andrelevant prior information. We apply a Bayesian hierarchical OUmodel to data from a mobile health intervention design aimedat promoting psychological well-being in college students. Themodel allows us to estimate the effectiveness of the interventionon psychological well-being over time, the persistence of the effectafter the intervention, and to identify individual-level features ofthe response to the intervention.
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Assessing Subject Parameter Recovery in Extended Encoding and
Updating M3 Models: Implications for Experimental Design

The memory measurement model framework (M3; Oberauer &Lewandowsky, 2018) comprises a collection of cognitive measure-mentmodels that isolate parameters associatedwith distinct work-ing memory processes in widely used tasks such as simple or com-plex span and memory updating. By transforming activation ofitem categories into recall probabilities, the model frameworkestimates contributions of memory processes to working mem-ory performance. We assessed the parameter recovery of theextended encoding and updating models within the M3 frame-work using our own hierarchical implementation in STAN.We assessed the subject-parameter recovery of the complex spanextended encoding and updating models, with a particular focuson time-dependent parameters for removal, extended encoding,and extended updating, and the time-independent parameterfor immediate deletion. Simulations revealed difficulties in re-covering the time-dependent removal parameter in both models,while recovery for the extended encoding and extended updatingparameters was sufficient under certain conditions. The time-independent immediate deletion parameter could only be recov-ered sufficiently with a disproportional amount of data.Based on the simulation results, the current state of the extendedencoding and updating models of the M3 framework does notallow the estimation of subject-level parameters with reasonableefficacy and precision. We provide recommendations for experi-mental designs to maximize parameter recovery and discuss pos-sible workarounds to improve subject parameter recovery.
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Risky choices with potentially ‘fatal’ outcomes: Introducing the
Extinction Gambling Task

Humans often need tomake choices that trade off a benefit againsta small chance of extinction (e.g., death or even human extinction).We developed a novel risky-choice gambling task, the ”ExtinctionGambling Task”, to study how people reason about these typesof events. In the Extinction Gambling Task, participants need todecide between a risky gamble (with a higher expected payoff buta small chance of extinction) and a safe gamble (lower expectedpayoff but no chance of extinction) across a series of trials (100 inour study). Our task has two possible payoff structures to modelextinction risk: In the “complete extinction scenario” drawing theextinction option implies that all past earnings are wiped out andthat no earnings can be accumulated in future trials. In the “op-portunity cost extinction” scenario, extinction merely implies thatthe participant cannot earn additional money in trials after theextinction event; however, they can keep their earnings from pre-vious trials. We derived optimal decision strategies for both ofthese scenarios and validated them against simulations. In the“complete extinction case”, the optimal strategy only considers theprobability of the risky choice and the number of trials but not theorder in which choices are made. In the “opportunity cost extinc-tion” case, the optimal strategy considers both the probability ofrisky choices and the order in which choices are made. Comparedto the complete extinction scenario, the optimal number of riskychoices is higher in the opportunity cost case. Furthermore, theoptimal strategy in the opportunity cost case involves first playingsafe and switching to solely playing the risky gamble towards theend of the experiment.We compared participants’ performance across both scenariosin a between-participants design where each participant playedone round of 100 trials. We found that (1) people are far toorisk-seeking in early trials, which leads a large proportion of partic-ipants to become extinct relatively soon, and (2) for participants inthe opportunity cost condition, the first choice of the risky gambleis later than for participants in the complete extinction condi-tion, indicating that participants have some understanding of thedifferent affordances of the two scenarios. Further, participantsqualitatively follow the optional strategy by increasing the pro-portion of risky choices towards the end in the opportunity costcondition of the experiment, whereas participants in the completeextinction case do not show this pattern. We will present resultsfrom a mixture model describing different groups of participants.The “Extinction Gambling task” is a promising approach that canshed light on human decision processes with important real-worldimplications.
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Error analysis and error modeling

For both designing interfaces and understanding learning, it isimportant to include error analysis to understand where timegoes and how learning happens. Using data from a previous study(Ritter et al., 2022), this paper examines errors that participantsmake while doing a broken component-finding task. This studychose data from the testing session after one or more trainingsessions. Errors for each task and each partici¬pant were analyzed,including the misreplaced components for each task. Differentfrom previous text editing tasks where errors were analyzed, thisfault-finding task only needed participants to move themouse andclick on the broken component in an interface, so we came upwithsimilar but different error categorization from previous literature.We also present an updated strategy model that generates errorsand corrects errors for participant 421, ending up having a bettercorrelation with the participant’s performance.
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Seeing What You Believe: Cognitive Mechanisms of Flexible Integration
of Priors in Visual Decisions

Beliefs and expectations, or priors, shape our perception of theenvironment (Gold & Stocker, 2017). In an ever-changing world,priors must be flexibly and continuously integrated into sensorydecision processes to guide adaptive behavior. Nonetheless, itsunderlying cognitive mechanisms are not well understood. TheDrift Diffusion Model (DDM) is a widely used model for studyingvisual decision-making (Gold & Shadlen, 2007; Ratcliff & Rouder,1998). Previous studies have shown that priors can increase thestarting point of evidence accumulation and the drift rate (Duno-van & Wheeler, 2018; Dunovan, Tremel, & Wheeler, 2014; Thakur,Basso, Ditterich, & Knowlton, 2021). However, these studies of-ten overlook the potential effects of priors on decision thresholdand non-decision time parameters. The goal of this study was todissociate the effects of priors on multiple cognitive mechanismsin visual decisions. Specifically, I tested how the strength of priorbeliefs affects: (a) the integration of momentary sensory evidence;(b) the amount of evidence required to decide; (c) pre-stimuluspresentation processes; and (d) non-evidence accumulation ef-fects. For the present study, eight participants completed a be-havioral task that required tracking the cue validity across trialsand using the cue information flexibly. The task combined a re-versal learning and a random dot motion discrimination task andinvolved three main decisions per trial: cue choice, confidence,and motion direction. After choosing one of the two possible cues(orange vs. blue), participants judged how confident (low vs. high)they were that the chosen cue will turn out to be invalid. Then,participants received a direction of motion, and subsequently, par-ticipants judged the motion direction of the random dots. Thecue direction was displayed with a predetermined but unknownvalidity. Each participant completed a maximum of 320 trials,which were divided into informative and non-informative blocks.The interval of an informative block varied from 15-30 trials. Thevalidity of the cue in informative blocks was set at 80% or 30%,while the validity of the cues in non-informative blocks was setat 30% for both cues. At the end of each trial, participants re-ceived rewards for their motion judgment and cue choice. Thereward for the cue choice depended on the confidence reportedearlier in the trial. To evaluate the validity of the estimated beliefin the prior, we tested whether belief strength is associated withconfidence and the true contingency. Belief strength was higherwhen participants reported high confidence in their cue choice(t(7) = 5.31, p = .001).Furthermore, when belief strength was higher, participants chosethe best cue for the block more often than when belief strengthwas low (t(7) = 24.52, p < .001). Altogether, these findings pro-vide evidence of validity for trial-wise measures of belief strength
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Continued: Seeing What You Believe: Cognitive Mechanisms of Flexible Integration of
Priors in Visual Decisions

Regarding the effect of belief strength (or prior strength), the pos-terior estimates of the cognitive models show that the strengthof belief affects various aspects of visual decision-making. Whenthe cue was valid, stronger beliefs increased the drift rate (rateof evidence accumulation, 95% HDI = [1.09, 2.2]), increased theresponse bias towards the direction indicated by the cue (95%HDI = [.056, .228]), increased the threshold (amount of evidenceneeded to reach a decision, 95% HDI = [.019, .33]), and reducednon-decision time (secondary processes involved in the decisionexecution, 95% HDI = [.06, 11]). In contrast, when the cue wasinvalid, stronger beliefs had the opposite effects on these param-eters. Overall, belief strength modulates the DDM parametersdepending on the accuracy of the belief for a given trial.The main goal of this study was to behaviorally dissociate the ef-fect of belief on visual decision-making using trial-wise estimatesof belief strength. The effects on drift rate reflect the rampingof activity in parietal regions that scale with the strength of ev-idence (Hanks et al., 2015). In the present study, the effect ofbelief strength on the drift rate is congruent with biased evidencesampling driven by post-decisional confidence (Rollwage et al.,2020).The effects on the starting point are usually interpreted as a choiceresponse bias (Dunovan et al., 2014; Dunovan & Wheeler, 2018).The origin of such biases in the starting point can be a result of atendency to accept belief-congruent evidence, motor preparation(de Lange, Rahnev, Donner, & Lau, 2013), or even an increase inthe sensitivity of low-level sensory representations before stimu-lus presentation (Kok, Failing, & de Lange, 2014). Although DDMdoes not dissociate between these subcomponents, it is possi-ble to constrain them neurophysiologically (Harris & Hutcherson,2022). Effects on the evidence accumulation threshold are as-sociated with speed-accuracy trade-offs (Bogacz, Wagenmakers,Forstmann, & Nieuwenhuis, 2010). In the present study, we ob-served an effect of belief on decision threshold, suggesting thatbelief strength increases the amount of evidence that needs tobe accumulated when the belief is congruent with visual input.This effect might be caused by a compensation mechanism tomaintain high accuracy when the belief is invalid for a particulartrial. The non-decision time parameter has often been neglectedin the literature. Despite its marginalization, it might reflect im-portant processes. For example, the latency of N200 potentials,which is associated with the encoding of visual stimuli, seemsto track non-decision times (Nunez, Gosai, Vandekerckhove, &Srinivasan, 2019). The effect of non-decision time found in thisstudy could emerge from the evidence-encoding onset, evidenceaccumulation onset, or post-decision motor execution time (Kelly,Corbett, & O’Connell, 2021). In the future, we will leverage thetemporal dynamics of decision-making using neurophysiologicalrecordings to constrain and dissociate these parameters (Harris &Hutcherson, 2022).
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Cognitive and Meta-cognitive Signatures of Memory Retrieval
Performance in Spoken Word Learning

Cognitivemodels of memory retrieval aim to capture human learn-ing and forgetting over time, and have been applied in learningsystems that aid in memorizing information by adapting to theneeds of individual learners. The effectiveness of such learningsystems critically depends on their ability to use behavioral proxiesto estimate the extent to which learners have successfully mem-orized the materials. The present study examines cognitive andmeta-cognitive indicators of memory strength that are presentin the learners’ recorded speech signal while studying vocabu-lary items by vocally responding to cues. We demonstrate thatmeta-cognitive beliefs about memory performance are reflectedin variations in pitch and speaking speed, whereas the objectiveaccuracy of a response is mainly reflected in its loudness. Theresults of this study contribute to a better understanding of the re-lationship between prosodic speech variations and (meta)memoryprocesses. Furthermore, they can have important implications forthe further development of models of memory retrieval that areused in adaptive learning systems. For example, extracting infor-mation about a speaker’s confidence from the speech signal in realtime may allow for improvement of predictions of future retrievalsuccess—without the learner having to make explicit confidencejudgments after each learning trial.
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Alleviating 4 Million Cold Starts in Adaptive Fact Learning

Adaptive learning systems enable any learner to study at a levelthat is appropriately challenging to them. The cold start problemoccurs whenever an adaptive system has not yet had the opportu-nity to adapt to its user or content. Using learning data from 140thousand students, we evaluate several methods for alleviatingthe cold start problem in an adaptive fact learning system. Weshow that data-driven prediction of the learning system’s adaptiveparameter leads to more accurate estimates of learning at thestart of a session, particularly when the prediction involves fact-specific difficulty information. The observed improvements aresimilar in magnitude to those in an earlier lab study, where usingthe predicted values as starting estimates in a learning sessionsignificantly increased posttest retention. We expect that compa-rable retention gains can be achieved in real-world educationalpractice.
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Modelling the role of Hanja in the Korean mental lexicon: A second tier
of spreading activation

This poster presents interim results from an ACT-R-based statisticalmodel of a series of lexical decision experiments in Korean. Themodel uses two tiers of spreading activation, one of which repre-sents semantic distance, and the other of which represents theeffect of theHanjawriting systemon themental lexicon. Modellingthe data requires assumptions to be made about the relationshipbetween the tiers of spreading activation, and about the methodof computing semantic association. The poster is supported by aninteractive browser interface that allows participants to vary theseassumptions, as well as the standard ACT-R spreading activationparameters, and explore how this impacts the model fit.
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Leveraging large-scale brain connectivity data to explore and expand
the common model of cognition

Over the past decades, a vast amount of models and architectureshave been developed, looking at the large scale organization ofthe human brain on different levels of abstraction. In an attemptto synthesize the ideas from some of the most established existingmodels of cognitive processing, namely ACT-R, SOAR, and Sigma,the Common Model of Cognition (CMC) has been proposed. Itidentifies five differentmoduleswithin the brainwith discrete func-tionalites and processing connections between them, modulesfor Perception, Action, Long-Term Memory, Procedural Memory,as well as Working Memory. These are considered to be essentialfor cognition across different domains and tasks, representing ageneralized model of the structuring and processing of the mind.Previous work has connected the structure of the CMC to activityin the specific brain regions, helping to validate the model andcompare it to other models and architectures, like Hub-and-SpokeArchitectures and Hierarchical Architectures. The CMC was foundto outperform its alternatives, being a significantly better matchfor the experimentally gained data. However, the results alsosuggested that modifications to the original formulation of theCMC would improve its fit. This is not surprising, as the CMC hasa rather basic structure, only incorporating high level cognitivecomponents. Other models consist of larger networks of sub-components, representing real human cognition more accurately.It further does not consider many significant aspects of cognitiveprocessing like metacognition or emotional processing in the mod-ularity and organization.The large scale parcellation currently used to identify signals asso-ciated with each cognitive component will not be sufficient in thefuture, as the model grows in complexity and additional cognitivecomponents are incorporated. Better methods are needed foridentifying regions associated with specific cognitive processesand modeling these and its connections in the CMC.To improve the identification of brain regions we can use meta-analyses of brain data. Tools like Neurosynth synthesize the resultsof many studies using neuroimaging, allowing to perform connec-tivity analyses on them. This makes it possible to relate specificbrain regions to functions, as well as investigate the interactionsbetween the different regions, which can be leveraged to informthe CMC about its structure. Due to the large amount of data andthe wide variety of domains covered, meta-analyses of brain dataare significantly more powerful than single studies. To validateour methods, we can use fMRI brain data from the Human Con-nectome Project. It provides a wide range of brain activity acrossmultiple tasks allowing us to compare different configurations ofthe CMC using methods of connectivity analysis.We propose leveraging the power of connectivity analyses withboth large-scale fMRI brain data and meta-analyses of brain datato create expanded and more robust versions of the CMC. Themethodology used to research this is defined as follows: First, lookat shortcomings of the current CMC structure and create expandedversions with additional components integrated in a plausible way.Then identify and isolate brain activity associated with those com-ponents using the proposed combination of meta-analyses andfMRI brain data. Finally, compare the resulting predictions withthe current CMC structure.
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Modelling the Effects of Working Memory Demands on Accuracy Rates
of Relational Reasoning Problems

Relational reasoning is a core cognitive ability necessary for in-telligent behaviour as it evaluates relationships between mentalrepresentations. Laboratory-based tasks such as relational reason-ing problems have long been used to investigate how individualsmake inferences about such problems, with theories of mentalmodels arguing that to solve such problems, individuals constructan integrated mental model based on the provided premises togenerate or verify conclusions. Computationalmodels of relationalreasoning offer insights into how individuals generate such mentalmodels and why some cognitive strategies may be preferred overothers. However, many of these models do not directly accountfor what is often cited as a primary reason for the difficulty ofdifferent problems, the effects of increased working memory de-mand. In this paper, we present four ACT-R models that simulatethe negative relationship between accuracy rates and relationalproblem complexity and demonstrate how different memory er-rors of omission and commission can account for qualitativelydifferent reasoning processes. Our cognitive models demonstratethe importance of future work to consider individual differencesin working memory processing, micro-strategy preferences, andthe effects of different memory errors on the reasoning process.
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An ACT-R Observer Model for Anticipatory Assistive Robots

Interactions between human users and assistive robotic systemsin real life often involve both cognitive and physical interactions.In order to support humans well in their daily life, a robotic agentneeds to be aware of the situation, anticipate the human agent,and generate human-like behaviors. In this work, we present anACT-R observer model as a possible implementation on the roboticagent’s cognitive level. The model anticipates the human agent’sbehaviors in an application example: a tea-making task. Wediscusshow such a model provides us the possibility to connect cognitiveand physical human-robot interactions, and the advantages ofsuch amodel comparedwith common state-of-the-art approachesfor human intention and behavior predictions. We also discusshow such an individual ACT-R model provides potential for ananticipatory, situation-aware robotic agent in real life applications,allowing us to solve ambiguities from acquiring input via varioussensors and gain time for proactive support.
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Modeling A Human-AI Cooperation Task In ACT-R

How can we model the ways race-based systems of power andoppression impact the ways people interact with AI agents? Toapproach this question, we are developing a computational modelof a human-AI interaction study that explores the impact of racial-ization on such interactions. We’re developing an ACT-R modelthat connects with the existing study infrastructure and code tocomplete the Pig Chase task (a modified version of the Stag hunttask) using NodeJS. Connecting the existing Pig Chase Environmentto ACT-R provides us with an opportunity to understand and inturn lay out the process of recognizing the steps taken to makecertain decisions, particularly without creating another environ-ment, something that can be especially time consuming for thecomputational cognitive modeling process. To develop a morecomplete simulation of related human behavior with greater reso-lution, we are developing a connection between ConceptNet andACT-R. Integrating it with our model will provide the model withexisting historical and sociocultural perspectives and provides uswith a more realistic ability to understand the interaction betweenthe user and the environment after it has the knowledge of therace of the AI agent.
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Enabling Human-Machine Symbiosis: Automated Establishment of
Common Ground and Estimates of the Topological Structures of
Commander’s Intent

As recent advances in artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learn-ing (ML) have failed to slow as predicted, there has been an un-precedented increase in the adoption of these methods for com-plex domain problems and settings far removed from computerscience and engineering concerns. As these technologies mature,especially in the area of neuro-symbolic intelligence, interest hasincreased in the development of artificial cognitive capabilitiesthat would allow these new systems to act less like an automatedappliance and more like an interdependent teammate. Depart-ment of Defense goals for automation call for a dramatic increasein autonomous systems to support mission goals in ways that donot require additional human teammates to manage, control, andoperate these resources. These goals are currentlyunobtainable due to the high cognitive loads associated with mostAI- and ML-based decision support systems. Next-generation AIsystems need to support symbiotic, human-centered processes,including objective alignment, trust calibration, common ground,and the ability to build complex workflows that manage risksdue to resources such as time, environmental constraints, anddiverse computational settings from super computers to edge de-vices and autonomous systems.In this paper we introduce a novel formalism to represent the com-mon ground shared between co-performers, whether humans ormachines, and a formal procedure for the establishment of thiscommon ground using conceptual pacts of both quantitative andqualitative natures, resulting in machine representations of hu-man assumptions, goals, and value judgements on the sharedenvironment, representing elements of Commander’s Intent. Wefurther extend this process by using self-organizing maps to ef-ficiently estimate the topological structure underlying Comman-der’s Intent allowing machine co-performers to come to commonoperational understandings of shared environments and missiongoals, demonstrated over several datasets drawn from diversedomain applications.
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Embodied communication model in ACT-R based robot

Human communication is mediated by symbolic (e.g., language) orquantitative (e.g., body movements) representations. For smoothinteraction between humans and machines, it is important formachines to have a mechanism to convert between symbolic andquantitative representations. In this study, we construct a modelin which the cognitive architecture as a symbol processing systemand the robot as an embodied media interact with each other.In this model, we use a simple word game with a human as atest case of communication. The conversion from a symbolic toa quantitative representation in this model corresponds to therobot’s posture based on the "size image" of a noun. The "sizeimage" is a general human image of a word taken from the worddistributional representation. The influence of quantitative repre-sentation on symbols in this model is represented by the influenceof the robot’s posture on the model’s next word selection.
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GPT-Jass : A Text-to-model Pipeline for ACT-R Models

The GPT-family of Large Language Models has garnered significantattention in the past year. Its ability to digest natural languagehas opened up previously unsolvable natural language problemdomains. We tasked GPT-3 with generating complex cognitivemodels from plain text instructions. The quality of the generatedmodels is dependent upon the quality and quantity of fine-tuningsamples, but is otherwise quite promising, producing executableand correct models in four of six task areas.
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A Structural Model of Existential Certainty and Relativistic Beliefs
Predicting Peer Competence of Stimulant Users

We tend to make judgments of our peers in many ways, includ-ing their level of competence, and we are more likely to interactwith those who we have judged as competent (Fiske, 2007). Suchjudgments may partly be affected by cognitive factors within us,such as our internal control or our quest for knowledge, and itis possible that our judgments might also be attenuated by theextent to which we believe that absolute truth and morality issubjective (Forsyth, 1980).The present study hypothesized a structural model to evaluate theabove ideas. The outcome variable of judged peer competencywas a measured variable using the competency scale. Cognitivefactors was the latent predictor variable indicated by need forcognition, symbolic immortality, and internalized control. Holdingrelativistic beliefs was the measured mediator variable based onthe relativism subscale. Inventories were completed by 193 under-graduate at California State University, Sacramento students.The chi-square value for model fit was not statistically significant,
8.105(4, N = 193), p = .08, and most of the other indexesalso suggested a good fit: GFI = .98, NFI = .93, CFI =
.96, RMSEA = .07. Of the three paths, only two were statisti-cally significant. The path from abstract definitions to perceptionsof peer competence was not significant, but the paths from ourcognitive factor to relativistic beliefs (path coefficient = -.18) andthe path from relativistic beliefs to perceptions of peer compe-tence (path coefficient = .18) were each significant, with approx-imately 18% of the variance in perceptions of peer competenceexplained.Because the direct path path from our cognitive factor to per-ceptions of peer competency was not significant in the mediatedmodel, there was the possibility that mediation might have beenobtained. We evaluated that by evaluating the unmediated model.However, in the unmediated model the direct path from the cogni-tive factor to perceptions of peer competency was not statisticallysignificant (path coefficient = -.03). It therefore appears that ourcognitive factor was not directly related to perceived peer com-petency, but did act through relativistic beliefs in affecting judgedpeer competence.
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Cognitive Modelling of Intention Recognition in Cocktail Mixing

Recognising the intention of a human partner is a key challenge forcollaborative systems in human-robot interaction. However, exist-ing studies of intention recognition abilities in AI system mostlyfocus on data-driven approaches and the recognition of directaction intentions (low-level intentions). We propose an artificialintention recognition approach that is implemented as a cogni-tive model in the theory-based ACT-R architecture and that inferssuperordinate action goals (high-level goals). We tested our ap-proach for the recognition of cocktails from mixing sequencesperformed by human participants in an experimental study. Inten-tion recognition speed of the model was evaluated and comparedto human intention recognition performance. Our results indicatethat the implemented model successfully recognises high-levelintentions and tends to be substantially faster than humans.
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Using cognitive models to test interventions against mind-wandering
during driving

In this study, we contrasted six differentmodels to show the effectsof different interventions by adaptive systems designed to preventmind-wandering while driving. Although cognitive load associatedwith secondary tasks tends to affect driving negatively (e.g., Unniet al., 2017; Salvucci & Macuga, 2002; Ito et al., 2001), sometimesa simple secondary task can improve driving performance whenthe situation is mundane (e.g., Engström et al., 2017; Nijboer etal., 2016). Nijboer and colleagues (2016) have hypothesized thatif the driving task is simple, people might start mind wandering,which interferes with driving (Yanko & Spalek, 2013, 2014; Martens& Brouwer, 2013). A simple secondary task, which imposes lessworkload than mind-wandering, could prevent this from happen-ing. Automation system that adapt to the cognitive state of thedriver could leverage this effect by inducing mild cognitive loadduring mundane driving scenarios with the goal to improve driv-ing performance. To test suitable interventions, we combined anexisting driver model (Salvucci, 2006) with an existing model ofmind wandering in the cognitive architecture ACT-R (van Vugt etal., 2015) and tested different interventions that impose cogni-tive workload in different amounts during specific times of thesimulation. Using these different models we, firstly, show howmind-wandering harms driving performance, secondly, show thatmild cognitive load can mitigate this effect and, lastly, show thatadapting to the cognitive state of the model incurs a significantprocessing cost that adaptive automation systems have to accountfor.
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Predicting Human Interleaving Time in Semi-Automated Vehicles

We present the first steps towards a processing model to under-stand transitions of control in semi-automated vehicles. In a transi-tion of control, a human takes over the control from a (semi-) auto-mated vehicle. Based on a recent theoretical model, we describethis process as interruption handling. In an interruption handlingprocess, various distinct processing steps can be identified. Wethen take the data from a recent meta-review on transitions ofcontrol to map response times to specific processing stages ofinterruption handling. We then estimate the response time dis-tribution for each stage. The model can then be used to identifywhat response distributions might look like for different scenarios,such as different alert modalities. Initial findings highlight how forexample bi-modal alerts mostly speed-up initial processes of theinterruption handling, but later processes less so.
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Reasoning and logic—a Piagetian perspective

According to Jean Piaget, intelligence has its roots in the self-regulation of organisms and, unfolding in a sequence of stages,bears fruit in the hypothetico-deductive reasoning of homo sapi-ens. In a nutshell, this poster sets out Piaget’s psychological theoryof hypothetico-deductive reasoning and clarifies its relationshipwith propositional logic by elaborating on Piaget’s own intima-tions.Piaget typically discerned four stages—sensorimotor, semiotic,concrete- and formal-operational—in the sequential developmentof intelligence. At the fourth stage, reasoning is propositional andhypothetico-deductive, and ‘interpropositional grouping’ is theterm Piaget coined for the cognitive structure characterising thisstage of cognitive development.Axiom schemata traditionally describe propositional calculus; ac-cording to Piaget, ‘logic is the axiomatic of the operatory structureswhose real functioning the psychology and sociology of thoughtstudy.’ Elaborating Piaget’s claim, I, first, show that the interpropo-sitional grouping is structurally equivalent to a Boolean algebra.I, then, illustrate how the identities characterising a Boolean al-gebra follow rigorously from a version of the Russell-Bernays ax-iom schema for propositional logic. Finally, I indicate how theinterpropositional grouping serves as the source for logicians likeRussell and Bernays to construct axiom schemata. In particular, Iargue that the Russell-Bernays axiom schema represents a com-pact synopsis of the element of the interpropositional groupingthat corresponds to the unit element of a Boolean algebra.
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